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Information systems often are delivered which fail to
meet the user's expectations.

One appropriate response is

user-involvement in systems design;
ticular form of user-involvement,
popularity.

When prototyping,

in recent years,

prototyping,

has gained

the designer and user work

together to build the system iteratively.
investigations

a par¬

Earlier empirical

indicate that the prototyping environment

fosters user acceptance and user satisfaction.

There are

also some indications that prototyped systems require fewer
programmer-hours of effort,

and thus can be delivered at

less cost.
This dissertation addresses an heretofore unresearched
aspect of prototyping:

the developer's perspective.

vn

Specif-

ically,

we investigate what motivates developers to choose

prototyping.

Although there is a broad consensus of opinion

regarding what prototyping is,
prototypers,

as a group,

produces systems

our findings

indicate that

do not believe that prototyping

in significantly less time or at signif¬

icantly less cost than systems developed in the conventional
manner.

However,

developers do perceive that prototyped

systems are of significantly greater quality than conven¬
tionally-developed systems.
These findings give rise to considerable discussion,

in

which we interpret that there exist other motivations for
prototyping.

A more collegial relationship with clients,

a

reduction in anxiety when developing systems and a greater
degree of satisfaction are among the factors motivating the
choice to prototype.

In addition,

we find there exists an

indirect economic incentive to prototype,

based on the reuse

of prototyped modules in subsequent development efforts.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

That software development faces a crisis today is wellknown.

Systems very often are delivered late;

seriously,

more

systems are delivered which fail to meet the

user's expectations with regard to functionality,
ance,

and other important dimensions.

appear¬

In recent years,

it

has become apparent that at least some of the blame for this
state of affairs
are developed.

is

inherent in the conventional way systems

Convention holds that one must fully and

completely understand user requirements and specifications
before software development can take place.

Thus,

the con¬

ventional approach views systems analysis and development
as,

to quote a popular text,

"an orderly,

for identifying and solving problems"
1983,

p.

sequential process

in the sense of an order¬

for developing computer systems,

a long-standing intellectual heritage.
early 1970's,
[Hare,

[Gore and Stubbe,

7].

Systems analysis and design,
ly,

structured process

1967;

has

In the 1960's and

several substantial texts addressed the topic
McMillan and Gonzalez,

1973].

This heritage

will be discussed briefly here as a means of giving histor¬
ical context to the discussion that follows.

1

The word "systems"

in the term "systems analysis"

to have derived from the general notion of a system,

seems

and not

the restricted meaning of the term "computer system".

Early

work focused on the development of mathematical models to
describe some system in process.
example,

Hare

[Hare,

1967],

for

expended considerable effort on the process of

"simplification",

that is,

applying the scientific principle

of parsimony to the multi-faceted phenomena under study.
Once the underlying principles are found,

he argued,

one can

proceed to model the system under study.

He paid particular

attention to simulation tools to achieve this modeling.
McMillan and Gonzalez

[McMillan and Gonzalez,

1973]

concen¬

trated rigorously on the simulation approach.
1.1 Systems Development Life Cycle
Conceptually,

the system realization process

smooth progression in which:
design concept;
decision maker,

(2)

("SDLC")

(1)

is a

the designer formulates a

the designer presents the design to a

who approves the design;

(3)

the designer

implements the system for the client;

followed by

mentation of the system.

after Swanson

[Swanson,

1988,

clear that,

p.

35]

Figure 1.1,

(4)

encapsulates this concept.

in practice,

this progression is

imple¬

It is

fraught with

difficulty.
A major step forward occurred in the 1970's.
be explained shortly,
1974],

Boehm

[Boehm,

apparently independently,

systems developed life cycle
time,

1973]

As will

and Davis

[Davis,

evolved the concept of the

("SDLC")^

in 1973.

Since that

the SDLC has become the major integrating theme of

2

Designer

V
Design concept

V
Decision
maker

V
Implementation

V
Utilization

Figure

1.1

Idealized systems development
(after Swanson,

1988, p. 35)

systems development.
system proceeds,

It states that the development of a

or at least should proceed,

prescribed fashion.

The following life cycle model,

amalgam taken from Davis and Olson
pp.

570-577],

perceptions,

Murdick

in an orderly,

[Murdick,

[Davis and Olson,

1980]

an
1985,

and the author's own

is typical.

Planning stage:

The goals and objectives of the

prospective system are established.

An initial

fea¬

sibility study is generally called for.
Definition stage:

The system is defined in terms

of what it shall and shall not include.

The goals and

objectives of the system are established.
feasibility assessment,
ered.

initial

Following a

information is gath¬

A high-level conceptual design completes this

stage.
Analysis stage:

Analysis of the existing system

leads to a greater understanding of the problem domain
and the specific tasks to be undertaken by the proposed
system.

A more detailed feasibility study may be

called for,

together with a major financial commitment

from user management.
Design stage:

The understanding gained in the

previous stages results in the physical and logical
design of the proposed system.

The result of this

phase is a detailed specification document,
facto if not de jure,

which,

de

establishes a contract between

the developers and the recipients of the system.

4

Coding:

The system is coded in an agreed-upon

language according to the specifications detailed in
the previous stage.
Debugging:

As each component is developed,

it is

test-run and the resulting errors are corrected.
will be seen in the discussion below,

As

the errors

found

and corrected at this stage are generally of a syntac¬
tic nature.
Implementation:

The system developed in the pre¬

vious stage is placed into service.

Typically,

a

training period takes place in which users are oriented
to the new system and gain the skills needed to use it.
Cutover:

Using any one of variety of techniques,

the old system ceases and the new system begins.

Data

conversion may be required.
Maintenance:
of syntax errors,

Remaining bugs,
are fixed

consisting primarily

("corrective maintenance")

but it is known that a good deal of effort in this
stage is focused on altering the characters of the new
system to conform to user preferences
maintenance"),
1983].

that is,

In fact,

Swanson,

1980B]

("perfective

semantic errors.

Lientz and Swanson

[Guimaraes,

[Lientz

and

claim in an exhaustive survey that more

than 50% of all maintenance can be considered perfec¬
tive,

while nearly another 24%

is

"adaptive",

which in

part addresses changes in input data structures.
is further discussed by Swanson

5

[Swanson,

1988].

This

In recent years,
stage,

maintenance,

it has become obvious that the final

consumes an ever-increasing portion of

the total cost of a computer system.

Ironically,

cessful systems that are used a good deal,

in suc¬

this last stage

is particular demanding of total system cost

[Boehm,

1973].

This seeming paradox can be explained if one understands
that maintenance consists of more than fixing "bugs".
maintenance is perfective,

that is,

the user's evolving needs,

rather than corrective

[Guimaraes,

1988],

ful systems,

1983;

Swanson,

Most

adapting the system to

It follows that success¬

on which users depend,

demand continual

updating.
Two additional stages should be considered.

One stage

addressed by few authors is the death of the system
[Henderson and Ingraham,

1982].

This author hypothesizes

that the lack of explication of this stage results

in many

systems being "patched" when they should be replaced.
topic is not the subject of this dissertation,

This

however.

A stage which seldom occurs is an active process of
reviewing the system once implemented.
audit"
571],

stage by Davis and Olson
this activity is

process

Called the

[Davis and Olson,

"post¬
1985,

p.

intended as a learning and feedback

for the systems developer.

This topic is also not

the subject of this dissertation.
The near-universal acceptance of the SDLC model can be
seen in many aspects of the information systems discipline.
Besides commonly serving as an integrating outline in infor¬
mation systems texts,

the SDLC also serves as a unifying

6

theme for discussions of systems development.
in 1980,

a major conference on systems analysis and design

chose the SDLC as
1981],

For example,

its organizing model

though not without dissent

[Cotterman,

et al..

[McCracken and Jackson,

1981].
Despite the great number of enhancements to the basic
SDLC model that have been proposed,
ing sequence.
or a team,

all have a common start¬

The system developer,

whether an individual

must:
1)

understand the existing system

("systems

analysis");
2)

system

understand what the user requires
("systems specification");

3)

in a proposed

and

design a system in response to user needs

before undertaking actual development

("systems

design").
The SDLC model evolved in the early 1970's.
field of software engineering,
his oft-cited 1973

In the

it was mentioned by Boehm in
1973]

but was

articulated more clearly by him several years later

[Boehm,

1976].

Datamation article

[Boehm,

The model was developed separately,

independently,
[Davis,

1974,

by Davis
pp.

and apparently

in the field of information systems

413-420].

Davis,

however,

model to the development of systems per se.

limits his
while Boehm and

others extend the model to the entirety of the systems anal¬
ysis,

design and development process.

It is clear that the

SDLC model has permeated much of the thinking in the field

7

of software development for many years before its articula¬
tion by Boehm and Davis
Indeed,

the model

[see,

for instance,

fulfills Harel's

[Harel,

Ackoff,
1980]

1967].

require¬

ments for being a "folk theorem".
The SDLC model marks a major break from the mathemati¬
cally- and simulation-oriented concept of systems analysis
described earlier.

In the works cited earlier

McMillan and Gonzalez,

1973]

this model was known.

Indeed,

nificant management tool

[Hare,

1967;

there is no indication that
the SDLC constitutes a sig¬

for the development of information

systems.
While the SDLC is commonly presented as sequential,
fact it is a feedback-driven process.
dealt with the feedback loops
[Davis,

1974?

feedback iterations.

Others

Various authors have

in different ways.

Davis and Olson,

1985]

[e.g.,

in

Davis

describes specific
Murdick,

1980]

generally

discuss the concept of feedback and iteration without desc¬
ribing specific iteration paths.
ever,

all clearly call

Without exception,

how¬

for the analysis and specification

stages to precede the design stage,

which in turn is to pre¬

cede the development and implementation stages.
1.2

Problems with the SDLC
The fundamental need for analysis and design prior to

software development has been challenged by many authori¬
ties.

The best-known challenge is Russell Ackoff's

"Management Misinformation Systems"

[Ackoff,

1967].

The

most-quoted passage in this most-quoted piece of the infor-

8

illation systems literature succinctly stated the futility of
the traditional approach:
For the manager to know what information he needs
he must be aware of each type of decision he should
make (as well as does) and he must have an adequate
model of each.
These conditions are seldom satisfied.
[Ackoff, 1967, p. B-149]
Ackoff was not alone.
and Dickson's
and Reality"

"MisProject

Another oft-cited piece.
[sic]

Management:

[Powers and Dickson,

1973],

Myths,

Powers

Opinions

noted that in prac¬

tice systems often exist with vaguely specified objectives.
In doing so,

the authors discredited the myth that objec¬

tives must be established clearly and definitively prior to
software development,

noting that "the clarity of project

objectives was not related to user satisfaction"
Dickson,
reasoning

1973,

p.

153].

[Davis,

1982,

In large measure,
if all

steps

[Powers and

Davis later continued this line of
p.

19].

the SDLC model

is doomed to fail even

in it are performed flawlessly.

This is

because up to 70% of the total system development effort is
invested before the user actually sees what s/he has
ordained

[Henderson and Ingraham,

1982].

Between the orig¬

inal motivation for the system and the actual

implementation

of the system come a wide variety of decisions,

assumptions

and default values that color and characterize the resulting
system.
In a typical scenario,

a substantial amount of time

passes between the initial motivation for the system and the
actual delivery of the system.

Yet,

systems are developed

in accordance with the needs of the user at the time the

9

system is called for.
from the user,
"check backs"
ress.

The developer separates him/herself

with the possible exception of occasional
to verify information or formally report prog¬

It is assumed that the developer has a clear under¬

standing of the problem prior to actual development of the
system,

and that the user's needs will remain static during

the development period.
A further assumption is made:

that the user is capable

of clearly and succinctly expressing his/her needs.
developer proceeds with the design of the system,

As the

further

interactions with users tend to be in the nature of fact
verification,

rather than in-depth consultation.

most unfortunate,
resulting system.

This is

since many design decisions affect the
For example,

the type of file access

provided is often chosen in the design stage.

Yet,

the

decision between sequential and random access dramatically
affects how the user will deal with the system.
Developers defend not dealing with users on such tech¬
nical topics by noting that users are typically ignorant of
computing topics,
be correct.

and the developer's decision is likely to

What is unfortunate is the lack of a readily-

available medium of communication between the user and the
developer on this and other system issues.
notes,

"the main source of

...

errors lies

of the systems analyst to translate
needs

into a functioning system"

10

As Andrews
in the inability

[the user's]

[Andrews,

1983,

wants and
p.

17].

This

inability to translate user needs

information system should not surprise us.

into a workable
It goes beyond

the seeming inability of users to express their needs and
beyond system decisions that impact the user.

The problem

goes to the heart of human intelligence and decision-making.
Many subject experts,
completely,

even when they understand their needs

are quite incapable of expressing the processes

by which they make decisions or exercise expertise.
problem can be summarized as follows:

The

the developer must

develop a system that will be executed on a distinctly unin¬
telligent computer.

Yet,

s/he does not have access to the

underlying needs and processes to be addressed by the
system,
ligence.

as they are clouded by the processes of human intel¬
Thus,

a communications problem exists.

It is no

surprise that it is nearly impossible to clearly elucidate
user needs and processes clearly enough to achieve a correct
system from the data derived from analysis and specification
of the system.
1987,

p.

7],

Figure 1.2,

taken here from Simkin

[Simkin,

is a popular cartoon expressing the communica¬

tions difficulties inherent in systems development.
The traditional development methods have generated what
Wetherbe and Berrisford term an "expectations gap"
and Berrisford,

1979,

p.

10?

see also Wetherbe,

[Wetherbe

1984].

Users expect that the system they want will serve their
needs.

They often express surprise and resentment when,

often months after they first met with the developer,

the

delivered system strikes them as a bizarre convolution of
their expressed needs.

Given the difficulties of communica11
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tion present,
SDLC,

difficulties which can be exacerbated by the

what is surprising is that successful systems exist at

all.
It is important to note that users and developers need
not experience the frustration of unsatisfactory systems.
Caring,

sensitive developers exist,

and receptive users.

as do open,

articulate

Managements that are aware of the

dynamics involved in systems development also exist.
major point here is:

The

there is nothing in the traditional

systems development life cycle model that will avoid these
communications difficulties,

and the feelings of frustration

that derive.
The present author posits that a lack of communication
with users in the eliciting of user needs is at the core of
the systems development problem.
demonstrated.

Jenkins et al.

This has been empirically

note,

for example,

that tradi¬

tional development methods resulted in users claiming that
major reporting requirements were missed in 65% of the cases
studied

[Jenkins,

et al..

1984],

Practitioners bear the brunt of the difficulties dis¬
cussed here.

One alternative would be to consciously back¬

track over previous stages of development,

taking advantage

of new insights and understandings as they arise.
approach,

however,

This

implies ongoing communication between

developer and user as the system is built.
takes place in practice.

This seldom

Part of the reason is that "con¬

ventional systems development practitioners view such recy¬
cling as bad practice"

[Young,
13

1984,

p.

154].

In reality,
process.

the SDLC needs to be a highly iterative

Instead of a steady progressive slope that is

often pictured from beginning to end,
slowly looping spiral

(figure 1.3).

the actual curve is a
Such a curve epitomizes

the iterative nature of systems development,

and it is clear

that the developer is expected to have a clear understanding
of the user's needs prior to entering the later stages of
the life cycle.

What the life cycle model does is to delin¬

eate clearly the definition,

analysis,

development and

implementation stages.
As a result of separating the development stages,

a

substantial time lag exists between the time the user init¬
iates development and the time the system is delivered.
This time lag is at the root of many systems development
problems.

Since information systems model procedures and

activities in the user's environment,

the user's needs

change at least as often as does the user's environment.
Thus,

even if the definition,

were performed flawlessly,

analysis and design stages

the resulting system would neces¬

sarily fail to meet the user's needs as those needs evolved
during development.

Further,

the presence of an automated

system itself changes the environment; of course,

the system

was designed to address the environment prior to the systeminduced changes

[Guimaraes,

1985].

were delivered in a flawless state,
meet the needs of users.

And,

even if a system

it would soon fail to

This is because all systems are in
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co

a state of continuous evolution,

and must continuously

change to deal with the world they model

[De and Hse,

1985].

The crucial nature of the development stage has been
highlighted well by Ginzberg

[Ginzberg,

1981].

He claims

that the likelihood of success can be estimated at this
stage.

Great savings can be achieved if systems destined to

fail could be aborted at this stage.

He offers guidelines

for identifying likely failures.
Some methodology is clearly needed to avoid the com¬
munication problems associated with the early development
stages.

This methodology would assist developers and users

to communicate effectively.

Indeed,

developers have adopted

a wide variety of techniques to deal with this problem and
the subsequent problem of conveying the specifications
derived to the programmer.

Over time,

analysis and design tools evolved.

a wide repertoire of

The primary purpose of

many was to facilitate communication between the developer
and the user.

Cougar provides a useful and comprehensive

summary of the technologies of the 1960's and early 1970's
in his overview article,
Analysis Techniques"
also useful

[Davis,

"Evolution of Business Systems

[Cougar,
1982, pp.

1973].

Davis'

discussion is

14-19].

There has been no shortage of discussion regarding
these problems.

Waters feels that existing analysis tools

fail since they are not comprehensive enough to present a
realistic model of the proposed system,
ing system details

[Waters,

1979].

cuss a number of productivity aids,
16

particularly regard¬

Lientz and Swanson dis¬
primarily with a view to

their impact on maintenance.
aids available,

Despite all the productivity

they conclude that "the findings point

clearly to the importance of the relationship established
with the users of the application systems...
gested that new aids be directed,
the user interface"

in part,

[Lientz and Swanson,

Toward this end,

[it is]

sug¬

specifically to

1980B,

p.

120].

a wide variety of alternative methods

are available for development,

but,

as King notes,

zational factors often inhibit their use

[King,

organi¬

1982].

One

class of these alternative design methods is structured
analysis, which was popular in the late 1970's and early
1980's
1975].

[DeMarco,
Yet,

pointing.

1982; Gane and Sarson,

1979; Yourdon,

at best these techniques have proved disap¬

As Yourdon notes

[Yourdon,

1986],

these tech¬

niques were laborious and took a static view of systems,
just as systems were becoming ever more complex,

interactive

and existing in real time.
1.3 User-involvement with the SDLC
A near-universal response to these problems has been
"user-involvement".

A simple definition of user-involvement

is the participation in the development process by users of
the intended system [Olson and Ives,

1984],

It is argued

that user-involvement is the key to successful system imple¬
mentation [Holmes,
1977; Swanson,

1978; King and Rodriguez,

1974].

1978; Kling,

Maish claims that positive feelings

by users toward an MIS is correlated with user-involvement,
while user behavior toward the MIS is not significantly

17

correlated with user-involvement
ments,

however,

Olson,

1984; Olson and Ives,

[Maish,

are much in dispute.
1984]

ical basis for the assumption.

1979],

Academics

These argu¬
[Ives and

claim there is no empir¬

Practitioners early on noted

how difficult it is to have users, particularly managers, be
involved with the development of their systems
and Taylor,

1975; Gibson,

Nonetheless,

1977; Kneitel,

[e.g.,

Davis

1977].

academic sources have produced a wide

variety of models and techniques to increase user-involve¬
ment

[e.g.,

Swanson,

1974].

King and Cleland advocated the

establishment of interpersonal models to guide and manage
developer-user interaction [King and Cleland,

1971].

Others

take the perspective of internal politics and organizational
behavior
Markus,

[Keen and Gerson,

1977; Kling and Iacono,

1984;

1983].

User-involvement is easier to call for than to prac¬
tice.

Dagwell and Weber's research has shown that users and

developers often operate with different mindsets.

They

point out that developers have a "Theory X" view of users,
particularly for clerically-oriented data processing
systems.

Designers take on a limited,

collegial "Theory Y"

view when developing professionally-oriented management
information systems

[Dagwell and Weber,

1983].

Their work

in turn is ground in the research of Hedberg and Mumford,
who focus on the values
technical)

(social and political,

as well as

and behaviors that developers bring to systems.

Hedberg and Mumford concluded that "the most important thing
seems to be to establish real communication between experts
18

and clients in design groups and to change the content of
the joint discussion" away from purely technical matters
[Hedberg and Mumford,

1975,

p.

58].

Much attention in the

academic press has focused on ways to improve system design¬
ers'

attitudes and thus increase user involvement.
Also based on this line of research is Salaway's find¬

ings on the relationship of the developer's behavior on
systems development.
niques,

Advocating behavior modification tech¬

she argues that developer behavior and the attitudes

the behavior displays can greatly aid or harm the develop¬
ment process

[Salaway,

1987],

A claimed link between user-involvement and systems
success provides the linchpin for this argument
disputed by Ives and Olson
above).

Edstrttm,

[Ives and Olson,

(a claim

1984];

see

for example, posits communication models

to facilitate user involvement,

noting that the "practical

importance of user influence ranges well beyond the devel¬
opment of MIS to almost all areas of design activities
[it is]

...

important to move beyond the simple relationship

between user influence and the perceived success of the
system"

[Edstrttm,

1977,

p.

606].

DeSanctis and Courtney have followed the same reason¬
ing,

but have developed their ideas from an organizational

development perspective.

The argue for a bridge between

organizational development techniques and information
systems.

They especially note that cognitive and emotional

information must be passed from user to developer,

19

but that

traditional tools focus solely on the passage of technical
information

[DeSanctis and Courtney,

1983].

1.4 Prototyping
"Getting it right the first time" is a common theme in
information systems literature.

The strategic benefit of

quickly developing a correctly functioning information
system has been established

[Ives and Learmonth,

1984].

Many tools are intended to accomplish this objective, most
of which focus on user-involvement.
user-involvement,

Within the domain of

there is one tool of particular promise:

the prototyping method of systems development,
simply,

"prototyping".

In the past ten years,

prototyping has received much

attention as an alternative development mode.
typing,

Using proto¬

the user and the developer have an ongoing,

tic relationship as the system evolves
1982].

or, more

symbio¬

[Naumann and Jenkins

Although hinted at since the 1960's

[Ackoff,

1967],

this method of systems development did not exist prior to
the mid-1970's because there did not exist appropriate tool
to implement it

[Sarvari,

1983].

As software has taken an

increasingly larger percentage of information systems'
ets

[Boehm,

1973],

however,

budg

the costs of software failure

have focused attention on delivering systems that are not
only technically correct, but conform to the user's expecta
tions for the system as well.

Prototyping is intended to

foster such a collegial relationship between user and devel
oper from the time the system is initiated until it is
finally delivered

[Naumann and Jenkins,
20

1982].

There are

indications that prototyping is increasingly being used.
The percentage of firms reported as using prototyping
increased from 4% in 1984
1987

[Necco,

et al..

[Jenkins,

1987].

et al..

Necco et al.

1984]

to 45% in

further reported

that prototyping was primarily used for on-line transaction
processing systems and ad hoc reporting tasks
al..

1987, p.

[Necco,

et

470].

1.5 Scope of this dissertation
This dissertation will address the relationship between
developers and users when the prototyping method of systems
development is employed, with strong emphasis on the devel¬
oper's perceptions.

It will concentrate on the development

of application software of the type generally associated
with Management Information Systems

("MIS").

The proto¬

typing of systems using database management systems

("DBMS")

on micro- and small mini-computers will be emphasized.
Within this class of development software,

ancillary tools

are heavily emphasized.
In the next chapter, we will examine the historical
motivation for prototyping,

its benefits and drawbacks,

appropriate uses and its potential.

its

The discussion will be

limited to application programs typical of management infor¬
mation systems.

Nonetheless,

it is anticipated that the

findings of this dissertation will be applicable to other
areas of software development.
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Notes
1.

The acronym "SDLC" should not be confused with an iden¬

tical acronym used in the telecommunications field.

That

acronym stands for "Synchronous Data Link Control",

a pro¬

prietary IBM telecommunications protocol.
[Chorafas,

1984]

See Chorafas

and Livingston [Livingston,

details.
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1988]

for

CHAPTER 2

DEFINITION,

Prototyping,
opment,

APPLICATION AND THEORETICAL BASIS

in the sense of a method of systems devel¬

is an approach to systems development rather than a

carefully delineated methodology.

In this chapter, we will

set the stage for our analysis of the developer's perspec¬
tive of prototyping.

To do so, we will proceed as follows.

First, we will attempt a crude definition of prototyping.
Second, we will trace the intuitive appeal of prototyping by
seeing its use in other fields and in systems development
specifically.

Third, we will more carefully delineate the

different facets of prototyping.

Fourth, we will present a

brief overview on variations on the basic concept of proto¬
typing.

Finally, we will set the intellectual stage for cur

study by placing the study in the larger context of XI5
research and by examining the theoretical underpinnings rf
prototyping.
2.1 Definition
We define the prototyping method of systems levelrpmerm
as follows:

prototyping is a conscious attempt to leliver a

running version of a system (or the major parts thereof
a user very early in the development process.

It is recog¬

nized that the system delivered is a rough draft
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in the sense of a method of systems devel¬

is an approach to systems development rather than a

carefully delineated methodology.

In this chapter,

we will

set the stage for our analysis of the developer's perspec¬
tive of prototyping.
First,
Second,

To do so,

we will proceed as

follows.

we will attempt a crude definition of prototyping.
we will trace the intuitive appeal of prototyping by

seeing its use in other fields and in systems development
specifically.

Third,

we will more carefully delineate the

different facets of prototyping.

Fourth,

we will present a

brief overview on variations on the basic concept of proto¬
typing.

Finally,

we will

set the intellectual

stage for our

study by placing the study in the larger context of MIS
research and by examining the theoretical underpinnings of
prototyping.
2.1 Definition
We define the prototyping method of systems development
as

follows:

prototyping is a conscious attempt to deliver a

running version of a system

(or the major parts thereof)

a user very early in the development process.

It is recog¬

nized that the system delivered is a rough draft,
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to

and can

contain errors.
the draft.

What is sought is the user's reaction to

The user's reaction to the draft guides the next

version of the system.

The process iterates until the user

is satisfied.1
In so defining prototyping, we wish to draw a contrast
with more conventional methods of systems development.

With

conventional methods, much effort is expended in analyzing
the needs of the user and designing the system before the
system itself is created.

The user does not see the system

until fairly late in the development process.
earlier,

As noted

Henderson and Ingraham claim that up to 70% of the

systems development effort precedes the first view of the
system by the user

[Henderson and Ingraham,

1982].

It is necessary to place an important restriction on
the definition above.

Organizations have information

requirements on at least two distinct levels
First,

[Davis,

the organization as a whole has a general,

level of information requirement.

"macro"

It is the task of the MIS

as a whole to address these requirements.

Second,

uals within the organization have task-specific,
information requirements.

1982],

individ¬

"micro"

It is the task of application

programs to address this level of information requirements.
It is this second level of information requirements that
prototyping seeks to address.
The definition above corresponds generally to defini¬
tions of prototyping found in the literature.

Consider the

definition employed in the article containing the first
printed reference to the term "prototyping":
24

an initial and usually highly simplified prototype
version of the system is designed, implemented, tested
and brought into operation.
Based on the experience
gained... a revised... prototype [is] designed and
implemented.
The cycle is repeated as often as neces¬
sary to achieve a satisfactory operational system...
[Bally, et al., 1977, p. 23].
Consider also the definition used in the article considered
seminal in the field of prototyping:
a system that captures the essential features of a
later system... intentionally incomplete, it is
intended to be modified, expanded, supplemented, or
supplanted (italics in original) [Naumann and Jenkins,
1982, p. 30].
Two key concepts can be found in these definitions.
First,

prototyping is a conscious approach to the develop¬

ment of information systems.

The developer intentionally is

delivering the system early in order to provide a forum for
feedback from the user.
process.

Second,

prototyping is an iterative

The developer recognizes that the process will be

repeated several,
are satisfied.

if not many,

In fact,

times before the user's needs

the developer should recognize that

additional needs will be uncovered as the process iterates;
indeed,

it is the difficulty of uncovering the entirety of

user needs that motivates the use of prototyping in the
first place.
2.2 Prototyping in other fields
Though the term "prototyping" may not be used, many
fields of human endeavor use the concept of modeling:

archi¬

tects commonly build scale models of a proposed building?
physicians try out new surgical techniques on animals?

stat¬

isticians run pilot studies to see if a given statistical
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instrument is appropriate; businesses test-market new goods
and services;

and computer hardware engineers hand-build new

circuitry before developing a production run of a new
product.
Business disciplines have not ignored the concept of
prototyping either.

Cohen and Van Horn,

for example, pro¬

posed in the early 1970's a series of laboratory experiments
to examine various organizational development design alter¬
natives.

After establishing the validity of the study,

they

concluded that these "simulations can be designed so that
they are

... prototypes of the system to be developed .. .

experimentation with prototypes can help to produce better
system designs and lead to the introduction of a more effec¬
tive system into the real world"
p.

9].

1972,

A number of other examples of this approach can be

found in management
[Urban and Karach,
puting literature
1978;

[Cohen and Van Horn,

Stemple,

[Hayes and Nolan,
1971],

in marketing

and in related areas of the com¬

[Albano and Orsini,

et al.,

1974],

1984; Riddle,

et al.,

1985].

2.3 Early prototyping concepts in MIS literature
Although the term "prototyping" did not appear in the
information systems literature until 1977
1977],

[Bally,

antecedent concepts appeared earlier.

et al.,

Ackoff called

for the "participation of managers in the design of the
system that is to serve them [in order to]

assure their

ability to evaluate its performance by comparing its output
with what was predicted"

[Ackoff,

1967,

p.

B-156].

Keen and

Gerson argued for a form of prototyping development from a
26

political perspective

[Keen and Gerson,

1977].

Lucas ana¬

lyzed a conflict model for use/developer interaction and
extensively discussed techniques to reduce communication
difficulties.

These techniques, which resemble prototyping

in several important respects, were an attempt to enhance
the creative aspects of conflict while minimizing the
destructive aspects

[Lucas,

1971].

Schewe and Wiek attacked

the problem from a marketing perspective and concluded that
in-depth user-involvement was a necessary condition of
"selling" a new system to a user [Schewe and Wiek,

1977].

Many authorities have noted that human factors are key
to acceptance and use of MIS
Smith,

1977].

[Carper,

1977; Maish,

1979;

There has been a growing acceptance of MIS as

a complex organizational dynamic.

Davis and Taylor ad¬

dressed this by proposing a simulation method to obtain a
clearer understanding of user requirements,

a method which

presaged much of prototyping's interactive nature
Taylor,

1975].

to design

[Davis and

Frank advocated a "trial and error approach"

[Frank,

1979], while Scott advocated a development

process as "simply one of listening to their client's prob¬
lem,

attempting a solution,

testing this with the client,

modifying it for another try,

and continuing with such

interactions until they finally
the final solution"

[Scott,

'breadboarded'

1978, p.

their way to

60].

Many authorities have sought to enhance user input,
particularly in the development stages of an information
system.

Tersine and Riggs,

for example,
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argue for explicat-

ing models to users to enhance developer understanding and
user-involvement.

In essence,

they were recognizing that

prototypes of the desired system are useful vehicles for
discussion

[Tersine and Riggs,

1976].

The central study of user-involvement is Lucas' book,
Why information systems fail
earlier work [Lucas,

1971],

[Lucas,

1975].

Building on

Lucas posits sixteen proposi¬

tions regarding factors leading to the success or failure of
information system.
proposition 4:

Most relevant to this dissertation is

"User involvement in the design and operation

of information systems results in favorable user attitudes
and perceptions of information systems and the information
services staff"

[Lucas,

1975, p.

22].

Several of the stud¬

ies described in the book confirm a strong positive correla¬
tion between involvement and appreciation of the system's
potential,
1974].

as had been hypothesized by Swanson

As noted by Cerveny and Clark,

[Swanson,

Lucas' points have

become an ongoing point of discussion in the information
community for many years,
hypotheses

generating a number of research

[Cerveny and Clark,

1981].

There is thus clear motivation for pursuing prototyping
as a means of systems development,

and at the macro level

the concept of "prototyping" is fairly well defined.

It is

at the micro level that no clear definition of prototyping
exists,

and that is perhaps all to the good given the

field's immaturity.

Nonetheless,

in the following para¬

graphs we will attempt to give the term a clearer focus,
concentrating on the definitions found in the literature.
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Distinctions will be drawn along several dimensions:

"rapid"

versus more conventional prototyping; prototyping as model¬
ing versus evolutionary development; prototyping as a
requirements specification tool versus a development tool;
and others.
Although written for the practitioner press,
article "A Prototypical Success Story"

[Johnson,

Johnson's
1983] pro¬

posed a taxonomy of prototyping techniques that has been
applied to more scholarly research,
Garrity and Sanders

[Cerveny,

for example, by Cerveny,

et al..

1986] .

The Associa¬

tion for Systems Management also has adopted this taxonomy
as an integrating theme for a series of seminars on proto¬
typing
1986].
Davis,

[Association for Systems Management and Guimaraes,
Alternative taxonomies exist
1982,

pp.

20 ff.; Guimaraes,

[Cerveny,

et al..

1987; Mahmood,

1987;

1987].

Johnson proposed a four-level taxonomy:
Level 1: Mock-ups:

a manual form of prototyping with

particular focus on input/output;
Level 2:

Simulation:

an automated form of mock-up, with

input/output simulated but with no functionality
included;
Level 3: Working model:

an actual system with limited

functionality; this level of prototyping implies that
prototyping will be stopped at some point and the pro¬
totype discarded;
Level 4:

Research and development:

an evolutionary

approach in which a complete system is developed and
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evolves into an actual system;
a working model

(level 3)

it is made distinct from

in that the prototype itself

becomes the production system.
Level 4 has other implications which we will pursue shortly.
Mock-ups

(level 1)

have been used by the information

systems profession for some time;

indeed, until recently,

mock-ups constituted the bulk of systems analysis and design
tools

[Cougar,

1973].

Screen design sheets and report lay¬

out forms are examples of this class of tool.
(level 2)

is similar,

Simulation

and only slightly more advanced.

"Slide shows" of successive screens in an interactive system
are an example.

A typical tool of this nature is Dan

Bricklin's Demo Program
a common theme:

[Bricklin,

1985].

the need to involve the user with the

reality of the system-to-be.

While both are abstractions,

they are not far removed from reality.
istic,

Both classes have

In this character¬

they are distinct from many other systems analysis

and design tools,

for example,

flowcharts.

Neither of these

classes constitute what is normally called "prototyping".
However,

the techniques they employ can be used beneficially

as tools within a larger prototyping perspective.
For purposes of this dissertation,

"prototyping" as a

development technique begins with Johnson's level 3, that
is, working models.

As noted earlier,

this concept has some

heritage in the information systems literature
Riggs,

[Tersine and

1976].

Only recently have tools been available to quickly
implement models

[Sarvari,

1983], yet ironically, pretc30

typing in conventional systems development environments may
have been occurring all along.

Fred Brooks,

in his provoc¬

ative book The Mythical Man-month notes:
When a new system concept ... is used, one has to build
a system to throw away, for even the best planning is
not so omniscient as to get it right the first time.
Hence, plan to throw one away; you will anvhow.
(Italics in original.) [Brooks, 1975, p. 116].
Brooks was writing within the context of conventional
systems development,
technical systems,
Yet,

and was speaking generally of large

specifically the development of OS/360.

in his iconoclastic style,

that was,

and still is,

he was describing a practice

all too common in information

systems development as well.

Brooks'

response to the sit¬

uation described above was a series of management innova¬
tions,

some of which have entered the mainstream of infor¬

mation systems development.

Apparently, he felt that these

management techniques would address the problems described.
In view of his insights,

it is interesting that he never

carried the thought forward:

to intentionally "build a

system to throw away".
Brooks was addressing requirements analysis in the
passage quoted above,
on that phase.

and early work in prototyping focused

Johnson notes that levels 1 through 3, mock-

ups through working models,

are simply different tools to

use within the larger context of the requirements definition
stage of the traditional systems development life cycle
[Johnson,

1983].

Gomaa and Scott,

for example,

prototyping solely as a design tool,
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focus on

arguing that the

resulting system is so inefficient so as to preclude subse¬
quent use as a production system [Gomaa and Scott,
Good et al.

1981].

advocate a form of prototyping to adapt system

interfaces to user needs, but present no concept of carrying
the resulting code directly to the production system [Good,
et al..

1984].

Connell and Brice clearly state that proto¬

typing should be used in the even more restricted role of a
requirements definition tool

[Connell and Brice,

1983],

Many modern systems analysis and design texts continue this
concept by restricting prototyping to a phase within systems
design

[Senn,

1984; Whitten,

et al,.

1986],

Weisman advo¬

cates prototyping using Artificial Intelligence techniques,
but implies rewriting the design in COBOL [Weisman,
Boar’s book Application Prototyping,
length treatments of this subject,
as a subset of the design phase

1987].

one of only two text-

also treats prototyping

[Boar,

1984].

Major research on separate prototyping environments has
been reported by Kruchten et al..

They describe SETL,

a

set-theoretic very high level language with a rich set of
abstract primitives

[Kruchten,

that such a system,

divorced from any actual production

development,

et al.,

1984].

They argue

can result in more powerful prototyping.

SETL

thus is designed solely for modeling activities.
Wasserman has contributed the "User Software Engineer¬
ing Methodology",

known as "USE", which involves the user in

many stages of systems development but with particular
attention to the user interface.

Prototyping is advocated

as one stage in a life cycle not dissimilar to the tradi32

tional systems development life cycle model
1981;

Wasserman,

(nRAPID/USEM)

A simulation sub-system

has also been developed to facilitate this

prototyping stage
Others,

1984],

[Wasserman,

[Wasserman and Shewmake,

1985].

without arguing for prototyping per se.

advoc¬

ate approaches that imply transfer to the prototyped system
to the production system.
"throwaway code",

McLean developed the concept of

which advocated building libraries of APL

code to assemble quickly a system piecemeal

[McLean,

1977].

Developers of modern programming environments have extended
this idea.

Goodman,

for example,

describes IMSADF as a

facility for storing and reusing modules of code,

with the

resulting speedier development allowing a focus on applica¬
tion logic.

Although not made clear,

one presumes that the

resulting assemblage in then compiled as a system
1980].

[Goodman,

At the other end of the range of computing,

Michielsen advocates a similar development plan for micro¬
computing,

using the C language

[Michielsen,

1986].

Burns and Kirkham describe a highly detailed and com¬
plex prototyping procedure that depends heavily on the con¬
cepts of modularity,

locality of reference and portability

found in the Ada language

[Burns and Kirkham,

1986].

concept of prototyping is also that of modeling;

Their

a single¬

source input and a single-object output system is con¬
structed as a single Ada program.
within that program.

The focus

Once developed,

constructed.
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is on data flow

the system is then

Text-length treatments of systems analysis also treat
prototyping as an evolutionary technique.
only two books on this subject,
totype into the final system,

Lantz,

advocates evolving the pro¬

and notes modifications to the

entire design process in order to accomplish this
1987].

in one of

[Lantz,

James Martin's Application development without pro¬

grammers treats a larger domain but does briefly address
prototyping.
equal

Martin places evolutionary development on an

footing with prototyping as a design tool

[Martin,

1982] .
Carey and Mason provide a particularly helpful overview
of the prototyping literature,

including analysis of the

literature then existing along this and other dimensions
[Carey and Mason,

1983].

Despite the activity described in the preceding para¬
graphs,

most research on programming productivity has not

dealt with the concept of prototyping.

Reusable code and

other innovative programming environment techniques that
support prototyping concepts have not been dominant in pro¬
fessional thinking.

For example,

Hanson and Rosinski's

recent article on programmer productivity does not mention
the reuse of existing libraries and the implication that
holds

for developing systems quickly

1985].

In this study,

[Hanson and Rosinski,

programmers rated various tools in

the production environment on their ability to make their
jobs more efficient.
code

Tools that would relate to reusable

(a private library,

a program cross-referencer,

ranked in the bottom half of a twenty-item list,
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etc.)

well below

screen editors and printing utilities.

This tells us that

programmers have not yet taken to heart the prescriptions of
those with a broader view of systems development.
2.4 Applications of prototyping
We now turn our attention to refining the definition of
"prototyping" along several dimensions.
2.4.1 "Rapid" vs.

"conventional" prototyping

A distinction can be made between prototyping that
takes place in real time
ing")

(generally called "rapid prototyp¬

and prototyping that takes place over several days and

weeks.

The literature,

as a rule,

does not make this dis¬

tinction and it is left to the reader to determine what type
of prototyping is discussed in a particular piece.
Most of the prototyping literature discusses prototyp¬
ing that takes place over a period of days, weeks or months.
Since there is no known term for this type of prototyping,
the present author chooses to term it "conventional proto¬
typing" .

While conventional prototyping is rapid with

respect to normal systems development time schedules,

this

type of prototyping is not considered "rapid prototyping",
which takes place in real time during a user-developer
interaction.

Conventional prototyping is well represented

in the literature,

particularly as case studies.

Typical is

Earl's "Prototyping Systems for Accounting Information and
Control"

[Earl,

1978; Earl,

1982].

Earl describes account¬

ing system prototypes as being "designed and written quickly
...

crude,

rough and ready" intended to "test alternatives
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designs through live operation"

[Earl,

1978,

sees his prototypes as "working models",

p.

162].

Earl

or as level 3 in

Johnson's taxonomy.
It is clear from practical experience that accounting
systems are complex and difficult to build, particularly if
they involve managerial accounting.

Help in refining the

system to be built can be difficult since accounting deci¬
sions,
ing,

particularly outside the world of financial account¬

are not at all clear cut.

system,

Yet,

a crudely assembled

such as Earl is advocating, would clearly be execu-

tionally inefficient,

and the technology of the 1970's would

have exacerbated this fact.

Therefore,

ing as only a design technique.
[Gomaa and Scott,

1981],

Earl sees prototyp¬

Gomaa and Scott's findings

previously discussed,

confirm

Earl's with respect to a complex system to coordinate the
manufacture of integrated circuits.
Kraushaar and Shirland,

in a comprehensive article,

offer a state-transition model,

noting that the "prototyping

approach views the final operational system as the desired
state that is achieved by passing through earlier,
desirable states"

[Kraushaar and Shirland,

1985,

Despite what this quotation implies, however,

p.

less
190].

the final

state is a separately developed system that uses the final
stage prototype as a model.

A more detailed,

two-prototype

methodology is endorsed, with the first prototype being
solely exploratory and the second exploring output needs.
It is clear that such a structured prototyping environment
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cannot be considered "rapid prototyping".

Other findings of

this piece will be discussed later in this dissertation.
Mason and Carey propose an "architecture methodology"
for prototyping.

Although the bulk of their paper is devot¬

ed to the discussion of a specific prototyping tool,

they

propose a three-stage prototyping method similar in concept
to Kraushaar and Shirland's.

Again,

a very structured pro¬

totyping method inhibits the responsiveness necessary for
"rapid prototyping"

[Mason and Carey,

1983].

Other impli¬

cations of Mason and Carey's "architecture" approach will be
discussed shortly.
On the other hand,

support for rapid prototyping is

documented in the literature.
of rapid prototyping,

McNurlin cites several cases

including development within a single

interaction session between developer and user [McNurlin,
1981].
typing

Blum has published several case studies of proto¬
[Blum,

1986A;

Blum,

1986B].

Working within a medical

environment, most of these were developed using TEDIUM,

a

system written in MUMPS and generating MUMPS target systems.
This environment gives rise to the expectation that real
time rapid prototyping is taking place.
prototyping as a design tool, however.

Blum views rapid
It is a happenstance

of his developmental environment that the prototype evolves
directly into the production system.
2.4.2 Modeling vs.

evolving

Closely related to the discussion above is the distinc¬
tion between prototyping as a modeling technique contrasted
with prototyping as a development technique.
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This distinc-

tion corresponds with levels 3 and 4 of the Johnson taxonomy
[Johnson,
[Blum,

1983].

1982].

Blum puts the distinction more graphically

He entitles the modeling approach "system

architecture" and means by that term something close to
Mason and Carey's meaning

[Mason and Carey,

1983],

He

entitles the evolutionary approach "system sculpture".
making this distinction, he notes that a single,

In

comprehen¬

sive life cycle model is not applicable to MIS development;
rather,

a number of different life cycle models are needed,

and that the sculpture model is useful within stated
domains.
Necco et al. .
executives,

reporting on the opinions of senior MIS

argue that SDLC-based approaches will continue

to dominate systems development.

Prototyping "will be used

increasingly to facilitate the definition of the users'
requirements"

[Necco,

et al.,

1987,

p.

473].

These authors

report a conservative "current wisdom" among senior MIS
executives that prototyping is a modeling tool within the
larger scope of the systems development life cycle.
Zelkowitz describes the development of an application
programming system done as a rapid prototype
1980].

[Zelkowitz,

He conducted a modeling exercise using SN0B0L4 for

several iterations,

followed by an implementation in Pascal.

It is clear that the purpose of the rewrite was executional
efficiency:
prototyping,

had a more efficient language been used for
the final step may not have been necessary.

Lirov and Daunov describe a similar approach,
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but even more

focused on simulating the final system,
opment of a working, but slow model
1985].

In both cases,

as opposed to devel¬

[Lirov and Daunov,

the prototype was intended only to

show the capabilities of the proposed system:

at no point

was it intended to evolve into the actual production system.
Both these examples,

therefore,

Johnson's taxonomy [Johnson,
Zave,

exist on level 3 on

1983].

on the other hand,

argues for the evolutionary

approach to software, which she titles the "operational
approach".
stage,

In this approach,

"during the specification

computer specialists formulate a system to solve the

problem and specify this system in terms of implementationindependent structures that generate the behavior of the
specified system"

[Zave,

1984, p.

ate series of transformations,

106].

After an appropri¬

"specifications structures

can be mapped straightforwardly and efficiently onto a par¬
ticular configuration of implementation resources"
1984,

p.

109],

[Zave,

Her work is data-structure-oriented,

and

exists as a compromise between Johnson's levels 3 and 4
[Johnson,
system,

1983].

The data structures model the proposed

and are not the production system,

yet the mapping

onto the production system is viewed to be incidental.
Thus, we can see in Zave's work movement toward the evolu¬
tionary approach: her approach generates a series of behav¬
ioral expectations which evolve rather naturally into a
production system.
Mason and Carey's "architecture methodology" paper
[Mason and Carey,

1983]

is primarily devoted to a discussion
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of a specific prototyping tool, ACT/1.
three-stage prototyping method.

They propose a

Although they state that

"the architecture based method considered [the final] pro¬
totype to be ...
"using

'version O'

[version 0]

of the system",

to execute the production version of the

[interactive information system]
sibly substantial)
original)

in practice,

requires increased

computer systems resources"

[Mason and Carey,

1983,

pp.

349,

(pos¬

(emphasis in

352].

Thus,

while they propose a method based on Johnson's level 4
[Johnson,

1983],

the limitation of existing technology

forces them to employ the tiered structure implied by
Johnson's level 3.
The practitioner press contains a series of evolution¬
ary prototyping case studies and reports.

Bottom et al.

describe an evolutionary approach based on microcomputer
database management systems

[Bottom,

et al..

1985].

Weisman

applies the concepts of Artificial Intelligence to proto¬
typing

[Weisman,

1987].

McNurlin,

as previously noted,

cites several examples of evolutionary prototyping
[McNurlin,
1984],

1981].

Boehm's empirical work [Boehm,

discussed later in this dissertation,

Johnson's level 4

[Johnson,

2.4.3 Design vs.

et al.,

also exists on

1983].

development tool

Most authorities view prototyping as a design technique
[Henderson and Ingraham,
a production system.

1982], with possible evolution into

Some recent academic research has

followed this line of reasoning [Sauter and Schofer,
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1988].

A few,

however,

do not agree.

a prototyping failure,

Connell and Brice,

analyzing

reach the conclusion that "rapid

prototyping is a requirements analysis technique,

not a

system development technique"

1983,

523].

In fact,

they argue,

[Connell and Brice,

p.

it is confusion on this point

that lead to the failure cited in the first place.
Giddings

[Giddings,

1984]

concurs,

noting that the

purpose of the prototype is to establish the problem domain.
The understanding gained is to be frozen at some point and
taken to development.
design tool.
tioner press

He thus views the prototype as a

Meredeth makes similar points in the practi¬
[Meredeth,

1985].

On the other hand, many authorities view prototyping as
advantageous as a development tool as well as a design tool.
Contrary to Connell and Brice,

Guimaraes

[Guimaraes,

points out that ongoing maintenance is a major,
dominating factor in overall system expense
Swanson,

1988].

1983]

if not the

[see also

Noting that in practice relatively little

maintenance is corrective and most of it is perfective in
nature,

it makes sense to design the system well.

It makes

more sense to have an efficient method of changing the
system not only during development but post-implementation
as well.

Developing strong user input via prototyping is a

major step toward solving the ongoing maintenance problem,
he argues.
Guimaraes echoes Lehman [Lehman,

1980], who notes,

for

certain classes of programs, maintenance expenses are so
great that they overwhelm consideration of executional effi41

ciency;

in these cases,

it makes sense to leave the proto¬

type as the final product,

since ongoing changes

(and the

user interaction necessary to facilitate those changes)

can

be effected much more inexpensively in that environment.
2.5 Alternatives to prototyping
Within the macro definition of prototyping exists many
kinds of evolutionary development techniques.

Since at

present we are addressing a definition at the micro level,
we should make distinctions between prototyping as presented
thus far and other,

closely related developments.

A term closely associated with prototyping,
ally considered synonymous with prototyping,
development".

Blum [Blum,

of rapid prototyping.

and gener¬

is "iterative

1986B] used the term in the sense

A few others make the distinction

between iterative development as a general model as opposed
to planned development.
The term "heuristic development" is not synonymous with
prototyping,

however.

Conceived by Berrisford and Wetherbe

[Berrisford and Wetherbe,
ysis paralysis"

[Wetherbe,

1979]

in an effort to avoid "anal¬

1984],

heuristic development

differs from prototyping in one major respect:
output-first approach.

it is an

The approach is data oriented, with

a focus on the development of output reports and screens.
The development of an input system is deferred to the end of
the development
page 16].

[Berrisford and Wetherbe,

Prototyping,

1979,

especially

on the other hand, makes no such
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distinction;

in fact,

one commonly develops an input system

first.
Kraushaar and Shirland,

previously discussed,

offer a

detailed comparison of the two development methods
[Kraushaar and Shirland,

1985].

They argue for the devel¬

opment of the input system first for practical reasons:
users respond better when confronted with real,
to contrived data.

as opposed

Some system must be developed to popu¬

late the database with which the system will exist,
with a selection of real records.

Further,

as least

they argue,

developing the input system forces the user to confront the
issue of data to be collected by the system:

this can be

helpful in determining gaps or missing assumptions on the
part of users or developers.
2.6 Theoretical basis of prototyping
We close this chapter by noting that prototyping,
whether as a tool in the design stage of the systems devel¬
opment life cycle,

as in Johnson's level 3,

native development model,
1983],

or as an alter¬

as in Johnson's level 4

has firm theoretical grounding.

[Johnson,

Lehman provides such

a conceptual foundation in a 1984 paper [Lehman,
which builds on his 1980 paper cited earlier
He describes prototyping as "reification":

1984],

[Lehman,

1980].

the slow emer¬

gence of the actual needs and desires of the user from the
morass of technical,

social,

political and emotional factors

that plague the system development effort.

This point is

further explicated by DeSanctis and Courtney [DeSanctis and
Courtney,

1983], who note the importance of cognitive and
43

emotional information shared by the user and the developer,
as well as the factual and technical information.
Davis reaches similar conclusions,
individual application software,
social and technical

[Davis,

noting that within

two classes of needs exist:

1982].

In making this state¬

ment, he must have been influenced by socio-technical
systems development concepts
1987; Hedberg and Mumford,
line of inquiry,

[EdstrOm,

1975].

1977; Fok,

et al..

Giddings pursues the same

noting the knowledge contained in applica¬

tion software is domain dependent:

the developer must learn

about the problem area as well as the software itself
[Giddings,

1984].

It follows that the problem domains

includes social and political dimensions as well as taskrelated knowledge.
Keen expands upon this concept,
sion making process is relative,
cognitive

[Keen,

1981].

noting that the deci¬

emotive and only partially

When focusing on individual appli¬

cation systems related to tactical aspects of business oper¬
ations, he advocates a development method very similar to
prototyping.

His motivation in doing so is to achieve suc¬

cess by overcoming the counterimplementation strategies of
workers.

The steps recommended

("seek out resistance and

treat it as a signal to be responded to";
face contact";

"rely on face-to-

"become an insider and work hard to build

personal credibility")

become a prescription for the proto¬

typing method when applied to information systems
development.
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2.6.1 Applicable theoretical models
In turn,

Keen's work in grounded in more general the¬

oretical work,
Henderson,

as

1981].

is Alavi and Henderson's

[Alavi and

Three major theoretical models have been

proposed for the examination of prototyping:
Schein change model,
Mitroff et al..
Frohman.

the Lewin-

the problem-solving model proposed by

and the consulting model of Kolb and

The first two will be examined briefly,

while the

last will provide the basis for in-depth explication of the
prototyping process.
The Lewin-Schein change model
a three-stage process of change.
stage,

a

"felt-need"

[Lewin,
First,

1947]

establishes

in the "unfreezing"

for change must be established.

Com¬

mentators note the need for the mutual commitment for this
change on the part of both user and implementor of change
(in the context of this dissertation,
[Alavi and Henderson,
contract

1981?

Keen,

the systems developer)

1981].

for change must be established.

be freely given,
second stage,

In essence,

This contract must

and based on mutual credibility.

"change",

the process

a

In the

in question is altered

(in the context of this dissertation,
mented) .

In the third and last stage,

change

is

institutionalized.

in the

first two stages

a system is

imple¬

"refreezing",

the

Here the commitment developed

is required to affirm the change,

permitting it to be made concrete.
Mitroff's model
stages.

In the

[Mitroff,

first stage,

formed and the problem is

et al.«

1974]

an initial analysis

"conceptualized".
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envisions

four

is per¬

Tn the second

stage,

a "modeling" process takes place, with a crucial

substage entitled "reality feedback".

In the third stage,

a

solution is generated and results compared to those expected
from the model chosen
detailed,

("narrow feedback").

Although not

one presumes the second and third stages are iter¬

ated if the results of the third stage are suboptimal.
the fourth and final stage,

In

the resulting system is

implemented.
The Kolb learning model

[Kolb,

1979], which is a devel¬

opment and enhancement of the Lewin-Schein change model
cited above,
figure 2.1

proposed the learning cycle illustrated in

(after Alavi and Henderson,

1981,

p.

1321).

The

specific extension to the Kolb model to be considered here
is the the Kolb-Frohman consulting model

[Kolb and Frohman,

1970].
In the Kolb-Frohman consulting model,
an attitude amenable to change
terminology)

("unfreezing" in Lewin-Schein

is divided into two substages:

stage and a "entry" stage.

a "scouting"

The actual work of creating a

system is seen as three stages:
"action".

the creation of

"diagnosis",

"planning" and

These three stages correspond to the "change"

phase of the Lewin-Schein model.
as often as necessary:

These stages are iterated

at some iteration,

"diagnosis" will

indicate that no further action is necessary,
ess will then move onto the final two stages.
"evaluation" takes place,
development process.

the the proc¬
Here,

a final

followed by a "termination" of tho

The last two stages correspond
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Figure 2.1
Learning Cycle Model
(after Alavi and Henderson,

47

1981,

p.

1321)

to the "refreezing" stage of the Lewin-Schein model.
2.2

(after Keen,

1981,

p.

26)

Figure

illustrates this.

2.6.2 Prototyping in MIS research
The study of prototyping as a particular form of userinvolvement in systems development exists within the larger
field of information systems research.

Recall Mason and

Mitroff's oft-quoted definition of an information system,

as

follows:
at least one PERSON of a certain PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE who
faces a PROBLEM within some ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT for
which he needs EVIDENCE to arrive at a solution fi.e..
to select some course of action) and that the evidence
is made available to him through some MODE OF
PRESENTATION (italics and upper case in original)
[Mason and Mitroff, 1973, p. 475].
The study of prototyping can also be placed in other
research paradigms.

Ives et al.

research in five major classes
I:

have categorized MIS

[Ives,

et al,.

1980]:

research on a single variable or group of

variables;
II:

research on relationships between process and

environmental variables;
III:

research between process variables and ele¬

ments in the information system itself;
IV:

research between environmental variables and

elements in the information system; and finally
V:

interactions among the variable groups.

We will address the place this research holds in Ives et
al.1s paradigm momentarily.
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2.6.3 Prototyping in scientific research
It will be enlightening to place prototyping within the
larger body of scientific research.
us a useful model,

Kuhn

[Kuhn,

that of the paradigm shift.

1962]

gives

He argues

that science can be seen as a series of theories,

each in

turn perceived to be an adequate model for explaining some
phenomenon under discussion.

As evidence gathers,

doubt is cast on the current model,

however,

until such as time as

the current model can no longer adequately explain the phe¬
nomenon.

This state of affairs causes a disequilibrium,

which in turn causes a new model to be posited which explain
the new information.

The resulting model then holds sway

until additional information causes a new state of disequi¬
librium.

This paradigm shift,

he argues,

is the guiding

model of scientific inquiry.
Prototyping can be addressed using Kuhn's concept on
two levels.

First,

in a macro sense,

prototyping can be

seen as a new paradigm posited to explain the well-known
failings of the SDLC paradigm [Brooks,

1975? Swanson,

1988].

It is interesting to note the full title of the seminal
article on prototyping:
Systems Development"

"Prototyping:

the New Paradigm for

[Naumann and Jenkins,

On the micro level,

1982].

each iteration of the prototyping

process is itself a new paradigm created to address the
inadequacies of the previous iteration.

The process con¬

tinues until the present version eliminates,
dilutes,

or at

the factors causing the disequilibrium.
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2.7 Conclusion
This dissertation will address the interaction of
developers,

users and the developmental process of informa¬

tion systems.

Thus,

in Mason and Mitroff's paradigm,

focus on persons and modes of presentation.

First,

we

we focus

on persons because the development of systems is essentially
one of human interaction rather than technical expertise.
It is generally known how to develop large,

complex systems

(how well the job is done is open to question,
What is clear from experience is this:

however).

it is not known how

to handle well the human factors of complex systems.
Second,

within the context of systems development,

it is

clear that the mode of presentation used in the conventional
systems development methods has not performed its task well.
In the paradigm of Ives e£ al..
here is of category III,
process characteristics
development)
systems

that is,

the research reported

the relationship between

(type of applications,

method of

and particular variables of the information

(speed of development,

cost of development).

We

will also have occasion to address certain developer charac¬
teristics

(satisfaction with system,

speed of delivery) .

perception of cost and

Since v/e are involving developer char¬

acteristics and thus a third body of variables,
research approaches type V in the Ives
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mt.

this

paradigm.

Notes
1.

The definition in this paragraph was used as the basis

for the interview-based research described later in this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3

PROTOTYPING:
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Prototyping has not been subjected to extensive empir¬
ical analysis.

What investigation has taken place has

focused primarily on the user's perspective,

and thus is

tangential to the research focus of this dissertation, which
is the developer's perspective.

In this chapter, we will

examine the empirical research of Alavi and Henderson,
et al.. Alavi, Mahmood and Necco et al..

Boehm

These five

studies collectively constitute the bulk of empirical study
on prototyping.

For each study, we will overview briefly

the research and subsequently examine the findings of the
research with regard to developer perspectives.
3.1 Alavi and Henderson.

1981

Alavi and Henderson [Alavi and Henderson,

1981'

con¬

ducted a laboratory experiment in which students learned and
subsequently implemented a reporting system based on an
established quadratic cost function model.
mentation strategies,

including evolutionary development,

were employed and these,
the user,

Several imple¬

together with the decision style c_

constituted the independent variables.

Decision

style criteria were in turn based on the psychological types
provided by Jung

[Jung,

1971],
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although not all of Jung's

dimensions are included in the research reported.

The

dependent variables were usage of the resulting decision
support system

("DSS")

and user satisfaction with the DSS.

As can be seen clearly from the variables under considera¬
tion,

this study focused very closely on the user and his/¬

her perceptions.
Perhaps the most significant finding of Alavi and
Henderson's study was this:

"the findings support the hypo¬

thesis than an evolutionary implementation strategy is more
effective than a traditional strategy"
1981,

p.

1320].

totyping.

[Alavi and Henderson,

This finding supports the efficacy of pro¬

Only in the conclusion of the paper do Alavi and

Henderson address the implication of their findings regard¬
ing developers.
style of users

Based on the finding regard decision-making
(findings not discussed here),

they advocate

that designers consider the nature of the learning activity
inherent in an evolutionary development.

Based on the find¬

ings regarding the superiority of the evolutionary approach,
the authors note that the designer must consider the sequen¬
tial process of the prototyping approach.

They conclude by

noting that "the results suggest the impact of the learning
process in DSS design and the role of the DSS designer as a
learning process facilitator will be important areas for
future research"
3.2 Boehm,

[Alavi and Henderson,

et al..

1981,

p.

1321].

1984

Boehm et al.1s research was also a laboratory-based
experiment

[Boehm,

et al..

1984;

see also Boehm,

1984],

was more akin to MIS development than was Alavi and
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but

Henderson's.

Boehm et al.

were also interested in the pro¬

totyping process per se and did not limit themselves to the
user's perceptions,

as did Alavi and Henderson.

He had

seven teams of graduate student's develop a user-interface
to COCOMO,

a model

for software estimation

[Boehm,

Teams consisted of either two or three students.

1981].
Four of

the teams adopted conventional analysis and design tech¬
niques

(which Boehm et al.

term the

"specifying approach")

while three used the prototyping technique.

The teams

engaged in conventional development were mandated to produce
requirements and design documentation,
program,

an operational

a user's manual and maintenance documentation.

The

prototyping teams were required to produce a workable proto¬
type by the mid-point of the semester.

All programs were

coded in Pascal.
The resulting programs were evaluated along four major
dimensions:

functionality,

of-leaming.

robustness,

ease-of-use and ease-

A number of interesting finding came out of

the research.

While the programs of the specifying teams

were rated higher along the functionality and robustness
dimensions,
ease-of-use,
sions.

the prototyped programs were superior along
ease-of-learning and maintainability dimen¬

There was an insignificant difference with respect

to actual productivity of the teams.
It can be seen that the
the development process

focus of this experiment was

itself.

Nonetheless,

Boehm made a

number of statements related to the value of prototyping to
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developers.

For example,

he noted that "the process of

prototyping gave software developers a more realistic feel
for the amount of effort required to add features to a proj¬
ect. . .

the lack of a definitive specification meant that

prototypers were less locked into a set of promised to
deliver capabilities than were the specifiers"
al.,

1984,

pp.

298-299].

Boehm et al.

totyping is not more productive,

man-hour,
al.,

et

emphasized that pro¬

in the sense of delivering

more lines of final code per worker-day.
ductivity'

[Boehm,

"However,

if

'pro¬

is measured in equivalent user satisfaction per
prototyping did tend to be superior"

1984,

p.

299].

[Boehm,

et

If we grant the reasonable assumption

that developers desire to please users,

this is powerful

motivation indeed for prototyping.
The fact that prototyped systems were judged superior
along the maintainability dimension is also a powerful moti¬
vator.

This

is even more so if the developer him/herself,

or his/her organization,

will be responsible for maintaining

the system in the future.
3.3 Alavi.

1984

Alavi reported additional research in 1984
1984].

The research was

survey of twelve

in two phases:

[Alavi,

a field-interview

information systems developed using proto¬

typing and a laboratory experiment.

The two phases will be

discussed separately here.
Alavi

interviewed twenty-two systems professionals:

twelve project managers and ten systems analysts.

Thus,

the

findings of this portion of Alavi's research are applicable
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to this dissertation's focus on the developer's perception
of prototyping.

A number of findings are relevant.

most important is:

The

prototyping is recognized as an alterna¬

tive method of systems development by these working profes¬
sionals.
method:

They have very favorable attitudes toward the
MIS professionals

find that it provides a common

base line from which to generate expectations
and engender user enthusiasm.
find,

however,

for the system

The MIS professionals did

that maintaining a high level of user enthu¬

siasm can be difficult.
Alavi also found that MIS professionals perceived that
prototyping engenders better developer-user relationships
and,

perhaps most crucial,

[Alavi,

1984,

p.

"prototyping gets

it right"

558].

Alavi also found that prototyping is most applicable to
small-scale systems.
the Boehm et al.
these findings,

This

study

finding confirms the opinion of

[Boehm,

however,

et al..

are reports

1984].

Contrary to

in the literature

demonstrating the efficacy of prototyping-like approaches to
large-scale system development

[Edelman,

1981].

The second phase of Alavi's research was a laboratorybased experiment.
in the experiment.

Sixty-three M.B.A.

students participated

The subjects were drawn from evening

graduate students;

ninety-two percent held full-time profes¬

sional positions.

In this experiment,

the independent vari¬

able in the experiment is the type of development approach
employed:

prototyping versus a life-cycle-based conventional
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approach.
ined.

Three classes of dependent variables were exam¬

Only one of these classes,

the perceptions and atti¬

tudes toward the design process by both users and devel¬
opers,

is relevant to the research interest of this disser¬

tation.
The focus of this portion of the experiment was on
user’s perceptions.

Users exposed to prototyping and users

exposed to a conventional life-cycle-based development meth¬
odology were compared.

Users exposed to prototyping were

significantly more satisfied with the resulting system and
with their participation with the development of the system.
Users exposed to prototyping also perceived significantly
less conflict with developers.
Developer's perceptions were reported for two factors.
Developers using prototyping perceived marginally less con¬
trol over the development process and significantly greater
frequency of change in user requirements.

Both of these

findings are self-evident given the nature of prototyping.
The present author feels the first finding is obvious:
very purpose of the prototyping process
response.

the

is to generate user

This response inevitably takes the form of

requests by users

for changes.

This

is perceived by design¬

ers to be changes in user specifications.
3.4 Mahmood.

1987

A recent report of empirical research on prototyping is
Mahmood's

[Mahmood,

1987].

This research was based on sixty

one pairs of returned mail questionnaires:
response came from users

in all cases,

one

in an organization and one from a
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systems professional.

The research interest of this disser¬

tation mandates that we address only the results based on
the systems professionals.

The majority of system profes¬

sionals represented were directly involved in development
(62%),

while only 23% were in management positions or did

not report their positions?

15% were characterized as system

development managers.
The analysis of designer responses

focused on whether a

SDLC-based development method or prototyping was preferred
along twenty-four dimensions.

Significant difference in

terms of the method preferred were found in eleven of the
twenty-four dimensions,
that

leading to the overall conclusion

"respondents did not clearly favor either SDLC or the

prototyping approach"

[Mahmood,

1987,

p.

298].

Of the

eleven dimensions on which significant differences were
found,

prototyping was significantly preferred by designers

in terms of:
1)

satisfaction with user participation;

2)

[a reduction of]

3)

extent of user use of the system?

4)

satisfaction with the development approach?

5)

flexibility of the approach?

6)

validation of user requirements?

7)

implementation and user acceptance?

3)

acquisition of expensive software.

user/designer conflict;

and

A conventional SDLC-based approach was preferred along the
following dimensions:
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1)

ease of project management and control?

2)

project completed on schedule;

3)

ease of systems planning.

and

Mahmood also examined the combined results of both
designer and user groups.

Here,

the results generally cor¬

responded with the results reported in the preceding para¬
graphs:

the conventional SDLC-based approach was signif¬

icantly favored in terms of project management and proto¬
typing was significantly favored in terms of perceived user
contributions.
Since so little research has been conducted on devel¬
oper's perceptions of prototyping,
considered groundbreaking.
findings

[Alavi,

1984]

Mahmood's study can be

He did,

this

finding is

confirm Alavi's

that designers perceived prototyping

to be a less structured environment,
in user specifications.

however,

leading to more changes

The present author submits that

self-evident given the nature of

prototyping.
Mahmood's research was descriptive in nature,

although

he did attempt to build a framework for reviewing and selec¬
tion a development methodology for a given project.
not address the issue of motivation,
designer prefer prototyping,
approaches?

however:

He does

why do systems

as opposed to conventional

Previous research also fails to address this

issue.
3.5 Necco.

et al.,

1987

The research reported by Necco et al.
descriptive in nature,

was primarily

for they attempted to assess the
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current state of systems development practices
al.,

1987].

[Necco,

et

They reported that a large majority of MIS

executives whose organizations reported using prototyping
discovered changes sooner;
less time?

that systems were developed in

and that the user was more satisfied with the

resulting system.

In all three cases,

results to be of "major importance".

a majority found the
Interestingly,

the

forty-three executives reporting were unanimous on the last
point:

that users are more satisfied with systems developed

using prototyping.

A majority also reported that prototyped

systems were developed less expensively,

but the number

assessing this to be of major importance was split about
evenly with those who found this result to be of minor
importance

[Necco,

et al..

1987,

p.

471].

While the results reported by Necco et al.
esting,

are

inter¬

it must be carefully noted that they reflect the

opinions of senior MIS executives and not systems developers
themselves.

While these

findings will

tions reported in this dissertation,

support some conten¬

as a body they are

tangential to the research interest here.
findings of Necco et al.

will not be

Therefore,

the

further considered in

this dissertation.

3.6 Conclusion
Chapter 2
ature as

reported on the general

it relates to prototyping,

centrated on empirical

research.

run of the MIS

liter¬

while this chapter con¬

Taken together,

it is

clear that most of the research work on this subject has

6J

been descriptive and theory-building
and Jenkins,

1982].

[Bally,

1977;

Naumann

This should not be a surprise,

the newness of prototyping and the general

given

immaturity of the

MIS discipline.
Within the scope of software prototyping,

few of the

published pieces can be identified as research,

and fewer

still can be identified as empirical research.

The five

research reports constitute virtually the entire body of
empirical research on software prototyping.
this body of research,

it is clear that what empirical

research has taken place has had as
typing process

itself

[Boehm,

its

et al..

Alavi,

Necco,

1984]

et al..

or managerial

1987].

focus the proto¬

1984],

perspective of the prototyping process
1981;

After examining

issues

the user’s

[Alavi and Henderson,
[Mahmood,

Within the last group,

1987;

much attention

has been given to decision models to discern whether or not
prototyping is an appropriate development model

for a given

project.
Lacking has been the developer's perception of the
prototyping process.

Especially lacking has been research

into why a developer chooses the prototype when confronted
with a system development project.

The research reported in

the next two chapters will address this
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issue.

CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH DESIGN

This chapter will address the research hypotheses to be
examined in this dissertation.

The primary research purpose

of this dissertation is to explore the developer’s percep¬
tions of the prototyping process,

within the scope of

research outlined in section 1.5.

We are particularly

interested in exploring the motivating factors

for develop¬

ers to use the prototyping method of systems development.
The chapter closes with a discussion of the research design
and techniques employed.
4.1 Research hypotheses
As noted in the previous chapter,
relatively unexplored field.

prototyping is a

The field is particularly

unexplored with respect to analyzing the developer’s percep¬
tion of the prototyping process,
motivations
will

especially the developer's

for adopting prototyping.

In this section,

state four main research hypotheses,

we

each representing

a dimension of the developer's perception of prototyping.
All hypotheses will be stated in alternate form,

that is,

the hypothesis will be asserted if there is significant
evidence to support it;
false.

otherwise,

it will be considered

We will briefly state the conclusion reached with
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each hypothesis,

but will reserve detailed discussion of the

conclusions until chapter 5.
All research must begin with clear definitions of rele¬
vant terms,

and the research reported here is no exception.

Chapter 2

reported extensively on the use of the term "pro¬

totyping"

as

it appears in the literature.

It was noted

that there is broad consensus on a macro definition of pro¬
totyping,

but that at the application level there is a con¬

siderable domain of activity that can be called "proto¬
typing".

The present author desires to explore if the same

consensus of definition exists in the research population.
This

interest gives rise to the first hypothesis

(note that

this and subsequent hypotheses are stated in alternate
form):
Hypothesis 1:

There is no broad consensus of opinion in

the research population on the definition of the term
"prototyping".
Note that this hypothesis tests the congruence of the
respondents'

understanding of prototyping.

a goodness-of-fit test,
alternate hypothesis.
5,

Therefore,

like

it is not desired to assert this
In the research reported in chapter

we do not assert this hypothesis,

thus concluding that

there is a broad consensus on the definition of prototyping.
Is prototyping faster than other means of development?
There is some evidence in the literature that prototyped
systems require fewer programmer-hours of development e^-c-than conventionally developed systems
Boehm,

et al.,

1984?

[see,

for example,

see especially Figure 1,
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p.

293].

The

present author feels that this research focus is somewhat
misplaced:

from a client's perspective,

the programmer-hours

of development are less important than the actual time it
takes to receive one's system.
this point,

If developers comprehend

they will be interested in the calendar time a

system requires from conception to delivery.
gives rise to the second hypothesis,

This reasoning

stated in alternate

form:
Hypothesis 2:

Developers perceive that prototyped

systems can be delivered in less calendar time than
systems developed in the conventional manner.
In the research reported in chapter 5, we will fail to
assert this hypothesis,

concluding that prototyped systems

are not delivered in significantly less time than systems
developed conventionally.
Are prototyped systems less expensive than systems
developed in the conventional manner?
is a competitive business,

Systems development

and the research sample chosen

(independent entrepreneurs for the most part)
larly sensitive to this competition.
rise to the third hypothesis,
Hypothesis 3:

is particu¬

This sensitivity gives

also stated in alternate form:

Developers perceive that prototyped

systems can be delivered at less cost than systems
developed in the conventional manner.
In the research reported in chapter 5, we will not assert
this hypothesis,

concluding that prototyped systems are not
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provided at significantly less cost than systems developed
in the conventional manner.
If,

as our research will indicate,

systems developers

perceive that prototyped systems are not delivered in sig¬
nificantly less time or at significantly less cost than
systems than systems developed in the conventional manner,
why do systems developers choose to prototype?

In part due

to the competitive environment of independent systems devel¬
opers,

and in part due to other businss factors to be dis¬

cussed later in this dissertation, we posit that developers
are interested in delivering the best quality systems that
time and resources permit.
ing,

fourth hypothesis,
Hypothesis 4:

This gives rise to the follow¬

stated in alternate form:

Developers perceive that prototyped

systems are of higher quality than systems developed in
the conventional manner,
In chapter 5, we will discuss our research finding that
asserts this hypothesis.

In doing so, we will conclude that

systems quality is a major motivator for systems developers
to adopt the prototyping approach.

This in turn will give

rise to good deal of discussion and interpretation.
4.2 Research design
The research reported here is based on a series of
twenty-nine indepth,

probing interviews with software devel¬

opers who consciously employ the prototyping method of
systems development.
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4.2.1 Respondent qualifications
All respondents were qualified on several factors:
1)

all respondents know about and consciously use

the prototyping method of systems developement;
2)

all respondents prototype primarily MIS appli¬

cation software,

although occasionally undertaking

other types of systems;
3)

all respondents operate independently, whether

as independent entrepreneurs or as independently oper¬
ating staff members within organizations large or
small;
4)

all repondents concentrate their development

efforts in the microcomputer and small minicomputer
environments;
5)

all respondents utilize features of database

management systems and/or software libraries as pro¬
totyping tools;
6)

and,

all respondents participated voluntarily in the

study described here, with no compensation whatsoever.
4.2.2 Sample development
During the summer of 1987, very considerable efforts
were undertaken to identify potential subjects.
of consultants developed by user groups
Society,

1987],

Using lists

[Boston Computer

directories of authorized consultants pub¬

lished by database management system software vendors
Language Corporation,

1986; Microrim,

author's contacts in industry,
tial respondents was developed.
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1986],

[Data

and the

a list of forty-seven poten¬

All potential respondents were contacted by telephone.
In that conversation,
were described.

the general objectives of the research

The intent of the initial conversation was

to determine whether the individual was sufficiently aware
of prototyping and whether s/he used prototyping as a devel¬
opment technique.

Twelve potential respondents were elimi¬

nated from the sample on the basis of this initial contact,
leaving thirty-five potential respondents.

The remaining

potential repondents received a letter confirming the tele¬
phone conversation and indicating the researcher's intention
to contact them in the fall of 1987 to establish an appoint¬
ment for the research interview.
All of the twelve potential respondents eliminated on
the basis of the initial conversation received courteous
letters thanking them for taking the telephone call and
noting that they would not be included in the survey.
Of the thirty-five potential respondents remaining,

two

were subsequently eliminated from the survey because the
focus of their systems development work changed during the
approximately five months between the initial telephone
contact and attempts to interview them for this research.
Conversations with these individuals clearly indicated that
the change in focus was a function of the consulting work
they had retained in the interim

(a major contract designing

a telecommunications network in one case,

supported graduate

research in Artificial Intelligence in the other).
judgement of the present author,
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In the

there was no mortality bias

associated with the departure of these two subjects from the
research sample.

Their departure was acknowledged with a

courteous letter.

Thus,

thirty-three potential subjects

were available for the research sample.
It was not possible to establish appointments with
three of the thirty-three remaining potential respondents,
although it was verified that all three are actively in¬
volved in systems development.

In one case,

not return a number of telephone messages;

the subject did

in another case,

it was not possible to establish an appointment convenient
to the subject and the researcher;
case,

in the third and last

an appointment was established,

but a crisis at a

client's site outside the immediate geographic area caused
the respondent to be absent when the researcher arrived for
the scheduled interview.

In the view of the author,

no

mortality bias is associated with these three respondents
not being included in the research sample.

Thus,

thirty

respondents were available to the author.
All thirty respondents work in the New England area
(one is located in Albany,

New York).

A very large majority

are located in the greater Boston and greater Hartford
areas.
1987,

Following initial qualification during the summer of
as described above,

all thirty respondents were con¬

tacted by telephone during the fall of 1987.
uling was difficult at times,
viewed for the research.
established,

Though sched¬

all thirty agreed to be inter¬

Once an interview appointment was

a confirming letter was sent.

versation that established the appointment,
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During the con¬
the respondent's

commitment to be interviewed was reaffirmed.

Other matters,

such as road directions to the meeting place, were also
discussed.
In ten of the thirty cases,

the researcher was delayed

in establishing an appointment.

To sustain interest in the

research and to assure the respondents that they had not
been forgotten,

letters were mailed in November,

1987,

assuring respondents not contacted at that point of the
researcher's continuing interest in them as research sub¬
jects.
The researcher then proceeded to interview the thirty
respondents.
late,

Twenty-nine respondents proved to be articu¬

thoughtful and informative.

One respondent was so

inarticulate and rambling that the researcher had great
difficultly understanding what the respondent was trying to
communicate.
Thus,

That interview was dropped from consideration.

the research sample consists of twenty-nine indepth

interviews.

To preserve anonymity,

the twenty-nine subjects

are identified as Respondent 1 through Respondent 29.

Their

transcribed responses to twenty-one key questions are
attached as Exhibit C through Exhibit AE of the Appendix.
4.2.3 Evaluation of the interview
The twenty-nine usable interviews took place between
October 27,

1987 and January 6,

1988.

The interview that

was dropped from consideration took place on January 4,
1988.

The interview instrument is attached as Exhibit A of

the Appendix.

Following completion of the interviews,
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the

results were compiled and analyzed.

The instrumentation

form is attached as Exhibit B of the Appendix.

The results

of this analysis make up the research results reported in
the next chapter.
4.2.4

Sample size determination

The sample size was determined using a standard
formula.

First,

it was determined that the majority of

statistical tests would be qualtitative,
tion difference tests1.

primarily propor¬

Second,

the level of significance

Third,

it was further determined

was established at 0.10.

that the tests need not be sensitive to proportion differ¬
ences below 0.15.

Assuming a population proportion of 0.5,

these conditions set the minimum sample size of 31.

Subse¬

quent work established the minimum sample proportion to be
approximately 0.6.

Using this figure as a point estimate of

the population proportion,
and still

the sample size could drop to 29

satisfy the conditions described above.

Thus,

when the sampling approach described above caused the sample
size to drop to 29,

no attempt was made to increase the

sample size to compensate.

Notes
1.

Specifically,

it was envisioned that the normal approx¬

imation of the binomial distribution would be the basis for
testing.
> 5)

The requisite conditions that

were fulfilled in all cases.
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(np > 5)

and

(n(l-p)

CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter details the results of the research pro¬
ject described in the latter part of the preceding chapter.
We begin by examining the research sample of twenty-nine
independent software developers from a demographic perspec¬
tive.

We then proceed to give a detailed accounting of the

research findings,

including tests of the four hypotheses

described in the first portion of the preceding chapter.
Discussion is

included as appropriate.

concludes the chapter.
findings,

A general discussion

For a faster review of the research

the reader is referred to the conclusion contained

in section 5.2.5 and the interpretation contained in section
5.3.3.
5.1 Demographic analysis
The research interview began with a number of questions
concerning the respondent's background
Appendix).

(see Exhibit A in the

These questions had two purposes.

beginning with questions of this nature,
that the respondent would be put at ease.

First,

by

it was anticipated
The interviewer's

perception is that this occurred in all twenty-nine cases.
Second,

these questions would support the present demo¬

graphic analysis.
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The respondents as a group can be characterized gener¬
ally as young, male and prosperous.

Their average age is

estimated to be 37.2 years, with respondents ranging from an
estimated 22.5 to 57.5 years.
in their twenties,

Seven of the twenty-nine are

ten in their thirties,

forties and two in their fifties.
twenty-nine are male.
respondents'

ten in their

Twenty-eight of the

No questions were asked regarding the

financial situation,

but the interviewer did

meet over half of the respondents in their home offices.
Judging anecdotally based on this and other obvious factors,
it can be safely concluded that the respondents are
prosperous.
The respondents are also well educated.

Twenty-eight

of the twenty-nine are high school graduates, while the one
high school dropout is obviously well self-educated
in fact,

a published author).

graduates attended college,

All twenty-eight high school

and twenty-seven of them

achieved the bachelor's degree
degree).

(one holds an associate's

Fifteen of the twenty-seven bachelor's degrees

holders went on to graduate school,
earned a graduate degree.
while one

(he is,

and fourteen of them

Thirteen hold a master's degree

(a former college professor)

holds a doctorate.

The respondents are well experienced.

They report a

mean of 10.9 years of professional experience,
from six months to thirty years.
of the members of the sample,

and range

Given the relative youth

the experience reported repre¬

sents a significant amount of programming/analysis exper¬
ience

(a mean of 4.7 years),
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project management experience

(a mean of 2.7 years)
experience

and lesser amounts of other management

(a mean of 1.4 years).

The respondents also have

substantial amounts of other technical experience
1.9 years)

(a mean of

and a smattering of training experience.

Descriptive statistics of these factors can be seen in Table
5.1.

Examination of the quartiles will reveal that there is

a large amount of positive skewing on several factors.
The respondents' work experience can also be charac¬
terized generally as follows:

the respondents had roughly

equal experience in administrative versus non-administrative
roles

(a mean of 4.9 and 5.9 years respectively)

and roughly

equal experience in mainframe computer and microcomputer
environments

(a mean of 4.8 and 4.2 years respectively).

A

far smaller degree of experience in minicomputer environ¬
ments was also reported

(a mean of 1.9 years).

Both the

mainframe and minicomputer experience factors exhibit a
large amount of positive skewing,
Microcomputer experience,
•

neutral skewing.

as seen in Table 5.1.

on the other hand,

exhibits

It is interesting to note that the mean of

4.2 years of microcomputer experience roughly equates to the
phenomenon of business microcomputing.

As a group,

the

respondents have been been involved in business microcom¬
puting since the beginning of the phenomenon.
Dating the phenomenon of application software proto¬
typing is considerably more difficult than dating the phe¬
nomenon of business microcomputing, but we can get some
clues from two facts:

the first published reference to the
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term "prototyping” in 1977

[Bally,

et al..

publication of Naumann and Jenkins'
September,
text,

1982

1977]

and the

seminal article in

[Naumann and Jenkins,

1982].

In this con¬

it is very interesting to note that respondents claim

to have been aware of prototyping as a mean of systems
development for a mean of 8.1 years,

and to have consciously

used the technique for a mean of 5.4 years.

The positive

skewing seen in Table 5.1 can be explained.

Several

respondents noted prototyping-like experience in other
fields,

for example,

in marketing.

There is also some con¬

fusion regarding the definition of "prototyping",
seen shortly.

as will be

This helps to explain why some respondents

"prototyped" ten years before the term gained currency in
the MIS field.
The experience of the sample can also be seen in the
number of systems they reported to have developed,
22.3 systems.
figure,
while,

a mean of

Of the twenty-eight respondents reporting a

one subject reported no systems developed at all
at the other extreme,

systems developed.

Further,

one subject reported 150
the respondents reported using

prototyping in over half the systems they developed
of 60%),

(a mean

and to have been involved with prototyping even

with systems in which they held no development role

(a mean

of 40%).
The respondents for the most part are independent
entrepreneurs

(eighteen of twenty-nine,

or 62%).

Ten sub¬

jects were full-time MIS employees of organizations,

though

two of them maintain small consulting practices on the side.
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These ten were evenly divided between large and small organ¬
izations.

Discussion revealed that all ten function inde¬

pendently,

and their day-to-day activities follow an entre¬

preneurial model.

Only one has a full-time job not immedi¬

ately related to information systems,

and he develops

systems as a part-time consulting practice.

Figure 5.1

illustrates the job mix of the twenty-nine respondents.
5.2 Research findings
Following acquisition of the demographic information
presented in the preceding section,

the substantive portion

of the interview began.
5.2.1 Commonness of definition
The first item of business was the definition of the
term "prototyping”.

Given the relative uniformity of defi¬

nitions in the term in the literature,
sense

at least in the macro

(see the discussion in chapter 2 and the introductory

definition in the interview instrument,
Appendix),

it was anticipated that there would be a strong

commonness of definition in practice.
the case,

Exhibit A of the

This proved to be

but with some major qualifications.

Clearly,

the majority of respondents agreed with the

macro definition of the term as presented in chapter 2.
Respondents were requested to give the interviewer their
"working definition" of the term "prototyping".
prisingly,
tical bent.

the respondents'

Not sur¬

definitions had a strong prac¬

Typical is the following comment:1
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Respondents by type of employment

fa

It's a mockup.
With some assumptions in mind we put
together what we perceive is a functional prototype
system - what we perceive that to be.
And the only way
you can elicit comments from the user community is to
give them something to comment on.
So, I guess the
functional definition of a prototype is just that: it's
a working product of what was discussed...
Even more succinct is the following functional definition:2
Prototyping is a way of getting a client to visualize
the end product without having to develop the whole
thing. ...It's a feedback mechanism for users.
Simultaneously,

however,

the term "prototyping"

mean somewhat different things to others.

Several respond¬

ents perceived prototyping to be a marketing tool.
surprisingly,

can

Not

these respondents focused their businesses on

the development of commercial packages in contrast to cus¬
tom-developed software.

The following quotation epitomizes

this perception:3
My definition is perhaps easier to look at from a hard¬
ware standpoint, or some device, some widget, that you
develop a prototype to try to sell it: try to sell the
prototype, not necessarily what it looks like, in its
final form, but here's the prototype of this particular
gadget, and it doesn't work and now we need money to
develop it.
From the software side... the only time we
would follow that strict definition would be if we were
developing a product without a known customer... But,
we perceive a need in the marketplace and have the time
and the money to develop some kind of a product... We
would put together the way the system would look over¬
all, with perhaps most of the screens, for example,
developed.
A few of the output reports in place.
One
of the major functions of the system probably fairly
close to being at least our version of being complete,
with the rest sort of hanging out there, tempting on
the menu... We would try and capture as many commit¬
ments as possible.
Basically, if we were able to com¬
plete this to your specification, Mr. Customer, will
you commit to buying it if we do that?
Another respondent argued similarly:4
Prototypes for use are that stage after it [a customdeveloped application program] has [been] developed for
client A, when we try to cut away those things which
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are personality-specific to him [client A] and to add
those things which we feel would be useful to others
and then present it to clients B, C and D.
Still other respondents view prototyping strictly in
the simulation sense,

that is,

omy

For example:5

[Johnson,

1983].

level

3

in the Johnson taxon¬

...its a matter of very quickly fabricating essentially
a shell, the visual appearance of the system, which is
able to demonstrate what the functionality of the
system will be ultimately.
Similarly,

developers are

faced with the task of designing a

system for use in environments other than the one in which
the system was developed.
this

instance,

Prototyping comes

into play in

in which a respondent proposed a two-part

definition:6
There are two types of prototyping.
There's proto¬
typing that's for the purpose of evolving a system.
Then there's prototyping for the purpose of emulating
an existing system on better equipment.
Another respondent held a definition of prototyping
that was not shared by any other.

This respondent developed

software of a particularly technical nature,
evaluating computer system performance.

primarily for

This different

focus may have flavored his definition:7
The kind of prototyping I do... is more of an internal
process.
I will go through the prototyping cycle for
myself, and part of this is a reflection of the fact
that in most of the projects I've dealt with, I've had
a lot of leeway in designing the user interface... I'm
kind of the end user there, although not really the end
user, and I will do my own internal prototyping...
that's my style of development.
Subsequent conversation indicated that this respondent also
prototyped with clients in a way closer to the commonly
accepted definition of the term.
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Finally,

one respondent seemed not to clearly under¬

stand the modern meaning of the term "prototyping”.
Responding to the introductory definition of prototyping
(see chapter 2 and Exhibit A), he said:8
Prototyping as you [the interviewer] have defined it
was a requirement that we had to have when we had pro¬
gramming languages like COBOL and BASIC and even before
those... We had to work with the users and... try to
freeze the specification and program it.
When the researcher noted the disparity of this definition
with the commonly-accepted meaning of the term,

the respond¬

ent continued:
Now, when we get into the fourth generation [language]
world, we started operating more like a company oper¬
ates...
When that type of capability came along, we
could go to users [and easily modify data structures,
especially files]...
So, we could do it earlier in the
cycle in terms of writing programs...
Therefore, you
can go to the user earlier and say 'Let's make our
mistakes together'...
The present author concludes that this respondent has a
operating definition of the term prototyping that is fairly
congruent with the accepted meaning of the term.

The confu¬

sion arises from his labeling of past development practices
as "prototyping",

as if the term is synonymous with "devel¬

opment" .
Indeed,
sample,

it can be stated with certainty, based on this

that the research population had a generally

accepted definition of the term "prototyping" that is con¬
gruent with the published definitions of the term.

What is

new in this research is the additional feature of the term
as applied to marketing concepts.
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Given this background, we can proceed to test
Hypothesis 1.

The "test" here will not be in the formal

statistical sense, unlike subsequent tests in this chapter.
Rather, we seek here to establish whether there exists suf¬
ficient consensus of opinion to conclusively state that
there exists a common definition of prototyping.
by repeating the hypothesis,
Hypothesis 1:

We begin

stated in alternate form:

There is no broad consensus of opinion in

the research population on the definition of the term
"prototyping”.
Twenty-five of the twenty-nine respondents

(86%)

indi¬

cated agreement with the interviewer's introductory defini¬
tion of "prototyping"

(which is identical to the definition

given in chapter 2 of this dissertation).

Although respond¬

ents had their own refinements to the concept, most particu¬
larly in the marketing area,

there exists broad consensus of

opinion as to what is meant by the term "prototyping".
It is recognized that this consensus of opinion could
be a function of social factors.

It should be remembered

that the definition provided by the interviewer was given in
the introduction of the interview,

and the respondents were

asked for their "working definition" of prototyping early in
the interview.

We desired to seek an indicator of the

importance of prototyping in the professional lives of the
respondents.

To that end,

a series of questions followed

regarding the short-term and long-term professional goals of
the respondents,

and the role prototyping would play in

achieving those goals.

To our surprise,
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a binomial response

occurred:

respondents either saw a substantial role for

prototyping in obtaining these goals,
prototyping at all.

or saw no role for

A few responsdents indicated the role

of prototyping in obtaining their goals was unknown.
far,

By

the respondents indicated prototyping played a substan¬

tial role in obtaining their short-term professional goals
(twenty-two of twenty-nine,
(eighteen of twenty-eight,
these findings.

or 75%)
or 64%).

and long-term goals
Figure 5.2 illustrates

Given the demonstrated importance of proto¬

typing in the professional lives of the respondents,

as well

as its currency in the systems development field, we con¬
clude that respondents have undoubtedly considered the sub¬
ject extensively.

Therefore,

they have good reason to have

developed reasoned and detailed "working definitions" in
their minds.

The consensus of opinion achieved, which fails

to assert Hypothesis 1,

is indicative of a strong homo¬

geneity of understanding of the term "prototyping".
5.2.2 Time dimension
A subject of continuing interest is the time benefit
to be derived from using the prototyping method of systems
development.

Previous research has indicated that proto¬

typed systems are achieved in somewhat fewer programmer
hours of development time than equivalent systems developed
in the conventional manner [Boehm,

et al.,

1984].

The time

dimension explored in this dissertation is not programmerhours of development but calendar time from conception of
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Perceived career impact of prototyping

the system to its delivery.
lowing hypothesis,
Hypothesis 2:

This is expressed in the fol¬

stated in alternate form:
Developers perceive that prototyped

systems can be delivered in less calendar time than
systems developed in the conventional manner.
The research shows that eighteen of twenty-nine
respondents

(62%)

indicated their opinion that prototyped

systems can be delivered in less calendar time than the same
system developed in the conventional manner.
seven

(24%)

deliver,

indicated that prototyped systems took longer to

while three

(10%)

felt there was no significant

difference in delivery time.
Figure 5.3

A further

One respondent was undecided.

illustrates these results.

Applying a standard statistical test of proportion
difference to this data reveals muddled results.

Note that

the assumptions stated at the conclusion of chapter 4,
namely,

a 0.10 level of significance and an assumed popu¬

lation proportion of 0.60,

are employed.

Applying the usual

monotonic transformation to the sample proportion of 0.621
("standardizing"),
0.4090),

we achieve a standard score of 0.23

indicating an insignificant difference.

fail to assert Hypothesis 2,

Thus,

(p <
we

concluding that developers do

not perceive that prototyped systems are delivered in sig¬
nificantly less calendar time than conventionally-developed
systems.
The muddled results appear when we alter the assump¬
tions and examine the sample size.
population proportion,

If we assume an unknown

we must use a assumed population
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Same amount of time

(10.3%)

Time dimension

proportion of 0.5 in the standardization.
cumstances,
0.0918)
icance.

Under these cir¬

the resulting standard score is 1.33

(p <

, which is significant at the 0.10 level of signif¬
Further complicating the picture,

note that the

sample size of twenty-nine is small, particularly for qual¬
itative studies.

Since small sample size mitigates against

significance, we are left with the conjecture that the dif¬
ference possibly would be significant in a larger study and
with the parameter assumption altered.
To gain further understanding of this phenomenon, we
asked respondents if they were currently involved in a spe¬
cific prototyping development project.
twenty-eight9

(75%)

Twenty-one of

responded that they were.

one indicated that this was a typical project.

All twentyThe remain¬

ing seven were asked to keep a specific typical prototyping
project in mind.

A brief description indicated that all

twenty-eight specific projects were well within the domain
of MIS application software.
Respondents were then asked to picture in their minds
this same project developed in the conventional manner.
Twenty-five claimed they could do so.

The respondents were

then asked to describe how much longer or shorter the devel¬
opment time of this specific prototyping project was com¬
pared to the same project developed conventionally.

The

researcher then converted the response to a percentage ratio
by treating the imagined conventionally-developed system as
100%.

Seventeen of the twenty-five

(68%)

indicated that the

prototyped system was delivered in less calendar time.
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This

proportion is insignificant at the 0.10 level of signifi¬
cance

(p < 0.1949).

Twelve of the twenty-five

(48%)

indi¬

cated the prototyped system was delivered in half the time.
Four respondents

(16%)

indicated no significant difference

in delivery time, while an additional four

(16%)

indicated

that the prototyped systems took longer to deliver than
conventionally developed systems.

Figure 5.4 illustrates

these findings.
Treating the imagined conventionally-developed system
as 100%,

the mean response was that prototyped systems are

delivered in 72% of the calendar time that conventionallydeveloped systems require.

We can gain additional insight

if we momentarily take liberties with statistical testing
procedures and treat this ratio as a quantitative variable.
The 72% figure is significantly less than the 100% figure at
the 0.10 level of significant

(p < 0.0036,

n = 25).

The

liberties taken in gaining this insight are considerable:
the Central Limit Theorem calls for the population distri¬
bution to be symmetric and approximately normal in order to
invoke the Theorem for this sample size.

To test the

"approximately normal" distribution of the data,

a standard

goodness-of-fit chi-square statistic for this data was cal¬
culated to be 24.68

(p « 0.01).

Since the desire in a chi-

square goodness-of-fit test is not to reject the hypothesis
that the data follows the normal distribution,
calls for considerable caution in inference.

this result
It is present¬

ed here solely for the purpose of gaining insight.
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(17.9%)

Specific project time perception
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Having failed to assert Hypothesis 2,

our research

indicates that systems developers do not perceive that pro¬
totyped systems are delivered in less calendar time than
systems developed in the conventional manner.
however,

are not clear-cut.

Clearly,

Our findings,

further research is

required on this point.
A reasonable question is:

do developers who view proto¬

typing as a marketing tool feel differently on the time
issue than do developers who primarily develop custom soft¬
ware.

Two respondents

(Respondent 11 and Respondent 28)

prototype exclusively in a marketing mode.

If we exclude

them from consideration, we find that seventeen of twentyseven

(63%)

of respondents who feel that prototyping deliv¬

ers systems in less calendar time than conventionally-devel¬
oped systems.
n = 27).

This proportion is insignificant

Interestingly,

(p < 0.3745,

this proportion is not signifi¬

cantly different from the same proportion of the full sample
(p < 0.4721).10
Additional understanding can be gained by cross-tabu¬
lating the respondents'

perceptions on the time dimension

with their type of employment.11

Twelve of eighteen

(67%)

of the full-time entrepreneurs felt that prototyped systems
could be delivered at less cost than conventionally-devel¬
oped systems, while six of the remaining eleven respondents
(who were employed by organizations)
(55%).

felt the same way

Neither of these proportions is significant,

nor is

there a significant difference between the two proportions
(p < 0.2578).

(Note,

however,
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that subdividing the sample

in this way reduces the statistical power of these tests.)
We can conclude that entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs
feel the same way on this issue.
ed in Table 5.2,

These results are present¬

together with results discussed in the next

two sections of this chapter.
We conclude this section by sampling respondent opin¬
ions on the time dimension issue.

Transcribed responses to

the time-oriented question can be found in the interview
transcriptions,

included in this dissertation as Exhibit C

through Exhibit AE,
above,

inclusive,

in the Appendix.

As noted

respondent opinion can be divided into three areas:

the majority opinion that prototyped systems can be deliv¬
ered in less calendar time than conventionally-developed
systems; the contrary opinion,

namely,

that conventionally-

developed systems can be delivered in a shorter period of
time?

and those that feel there is no significant difference

between the two development environments with respect to
calendar time to delivery.
The majority opinion can be represented by the follow¬
ing quotation:12
[Prototyping] makes the system-building process con¬
crete.
The analysis and discussion phase can waste a
lot of time arguing abstractions.
Similarly,13
If you mean successfully delivered, I would say yes...
because clients don't know what they want, and they
won't know what they want until they've had a chance to
see it.
The distinction between "delivery" and "successful delivery"
is one to which many respondents refer.
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The respondents

TABLE 5.2
Cross-tabulations of respondent employment
with time, cost and quality dimensions

Time dimension:
Employment status
Full-time
Other type
Entrepreneur
of employment
Time response
Less time
More time
Same time
Undecided
Total:
Proportion
for less time:

12
2
3
1
18

6
5
0
0
11

.67

.55

Total
18
7
3
1
29

Cost dimension:
Employment status
Full-time
Other type
Entrepreneur
of employment
Cost response
Less cost
More cost
Same cost
Depends
Total:
Proportion
for less cost:

13
3
2
0
18

6
4
0
1
11

.72

.55

Total
19
7
2
1
29

Oualitv dimension:
Employment status
Other type
Full-time
of employment
Entrepreneur
Oualitv response
Equal quality
Greater quality
Total:
Proportion
for greater
quality:

1
7
8

2
4
6

.88

.67
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Total
3
11
14

seem to understand intuitively the fact that most mainten¬
ance is not of a corrective nature

[Swanson,

1988].

As the

person responsible for the overall success of the project,
they realize that their task is not completed until the
client expresses satisfaction with the system.

The follow¬

ing quotation makes this point clear:14
It depends on what you call 'delivered'.
In a tradi¬
tional life cycle, I can imagine two points in time.
I
can imagine delivery and sometime later when it's [the
system] really working.
And, I would imagine that the
delivery time of a prototype system would fall some¬
where in between, that there might be a little extra
calendar time involved in actually getting the thing
initially installed, into production.
But, it would be
more likely to be really workable at that point in
time, and not require lots of hassles until you get it
in place...
This point is discussed in some detail in section 5.3.3.
Other respondents perceive no major difference between
the delivery time of prototyped and non-prototyped systems.
For example:15
...if the customer wants something prototyped, and you
give it to them prototyped, it takes X amount of pro¬
gramming to produce that.
If they don't want it proto¬
typed, then it's up to me to give them something, and
generally it takes about the same amount of time,
because programming is programming.
Still others were willing to sacrifice delivery effi¬
ciency

(if,

indeed,

prototyping is less efficient with

respect to conventionally developed systems on this dimen¬
sion)

in order to gain other benefits.

As one respondent

reported:16
...in my perception, what you're getting from proto¬
typing is largely quality and accuracy and satisfaction
with the ultimate product.
I, generally speaking,
don't think it's any more efficient than any other
[development] method, from the point of view of calen¬
dar time...
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Similarly,17
There is a certain amount of inefficiency that comes
from trying something, going back, the back-and-forth,
I think, [that] may actually consume some calendar
time.
I don't think that's a bad thing.
I think in
the end you probably end up with a much stronger system
that will last longer [and] be good for a longer time.
Apparently,

those developers perceive prototyping to be

not significantly more efficient with respect to delivery of
the system in calendar time because either:

one,

they intui¬

tively understand the real impact of perfective maintenance
on their workload; and/or,
as paramount,

two,

they view the quality issue

so that they are willing to sacrifice time

efficiency to achieve it.
5.2.3 Cost dimension
A subject related to the discussion of time dimension
above is that of the cost dimension.

As noted in Chapter 4,

the respondents work in a competitive environment.

A sub¬

stantial proportion of the research sample is self-employed.
Delivering systems at the lowest cost possible is under¬
standably a strong motivator for the respondents.

Previous

research does not address the cost dimension, but the pre¬
viously-reported findings that systems can be delivered in
fewer programmer hours,

together with the better maintain¬

ability ratings associated with prototyped systems
et al..

1984],

[Boehm,

allows a reasonable inference that prototyped

systems are less expensive to develop than are conventional¬
ly-developed systems.
We intend to pursue the developers'
cost of systems.

perception of the

We will not examine these findings in the
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same amount of detail as we did the time issue in the pre¬
ceding section,
repetitious.
form,

largely because the techniques employed are

Our third hypothesis,

stated in alternate

is:
Hypothesis 3:

Developers perceive that prototyped

systems can be delivered at less cost than systems
developed in the conventional manner.
Nineteen of twenty-nine

(66%)

respondents felt that

prototyped systems can be delivered at less cost than con¬
ventionally developed systems.

Six

(21%)

that felt proto¬

typed systems cost more while three

(10%)

felt there is no

significant difference with respect to cost.

Figure 5.5

illustrates these findings.
Standardizing this finding,

and employing the same

assumptions as in the previous section,

the 66% proportion

is insignificant at the 0.10 level of significance
standardized score is 0.604, p < 0.2617).
that we fail to assert Hypothesis 3,

(its

This mandates

concluding that devel¬

opers do not perceive prototyped systems to be delivered at
significantly less cost than conventionally developed
systems.
If we alter the parameter assumption,
appears,

a muddled result

as occurred with the time dimension above.

Under

these circumstances, we state that the population parameter
is unknown; we must then use an assumed population propor¬
tion of 0.5,

and the sample proportion reported above

becomes significant

(p < 0.0475).
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Cost dimension

0

As was the case with our examination of the time dimen¬
sion,

additional insights can be gained by analyzing the

developers' view of a single typical project.

The project

examined is the same one analyzed with respect to the time
dimension in the previous section.
opers

(57%)

A majority of devel¬

felt that the specific prototyped system under

consideration was delivered at less cost than the same
system developed conventionally.

However,

as this is less

than the assumed population proportion of 0.60,
tion is obviously not significant.

this propor¬

This finding is present¬

ed as Figure 5.6.
The researcher then queried the developers' perspec¬
tives on the ratio of delivery cost.
twenty-six usable responses
than one,

that is,

(54%)

Fourteen of the

indicated a ratio less

that the prototyped system was delivered

at less cost than the same system developed conventionally.
This proportion is insignificant.

Six

(23%)

perceived the

two development methods to be equal on this dimension
is,

a ratio of 100%)

while another six

(23%)

(that

perceived the

prototyped system to cost more.
We again can gain understanding if we let the imagined
conventionally-developed system represent 100%,

and quantify

the developer's response as a ratio to that imagined system.
If we take the same liberties with statistical testing pro¬
cedures as we did in the preceding section

(noting again the

caution regarding the poor goodness-of-fit to the normal
distribution found there),

that is,

sed as a quantitative variable,
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treat the ratios expres¬

then an interesting result

More cost

Specific project cost dimension

(21.4%)
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occurs.

The mean ratio of 85%

is significantly less than

the 100% ratio representing equality,
significance

(p <

at the 0.10

level of

0.0823).

As was done with the time dimension,

we will gain

insight if we cross-tabulate the type of respondent's
employment with his/her perception of the cost dimension.
Thirteen of eighteen full-time entrepreneurs

(72%)

reported

that they perceived that prototyped systems can be delivered
at less cost than systems developed in the conventional
manner,
(55%).

while six of the eleven other respondents concurred
Neither of these proportions is significant,

there a significant difference between the two groups
0.1635),

nor is
(p <

but note again the caution generated by the low

statistical power caused by small

sample sizes.

This leads

us to conclude that the perceptions of entrepreneurs on this
dimension are not significantly different from those employ¬
ed by organizations.
5.2,

These results are presented in Table

previously presented,

together with findings discussed

in the next section of this chapter.
In addition,

we cross-tabulated variables representing

the time and cost dimensions.

Not surprisingly,

who believe that prototyping delivers systems

respondents

in signifi¬

cantly less calendar time also believe that prototyping
produces systems at significantly less cost.

Fifteen of the

eighteen respondents who believed that prototyped systems
are delivered in less time also believed that prototyped
systems are delivered at less cost.

Conversely,

five of the

seven respondents who believed that prototyping required
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more calendar time also believed that prototyped systems
require more cost.

Table 5.3

contains details of these

findings.
Further insights still can be gained by examining some
of the respondents'

reactions to this line of questioning.

The responses to the cost-oriented question are found in
Exhibit C through Exhibit AE in the Appendix.

The reasoning

of respondents who claim that prototyped systems are less
expensive is undoubtedly related to their perceptions of
time.

Typical

is the following:1®

Less cost, there's no doubt about it.
It's very
simple: time is money, and the quicker that you can see
or anticipate problems and pinpoint them, the quicker
they'll be identified and resolved and that means less
cost.
The sophisticated understanding of the true system life cost
found in the respondents'

understanding of the time dimen¬

sion is also seen here in the cost dimension.

This under¬

standing is typified by the following comment:19
My reaction from a near-term cost perspective is that
they [prototyped systems] are more expensive because
development time goes up.
From a long-term maintenance
perspective, they will probably work out to be less
expensive because there will be [fewer] changes that
the system has to undergo after initial delivery.
Other respondents argue that costs are essentially the
same.

This reasoning is exemplified by the following

quotation:20
I would think it's the same cost, because the amount of
time you're spending on the front end [prototyping] is
about equal to the amount of time you spend at the back
end, backtracking and adding [i.e., perfective mainte¬
nance].
So, it would be equal with us, in the long
run.
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TABLE 5.3
Cross-tabulation of time and cost dimensions

Time and cost dimensions

Time dimension
Less
More
Same
time_time_time_Undecided_Total
Cost
dimension
Less cost
More cost
Same cost
Depends

15
0

1
5

2

1

Total:

18

2
1
0
0

i_o
7

3
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1
0

0

19
6
3

0

1

1

29

Others argue that prototyping is more expensive,

although

with other benefits to offer:21
It may be more expensive to develop a prototype system
than a traditional system... One of the biggest reasons
is that the users tend to get more of the bells and
whistles on the system because they have a lot more
time to lobby for them, and they become a lot more
aware of the value of an enhanced user interface.
We conclude this section by noting that, by virtue of
the failure to assert either Hypothesis 2 or Hypothesis 3,
systems developers have no direct time- or cost-motivation
to use the prototyping method of systems development.

We

have demonstrated that prototyped systems are not delivered
in significantly less calendar time or for significantly
less cost than conventionally developed systems,

in the

perception of this sample of systems developers.

There will

be further discussion of these points in section 5.3.3.
This conclusion,

however, begs a question: why,

then,

do systems developers who consciously adopt the prototyping
method of systems development choose to prototype systems?
One possibility is a perception on the part of systems
developers that prototyped systems are of higher quality
than systems developed in the conventional manner.

This

will be addressed in the next section.
5.2.4 Quality dimension
One of the last questions added to the interview
instrument was a specific question regarding developers’
perceptions of system quality.
research,

At the beginning of the

it was felt that this could be inferred from com¬

mentary by the respondent.

Later,
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it was decided to specif-

ically broach the question.

This research interest is

encapsulated in the following hypothesis,

stated in alter¬

nate form:
Hypothesis 4:

Developers perceive that prototyped

systems are of greater quality than systems developed
in the conventional manner.
Fourteen of the twenty-nine respondents received the
question,

though our report of the findings will be based on

discussions with the full sample.
Eleven of the fourteen

(79%)

responses indicated that

developers perceive prototyped systems to be of signifi¬
cantly higher quality than systems developed using conven¬
tional methods.

The remainder

(21%)

systems to be of equal quality.

perceived prototyped

Employing the same param¬

eter assumptions and level of significance as the previous
two sections,

this proportion's standardized score of 1.42

is significant at the 0.10 level of significance
0.0778).
cance,

(p <

Since small sample sizes mitigate against signifi¬

this finding is particularly meaningful.

maintain consistency,
0.60 was employed.

to

the assumed population proportion of

In this instance,

an assumed population

proportion of 0.50 is probably reasonable.
assumption,

Further,

Under this

this finding is highly significant, with a

standardized score of 2.14

(p < 0.0162).

Figure 5.7 illus¬

trates this finding.
Does the perception of quality reported here hold true
across the classes of employment?

As in previous sections,

we cross-tabulated the type of employment of the respondents
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Same quality

(21.4%)

Quality dimension

with their responses on the quality dimension.
eight entrepreneurs

(88%)

Seven of

reported a belief that prototyped

systems are of higher quality than systems developed in the
conventional manner.

This proportion was significant

(p <

0.0001).

Four of six respondents employed by organizations

concurred

(67%),

< 0.0401).

and this proportion was also significant

(p

Both of these findings should not surprise us

given that the sample as a whole generated a significant
difference,

as reported above.

What is interesting is the

fact that there is no significant difference between the
groups

(p < 0.1711).

This leads us to conclude that the

research population perceives that prototyped systems are of
significantly greater quality, but that there is no signifi¬
cant variation on this dimension by type of employment.
These results are presented in Table 5.2, previously
presented.
This finding led us to undertake additional cross-tabu¬
lations.

Recall that eleven of fourteen respondents who

were asked a specific question regarding the relative qual¬
ity of prototyped systems reported their perception that
prototyped systems are of higher quality.

Analyzing these

eleven responses, we find that seven also believed that it
was possible to deliver prototyped systems in less time,
three believed that prototyped systems required more deliv¬
ery time while one felt that there was no significant dif¬
ference in delivery time.
fer,

These proportions obviously dif¬

and our natural reaction would be to continue to the
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next step:

testing these sample difference to determine if

they represent parameter differences.

To do so, we would

use the chi-square test of statistical independence, which
is equivalent to the chi—square test for homogeneity of
proportion across the subsamples.

Unfortunately,

the small

sample size used forces a violation of a key assumption of
the chi-square test.

Thus,

the proportions of the sub¬

samples reported in this paragraph is presented solely to
gain insight and not as a statistical finding.

These

results are presented in Table 5.4.
In a similar fashion, we cross-tabulated the eleven
respondents who felt that prototyped systems were of greater
quality with their responses on the cost dimension.

Seven

of the eleven reported their perception that prototyped
systems could be delivered at less cost,

three felt that

prototyped systems cost more, while one felt there was no
significant difference between prototyped and conven¬
tionally-developed systems on the cost dimension.
reasons explained in the previous paragraph,

For the

a chi-square

test of statistical independence was not possible on these
subsamples,

and these results are presented for the sole

purpose of gaining insight.

These results are presented in

Table 5.4.
As in the previous two sections, we will highlight the
finding that the research population perceives prototyped
systems to be of higher quality by presenting selected quo¬
tations from the interview transcripts.
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The transcribed

TABLE 5.4
Cross-tabulation of quality dimension
with time and cost dimensions

Quality and time dimensions:

Time dimension
Less
More
Same
time_time_time

Total

Quality
dimension
Equal quality
Greater quality

1
7

1
3

1

3

1

11

Total:

8

4

2

14

Quality and cost dimensions:
Cost dimension
Less
More
Same
cost_cost_cost_Total
Quality
dimension
Equal quality
Greater quality
Total:

2103
7_3_1_1
9

4
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1

14

answers to the specific question regarding quality are found
in Exhibit C through Exhibit AE in the Appendix.
The following quotation is typical:22
Since the user sees what they're getting, they're more
involved in the design: it's their system ultimately...
there's a.qualitative difference if they just sign off
on some piece of paper versus they know they partici¬
pated in it from an early stage.
Similarly,23
I think largely that the value of prototyping is that
one allows the user to end up with a system that meets
their needs better than a system developed using tradi¬
tional methods.
They [users] have a chance to control
the direction of the development effort.
Other developers perceive the qualitative difference to
be a function of the system itself,

as the following quota¬

tion illustrates:24
...they're [prototyped systems] well thought out.
There's a definite structure to them, there is a defi¬
nite road map, the road map is a logical road map, and
the pieces fit together quite nicely.
And, the various
hooks that are left that you need for future expansion
are there, all in the proper places.
A minority of respondents felt that prototyped systems
and conventionally developed systems were of equal quality.
The following quotation is representative of this group of
individuals:25
Probably equal quality.
...From what I've seen in the
systems that I've been involved in, people are willing
to take ...[commercial] packages... and they're willing
to adapt it to their uses.
...Whereas the prototype
system, it fits them exactly... And, I suppose depend¬
ing on the application that [prototyping] could be a
better thing but I think the quality is pretty much
equal.
The present researcher conjectured that some of the
quality appeal of prototyping is that prototyping could
better elicit user needs during the needs analysis phase of
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systems development.

To determine this,

respondents were

questioned on the efficacy of prototyping as a needs anal¬
ysis tool.

While a majority

(seventeen of nineteen,

or 59%)

concurred that prototyping was more effective than conven¬
tional mean of eliciting user needs,
significant.

this proportion was not

Eight of the twenty-nine respondents

(28%)

contended that circumstances determine the more effective
tool,

while four

(15%)

felt that the traditional needs anal¬

ysis tools were superior,

or that a combination of prototyp¬

ing and traditional tools was called for.
mise that more efficacious needs analysis

We can thus sur¬
is not the moti¬

vating factor for using prototyping.
We submit that the findings presented in this and the
previous two sections hold the key to prototyping's appeal
for the developer community.

The benefit of prototyping

along the time and cost dimensions are unproven,

both by

this research and previously published research,

although

future research may demonstrate these points more clearly.
What is new here is the quality perspective.

Developers who

consciously choose to prototype strongly perceive proto¬
typing to deliver systems of better quality than systems
developed conventionally.

This key finding,

major motivation for prototyping.
concept in some detail
chapter,

we submit,

We will expand upon this

in the discussion portion of this

section 5.3.3.
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is a

5.2,5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the following four points in the
research findings presented here:
1)

There is substantial commonness of definition

of the term "prototyping" among the research population
this study.

It can be inferred that the respondent

and the researcher were "on the same wavelength" in
their discussion of the subject;
2)

This study did not demonstrate that developers

perceive that systems can be delivered in significantly
less calendar time than systems developed in the con¬
ventional manner.

Note, however,

that there remains

enough uncertainty on this point to warrant continued
research;
3)

This study did not demonstrate that developers

perceive that systems can be delivered at significantly
less cost than systems developed in the conventional
manner.

Like the time dimension,

there exists motiva¬

tion for continued research in this area; and
4)

The most important finding of this study was

that developers perceive that prototyped systems are of
significantly higher quality than systems developed in
the conventional manner.
Taken together,

these findings present a coherent pic¬

ture of developers' perceptions:

developers adopt the proto¬

typing approach in order to deliver high quality systems,
despite weak indicators

(at best)

that their choice of

development technique allows them to deliver systems in a
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more timely or more cost-effective manner.

As one respond¬

ent noted:26
...[Prototyping] is the right way of bringing experts
in... to get the correct product, the product that will
actually do what we need it to do.
And, by and large,
people aren't willing to pay for better products.
Prototyping to me is not aimed at being a more costeffective or a more tightly disciplined approach, it's
aimed at producing a better product...
or,

even more succinctly:26
Obviously, I think [prototyping]
or I wouldn't be doing it.

is the best way to go

It is most reasonable to expect that quality is indeed
a major motivator for developers to choose prototyping as a
development method.

Yet, we would be naive to think that

quality itself is the sole motivator for the use of proto¬
typing.

We submit that the desire to deliver systems of

higher quality is part of a variety of motivating factors
driving developers in the research population to choose
prototyping.

The following section of this chapter is a

general discussion that will explore this variety.
5.3 Discussion
Beyond the motivation of delivering high quality
systems, what other factors motivate developers to adopt the
prototyping approach to systems development?

It should be

recalled that a large number of respondents are full-time
entrepreneurs

(see Figure 5.1), while others hold positions

in which the efficient and economical delivery of systems
undoubtedly is a key factor in their success.

This is

likely to be representative of the research population.
noted previously,

As

external indicators point clearly to the
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affluence of the research population.
therefore,

It seems likely,

that there exist some economic motivations for

the use of prototyping.

The first portion of the discussion

addresses these.
5.3.1 Direct economic motivators
Several classes of direct economic motivators can be
envisioned.

In this section, we will examine two: whether

prototyping allows the developer to derive additional income
from the project; and whether prototyping impacts the finan¬
cial operations of the business, particularly cash flow.
No respondent indicated that prototyping was chosen to
^3-^ii^ize income from the project s/he is currently working
on.

Indeed,

ing the

several respondents brought up concerns regard¬

(at least superficially)

prototyping approach.

unstructured nature of the

For example:28

•••I've guoted and have done job proposals based upon
time I've estimated and I have grossly underestimated
the time... prototyping does tend to exaggerate the
time frame.
I don't think you can adequately charge
for all the time you have to put in, too, because
otherwise the system becomes too expensive...
Why,

then,

does this respondent choose to prototype?

I think [prototyping] has cost us financially.
How¬
ever, on the other hand, prototyping has benefited us
in client loyalty.
I have no doubt about that.
This respondent was speaking from the perspective of a
fixed-price contract for a project.
burnt by this arrangement,
conditions.

Others, having been

refuse to develop under those

Note this response:29
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...a fixed price basis.
That's not the way we work and
we will reject contracts that say that... it's a loaded
gun at the developer's head.
I'd rather be as honest
as I can about what I think it's going to cost, but
document clearly everything we are doing versus every¬
thing that was originally asked for, so that if there
are cost overruns [clients] see very clearly that it's
tied to things they requested.
Other respondents feel even more strongly on this issue:30
In cases where we don't think we can prototype, we turn
down the work, so we lose work.
I mean, it actually
costs us money because we require that our clients work
with us in the way we want to work.
In fact, I've
turned down incredible amounts of work...
This researcher feels confident that prototyping is not
viewed as a means of maximizing income for the present
project.
Does prototyping have a relationship with the ongoing
financial operations of the firm?31

Only 15% of the

respondents receiving a direct question on this point claim
that prototyping has a substantial impact on their financial
operations.

Larger proportions felt prototyping had a mod¬

erate impact

(46%)

or a minimal impact

(39%).

Figure 5.8

illustrates these findings.
Few respondents felt that prototyping substantially
impacted financial operations,

and those that did took a

very practical viewpoint:32
I would say it's a very strong relationship... It's not
a direct connection... if we pick the wrong tool, we
end up wasting a lot of money and have to eat that time
because the client's not going to pay for it.
So, I
would say it's a medium-strong relationship.
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Substantial impact

Financial impact of prototyping

(15.4%)

Whereas,

a more mainstream view is this:33

[Prototyping] helps [business operations].
You get a
clearer picture of what the project's going to be.
And
we find we can bill people for the prototype, because
it's a value added to them... it's not like you have to
build something first and then discuss what the ulti¬
mate cost is going to be, because you can... bill them
hourly.
So, it actually helps a lot.
Other respondents saw less of a direct relationship:34
I think by being very good at prototyping, we develop
better systems for our clients, and the better job you
do the more money you make... it's a two-step relation¬
ship, that prototyping improves the quality of the work
and the quality of the work produces the financial
conditions of the company.
Those respondents who perceive prototyping to be primarily a
marketing device also see an indirect relationship:35
...the technique of prototyping has allowed us to
actually produce a marketable product far sooner than
we would have before.
And, in marketing that product,
we've generated an income which has paid for the
development...
This respondent clearly agrees with the strategic perspec¬
tive articulated by Ives and Learmonth [Ives and Learmonth,
1984]
Finally,

other respondents see no financial linkage

between their choice of the prototyping method and their
financial condition.

Typical of this type of response is

the following, which emphasizes the general value of the
technique:36
I think the impact is a more professional appearance
for our organization, that we really know what we're
doing as far as design and analysis.
It promotes us as
an organization that's not trying to blow something by
a client but instead is giving [the client] the chance
to say 'yea' or 'nay' to it.
It's a marketing tool.
We must conclude that there exist no direct economic
motivators for developers to choose the prototyping method
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of systems development.

There undoubtedly exist other,

indirect business-related motivators,
nomic.

beyond the purely eco¬

One that came through clearly in discussion with

respondents is the degree to which respondents are dependent
on repeat and referral business for their continued finan¬
cial well-being.

For example,

a number of respondents

reported pridefully that they have never advertised for
business,
ness.

but rely solely on word-of-mouth to generate busi¬

This aspect of the respondents'

beyond the scope of this research,
future research hypotheses.

business affairs was

but it does give rise to

This topic will be discussed in

some detail in section 5.3.3.

In the next section, we will

explore other potential motivators for prototyping.
5.3.2 Other motivators
We have seen that direct financial considerations are
weak motivators for prototyping.

What other factors would

motivate a developer to adopt the prototyping technique?

In

this section, we will discuss four possible motivating fac¬
tors:

(l)

a reduction in developer anxiety;

in positive relationships with clients,

(2)

an increase

resulting in

(3)

a

heightened sense of collegiality felt when prototyping; and
(4)

an increase in personal satisfaction.
The interview questionnaire

(Exhibit A in the Appendix)

contained a series of questions addressing the developer's
degree of comfort with the development process when proto¬
typing.

The results of this questioning make it clear that

prototyping reduces the anxiety felt by developers.
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Noting

that their income derives primarily from systems development
(recall that eighteen of twenty-nine respondents are full¬
time entrepreneurs),

a reduction in anxiety is a powerful

motivator indeed.
Twenty-seven of the twenty-nine respondents dealt with
questions that addressed developer anxiety.
(78%)

Twenty-one

reported that they felt less anxiety when prototyping,

while four

(15%)

reported higher anxiety levels.

reported the same degree of anxiety,

One

and one was unsure.

These findings are illustrated in Figure 5.9.
These findings can be highlighted by examining
responses to this question.

Typical of those reporting less

anxiety is this respondent:^7
... I feel I've gotten more control over the project
because I don't have [a] predefined, inflexible set of
rules to develop by.
Nothing's worse than you have to
do a project and find out that [the] original defini¬
tion is wrong, but it's cast in stone and you can't get
it fixed.
Further,

argues one respondent,

prototyping corresponds to
O Q

the mind set of systems developers:
...you want fast feedback, that's what people whose
brains work that way thrive on, that's why people
become hackers and get engrossed in computers, they
want rapid feedback.
And I find it very anxiety-pro¬
voking to have to stop and walk away from the rapid
feedback environment and sit down and write reports,
papers and design documents and so on...
This respondent probably summed up the reaction to this
O Q

question the best:
There's a lot less fear of being wrong in a prototyping
environment.
A minority viewpoint was that the prototyping devel¬
opment environment leads to greater anxiety.
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For example:
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Same amount of anxiety

Degree of anxiety when prototyping

(14.8%)

The truth is more anxious... It should be less because
I know the end product will be better.
The reason it's
more is because I know the costs will be higher.
When
I'm involved in prototyping, I'm constantly scared that
they're [users] not going to understand why the cost is
going up, despite the improvements I'm making, and
therefore I'm working harder to hide costs, to cover it
at lower costs, to put in that extra time that they're
not billed for, to do everything I can to try to keep
the costs as low as possible, and that puts inordinate
pressure on me...
Still other respondents find the prototyping process itself
a source of anxiety:41
Probably more anxious.
I'm always nervous dealing with
a new project because you are dealing with unknowns, as
far as how the clients will react to this prototyping
process and things like that.
And, it's kind of dif¬
ficult to gauge until you're actually in there how they
will react to the prototype as opposed to you just
dropped a package in.
We submit that the perception by developers of a reduc¬
tion in anxiety represents an important non-economic motiva¬
tor for prototyping.

The reaction of clients to the proto¬

type as well as the prototyping process was a concern
expressed by a number of respondents.

An additional fruit¬

ful area of interest is a possible change in the relation¬
ship between developer and client.

This will be addressed

in the following paragraphs.
All respondents received several questions regarding
their role vis-A-vis clients in the consulting process.
particular interest was the developers'

perception of the

leadership role they must assume when prototyping.
the role of project leader,

Of

Would

commonly delegated to the com¬

puting professional in conventional development environ¬
ments,

remain with the developer when prototyping?
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Somewhat

to our surprise,

the sample reported they must take on a

leadership role more often when prototyping than in conven¬
tional development.

Of the twenty-six respondents who

addressed this question,

thirteen

(50%)

reported that they

needed to take on a leadership role more often than in con¬
ventional development, while eight
take on leadership less often.

(31%)

reported that they

Three indicated that the

degree of leadership is the same in both forms of devel¬
opment, while an additional two indicated that the leadership irole depends on factors not covered by the question.
These findings are illustrated by Figure 5.10.
Discussion confirmed the interviewer's impression that
this leadership role pleased the developer.

It is,

the major cause of the anxiety reduction reported.

in fact,
The

respondents gave some insights into the leadership process
when prototyping.

A sampling of their reaction follows:42

Prototyping should result in a smaller development
team, therefore the Information Systems person should
be providing the leadership role, the drive behind the
execution... The users have not been involved [in the
past].
So, you can't just one day flip a switch [and
have users] take over responsibility for all these
things... The IS [person]
has to take on the leader¬
ship role to ... sponsor getting the user involved
until they start taking it out of our hands...
In part,

this is because the systems developer bears the

onus for the success of the system,

as illustrated by this

quotation:43
...I am ultimately responsible for the success of the
[system being developed].
I always feel that I have to
be responsible but that also means I must responsibly
listen to what the client's desires are...
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Depends on circumstances
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Along the same lines,

the need to bring out client needs was

emphasized by another respondent:44
Sometimes clients are really reluctant to bring up
things because they think they're too minor a thing to
discuss.
You have to draw things out of people as to
what they would like...
The minority position,
leadership role less often,

that the developer takes on a
is encapsulated by the following

statement:45
it strikes me that I would probably be less of a lead—
ership role... I try to let the clients who really know
what they're doing take a leadership role and I try to
follow what they're trying to do.
Still others see the leadership role as a function of
the business relationship,

that is,

leadership depends on

the circumstances of the development,

rather than the devel¬

opment environment:4 6
It's the same.

As long as you are up front to the
client, what are the steps going to be, and the client
knows that the first stage is a prototype, it's not the
working application, and we're going to be going back
and forth for a while, that's fine.
As a result of these findings, we desired to seek what
specific form "leadership" was taking.

To this end,

twenty-

eight of the twenty-nine respondents addressed a guestion
regarding whether or not users bring up sufficient system
options on their own,

or whether the developer must take the

lead in presenting system options.
leadership question where confirmed,
twenty-eight

(57%)

The findings of the
as sixteen of the

reported that the developer had to take

on presenting system options more often when prototyping
than when engaged in conventional systems development.
(18%)

Five

felt the role the developer played was the same as in
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conventional development,

while four

(14%)

felt the options-

presentation issue was a function of factors not included in
the question;

only three

(11%)

felt the user took the lead

in presenting sufficient system options.

Figure 5.11 illus¬

trates these findings.
A typical comment from a respondent on this issue is:47
It's funny: as well as they usually know their busi¬
nesses, they aren't necessarily logicians.
I find I
tend to be the one who brings up alternatives and in
many cases changing the way they perform some task even
manually.
This respondent carries this argument to a logical
conclusion:48
Clients want us to... [If users bring up options], it's
only for a short while until they get to know us.
If
they were at that level [users bringing up system
options], they'd be doing it [development] themselves.
Some respondents report a change in perception by
clients:49
I think initially clients want me to take the lead.
They sit down and they're looking for all the answers.
But, after... a while, they really get into it... and
tell me what I need to do.
Still others perceive an equal sharing of the task of
working through system options.

For example:

50

I would say it's about 50-50.
Some clients, you sug¬
gest things and they say 'Gee, I never thought of
that', and some people are just filled with ideas them¬
selves.
It really just depends on the people's per¬
sonal backgrounds, what their exposure to computers is
and what their exposure is to the field that is being
worked on.
Still others perceive a stronger client role on this
•
51
issue:
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Same

Presentation of

(17.9%)

systems options

Our users are fairly aggressive and generally not hesi¬
tant to come up with new ideas.
I come up with ideas
myself and I'll take the user role there and go to one
or two of them [with systems options proposals]... It
is, at this point, fairly well balanced.
We further submit that the issue of options-presentation discussed above is characteristic of the developers'
perception of a heightened sense of professionalism.
part,

In

this may be a reaction to the former role of the

systems developer.

In the former role,

the systems devel¬

oper was in a service role, but his/her control of a very
valuable resource placed him/her in a role called a "priest¬
hood" by one respondent:52
...there's a group of experts out there [conventional
analysts and designers that employ] the guru approach.
I don't believe [in] that.
I think that's a mentality
that is... old-fashioned.
It's a mentality that I
think most computer people had ten years ago, and maybe
it was true ten years ago.
But, more and more users
are getting involved in systems design anyway, espe¬
cially with the advent of microcomputers.
And, I think
users know what they want...
So, the idea that there
is a priesthood out there that really knows what's
going on... I know that's not true.
c o

The following respondent was even more succinct:
I think it's healthy, because it's a trend toward group
participation and a little more democracy in what has
been a ivory tower... activity.
And ivory towers
usually deserve to be pulled down, and certainly this
one does.
It appears that respondents who choose to prototype are
strongly motivated by the relationship they develop with
clients.

Note that the research population is defined to be

independent developers who utilize prototyping.
possible to perform a causal analysis here:

It is not

does prototyping

generate this professional relationship or does prototyping
spring naturally from a professional relationship that
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emphasizes collegiality?

Such a question must wait on

future research efforts,
relevant

[Dagwell and Weber,

that these respondents,
lation,

although past research efforts are
1983].

However,

it is clear

and by extension the research popu¬

clearly perceive themselves to be colleagues,

and

not "priests" or "gurus".
One motivating factor not yet discussed is personal
satisfaction.

Beyond purely economic factors,

it is clear

that some respondents are attracted by the job itself,

it

is clear that the skills possessed by the respondents are
highly valued in the marketplace.

It is likely that any

respondent could easily acquire a conventional job whenever
desired.

Part of the attraction of the independent devel¬

oper's role is the intellectual challenge.

For example:5^

I guess one thing that characterizes me as a programmer
and system developer is that I really regard this as
play and as fun.
I get involved in my programming as I
would if I were doing a hobby... What attracts me about
this kind of work is the problem-solving... it seems to
me to be intellectual play.
That's what I like about
it and that's one reason why the prototype method
appeals to me.
It's... creating toys that behave like
real systems and then turning the toys into real
systems.
And that seems fun to me...
Similarly,

one respondent stated,55 "I enjoy doing it;

less a job than a labor of love"
Clearly,

therefore,

it's

(emphasis in original).

the personal satisfaction of developing

systems motivates developers to choose prototyping as a
development methodology.

This sense of personal satisfac¬

tion is not unrelated to the economic well-being of the
developer.

Undoubtedly,

the developer who feels fulfilled
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projects a sense of confidence,

leading one respondent to

state:56
...prototyping... does not seem to be the factor that
drives companies to have software written for them.
The thing that drives them is the assurance by somebody
like me who they have either heard is good or they’ve
had experience with ...that's what they're looking for.
In short,

our discussions with the respondents indicate

that there exist strong non-economic motivators for proto¬
typing.

Collectively,

these non-economic factors represent

an improved working environment that seems to strongly
attract the research population to prototyping.
5.3.3.

Interpretation

Our contention is that independent MIS application
software developers choose prototyping for a variety of
reasons.

Primary among these are a desire for high quality

systems and an improvement in their working environment.
This research has not indicated, however,

that more timely

or more cost-effective production of systems motivate these
developers to choose prototyping,

nor do direct economic

factors provide a motivation to choose prototyping.
We contend,

however,

that there exists a substantial

economic motivator not brought out thus far in this report.
This research has shown that the quality of the system
delivered is a strong motivator for the use of the proto¬
typing method of systems development.

Further discussion in

section 5.3.1 establishes that other direct economic factors
are not strong motivators.
are stronger motivators:

We conjecture that other factors

specifically, we hint that a

heightened sense of their collegial role,
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together with a

distinct reduction in anxiety and a heightened sense of
self-satisfaction, might be key motivators for systems
developers to utilize prototyping.

As these findings go

beyond the research hypotheses of this project,

and,

in

fact, were generated in the search for answers to those
research hypotheses,

they remain conjecture at this point.

These findings do point the way toward additional research
in the prototyping arena, however.
To come to an understanding of how prototyping does
indeed provide an economic benefit, we must understand the
milieu in which the developer finds him/herself.
As noted earlier,

these individuals are self-directed,

whether as entrepreneurs or as autonomous individuals within
organizations.

Their livelihood depends on a steady stream

of incoming assignments.
respondents advertise,

Further,

relying instead on word-of-mouth

referrals for new business,
existing clients.

note that none of the

as well as repeat business from

A displeased client would certainly

poison this environment; thus,

developers have an economic

incentive to deliver systems that clients perceive to be of
high quality and reasonably priced.57
How does prototyping contribute to this situation?
Understanding this situation gives us an insight as to why
developers will sacrifice time and cost benefits in order to
prototype.

This researcher interprets,

time- or cost-disadvantage is transient.

however,

that any

In fact,

the main

focus of this interpretation is why the perception of the
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developers is actually incorrect.
First,

there is the issue of prototype generating

ongoing business for the client.

The following extended

quote is typical of the comments the researcher
encountered:58
I think financial considerations are the key to proto¬
typing. .. I firmly believe that what makes me per¬
sonally happy is a happy client and that's foremost.
The second thing is to have the client using what you
have developed... I've heard so many stories... where
they developed a nice system and the client thought it
was a nice system but they never used it for one reason
or another.
And, I find that doesn't happen with this
iterative prototyping cycle, that it gets the client
very much involved, it develops some very strong per¬
sonal bonds.
It helps your business... because now...
our original client has worked with us and gotten to
know us.
...in our company, we don't have a typical
salesman type that comes in, very well dressed ...and
glad-hands and everybody swoons... we don't have people
like that.
We have very smart people that don't neces¬
sarily have the great social graces... it's difficult
for us to get the initial foot in the door because we
don't have that great first image.
But, what is
incredible to me is all the follow-up business we end
up getting, because once clients start working with
us... I think the personal contact is so important even
for marketing.
Clearly,

personal satisfaction,

a desire for quality systems

and the economic incentive of additional business are com¬
bined in the perception of this respondent.
Second,

the key to understanding the indirect economic

motivation for prototyping is the reuse of components of one
system in a subsequent assignment.

Indeed,

the concept of a

"software library" is an old one in the computing field.
this survey,

twenty-five of twenty-eight

(89%)

respondents

reported using database management systems in their devel¬
opment efforts.

Discussion revealed that the respondents

especially relied upon the ancillary tools associated with
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In

these products.

A characteristic of these ancillary tools

is the easy reuse of modules from previous development
experiences in a new undertaking.

Further,

it is not

unusual to use the data-manipulating features of the DBMS
itself to catalog modules from previous projects.
In addition,

nineteen of twenty-seven

(70%)

of respond¬

ents indicated a conscious reuse previous systems'
ents in new development, while another two
this is possible under some circumstances.

(11%)

compon¬

noted that

Thus, we see a

regular pattern of reusing system modules across several
systems

Even those few respondents who did not indicate

reusing components

(five of twenty-seven,

or 19%)

undoubted¬

ly rely on the experience and knowledge gained in one devel¬
opment experience to make future assignments more
productive.
If we combine the motivations for quality in its own
right with the large amount of reuse of system components,
we arrive at a major economic incentive for the use of pro¬
totyping.

First,

the present client must be satisfied in

order to garner new business from that client or others
referred by that client.

Second,

the developer him/herself

has significant incentive to produce a high quality system
since the components of that system will be used in future
systems.

Accuracy and quality can be so important that they

overwhelm consideration of time and cost factors.
that reuse occurs,

When

the developer will want to reuse those

components that have stood a major test:
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they have been

examined by clients and found to be successful.
submit,

This, we

is an underlying economic motivation for prototyping

not made directly clear by the research reported here.
In the following,

concluding chapter, we will summarize

these results and point out the implications of these
results to the various actors in the information systems
arena.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This chapter opens with a brief reiteration of the
major findings of this research.

We then proceed to a dis¬

cussion of the implications of these findings on major
actors

in the systems development process:

themselves,

clients and educators.

the developers

The chapter concludes

with a statement on the limitations of the present research
findings and a discussion of future research needs.
6.1 Reiteration of research findings
For clarity and to provide a sense of closure,

we

restate here three major findings of the present research.
The complete report on the research findings is presented in
the preceding chapter.
The most substantial

finding from this research is that

the quality of the prototyped systems is a substantial
incentive for independent systems developers to choose
prototyping.
value and,

Quality is desired both for its own intrinsic

as we have seen in discussion,

economic benefits

it provides.

for the indirect

Note that our research con¬

cludes that the prevailing assumptions about prototyping's
cost- or time-benefits are unfounded.
Prototyping also provides a pleasant work environment.
Anxiety is reduced and a more collegial relationship with
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the client is established,
the job by developers.

leading to greater enjoyment of

Since these developers have chosen

this work style in a high-demand employment situation,

it is

reasonable to conclude that improvement in the work environ¬
ment is a strong motivator to choose prototyping.
Finally,

although we have established by this research

that developers perceive no direct time- or cost-benefit in
prototyping, we interpret that economic motivations to pro¬
totype do,

in fact,

exist.

Our position is based on the

report by a very large majority of developers that compo¬
nents from one prototyped system are reused in subsequent
development efforts.

Thus,

developers are able to generate

future systems based on components that have already
received a favorable reaction from previous clients.
very least,

At the

the developer can take the knowledge and sen¬

sitivity gained from intensive interaction with a past
client and apply it to a future client,

even if no specific

reuse of components takes place.

developers are wil¬

Thus,

ling to sacrifice time- and cost-benefits when prototyping
an original development, because they intuitively know the
high-quality components derived will serve them well in the
future,

thus providing an indirect economic motivation for

prototyping.
Taken together these three factors form a compelling
set of incentives for developers to select the prototyping
method of systems development.

In turn,

these motivations

are based on a strong intuitive sense of the true life cycle
cost of systems,

particularly the high cost associated with
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perfective maintenance of established systems.

By using

components whose quality has been verified by past clients,
in a personally-satisfying work environment,

the independent

developer achieves a high level of professional selfactualization.
6.2 Implications for systems development actors
We now address the implications these findings have for
actors involved in the systems development process.
address three classes of individuals:

We

the systems developers

themselves? clients of systems developers;

and educators

involved in training future systems professionals.

Given

the research focus of this dissertation, most of our atten¬
tion will be paid to the first class of actors.
6.2.1 Systems developers
This research has indicated that systems developers do
not perceive time- or cost-benefits in prototyping.
theless,

None¬

the flexibility and responsiveness of the proto¬

typing environment make it easy to promise too much along
these dimensions.

Developers should take care not to "sell"

prototyping as a quicker or more cost-effective development
method.

On the contrary,

developers should try consciously

to dampen time- and cost-related expectations.
What developers should emphasize is the quality dimen¬
sion.

This research clearly indicated that developers per¬

ceive prototyped systems to be of increased quality.
the client's perspective,

From

"quality" is often seen to be the

degree to which the system conforms to the client's expec
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tations.

This is the point on which developers should

"sell" prototyping: when prototyping,

the developer has much

more assurance that the system derived will conform to the
user's expectations and view of the application.
At present,

not enough is known about the prototyping

environment to allow developers to bid on fixed-price con¬
tracts

(see the discussion in section 6.4.2, below).

This

is because it is very difficult to predict the number of
iterations it will take to satisfy the client.

Therefore,

all bid procedures that mandate a fixed price before the
contract is let should be avoided by developers who wish to
prototype.

This restriction eliminates a large segment of

potential business.

In particular,

government agencies

often require both detailed specifications documents and
fixed-price contracts.

Thus,

a major implication of the

choice to prototype is the opportunity cost of losing access
to a significant segment of the systems development
business.
Beyond the loss of potential business when fixed-price
contracts are called for,

developers must educate clients on

the true cost of a system across its life cycle.
often,

a client perceives a point at which a system is

"finished",
point.

All too

and wants a fixed-price contract to achieve that

Clients need to be educated about the phenomena of

perfective maintenance.

Prototyping offers the promise of

reducing the perfective maintenance component of the true
cost of a system over its life cycle.
informed of this,

Clients need to be

and achieve the same level of intuitive
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understanding of this point that developers apparently have
achieved.
This research focused exclusively on the development of
application software within the domain of Management Infor¬
mation Systems.

Developers should be wary of applying the

findings of this research to other domains of activity.
example,

For

the finding that prototyping achieves a greater

conformity to the user’s expectation,
tive maintenance,

thus reducing perfec¬

does not necessarily hold true in a com-

putationally-intensive scientific system.

In such a case,

a

great deal of development effort is directed at the under¬
lying algorithms,

and far less effort is directed at the

points where the system interacts with the user.
in most cases,

Moreover,

the user of such a system is computer-liter¬

ate and can adapt easily to any interface presented.

Proto¬

typing could be of questionable value in such a development.
Perhaps the most significant implication of this
research is the indirect economic benefit of prototyping.
If our interpretation is correct,

prototyping provides long¬

term economic benefits to the developer,

as s/he builds a

library of client-tested modules to apply to future systems.
The developer must therefore be prepared to place substan¬
tial effort into the development of each module in turn,
thus diminishing any time- or cost-benefit of prototyping
even more,

in order to realize this long-term benefit.

To

balance this with the rushed and deadline-filled *orld o~
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systems development requires both resolution and a deep
understanding of the long-term objective.
Finally,

it must be recognized that the iterative

nature of prototyping implies a highly structured system
design.

Prototyping is not an excuse for chaos:

developers

must be able to pinpoint exactly where the code that is
causing concern to users is located.
code,

Having altered that

the developer must be sure there will be no unin¬

tended "ripple effects" elsewhere in the system.

These

factors call for a strong and well-designed structure
underlying the system.
6.2.2 Clients
Clients want systems that conform to their expecta¬
tions,

and experience has shown that conventional develop¬

ment often fails along this dimension.

Clients need to

understand that prototyping holds much promise for
addressing this inadequacy of conventional design.

However,

prototyping implies certain other factors, which must be
considered.
nature.

The most important of these is its iterative

At our present level of knowledge, we cannot pre¬

dict with assurance how many iterations will be required to
achieve client satisfaction.

Therefore,

clients would be

wise to consider alternative development methods when faced
with serious time or cost constraints,

even if these alter¬

native methods result in a system that does not conform to
their expectations as well as a prototyped system would.
Clients also need to become more sophisticated about
the true cost of the system life cycle.
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In particular,

they

must become aware that "bugs" are, more often than not,

a

need for the system to adapt to their expectations rather
than an outright error.
satisfy users is not,

A "finished" system that does not

in fact,

"finished".

A system with a

protracted period of perfective maintenance is,

in fact,

a

prototyping exercise drawn out over a long period of time.
These findings should cause clients to question the
appropriateness of detailed specifications and fixed-price
contracts, particularly for systems heavily dependent on
user interfaces.
6.2.3 Educators
Educators must prepare both developers and clients for
their respective roles in the systems development process.
Clients can best be prepared by including several important
topics in computer literacy courses.

First,

the systems

development life cycle concept should be included in these
courses, with particular emphasis on the maintenance phase
and its associated costs.

Second,

the role of perfective

versus corrective maintenance should be explained,
root causes of perfective maintenance explored.

and the

Third,

prototyping as a method of addressing the communication gap
between developer and client should be introduced.
The major implications of this research relate to the
educator's responsibility to enhance the developer's under¬
standing, however.

First,

the prospective developer must be

at least as cognizant about the system development life
cycle as his/her clients are.
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The educator's role in this

area,

outlined in the preceding paragraph,

is not diminished

when addressing future developers.
Second,
developer,

and probably more crucial to the prospective

is the need to understand structured systems

design,

the well-known benefits of which

(isolation of

errors,

limitation of the effect of changes,

etc.)

are par¬

ticularly needed in the prototyping environment.
There exists an even more fundamental reason for
structured system design.

To the client, prototyping is

intentionally presented as highly flexible and adaptive.
The tools that support prototyping

(in this dissertation,

primarily the ancillary tools associated with database
management systems)
clients.

reinforce this perception on the part of

This flexibility would quickly devolve into chaos

if the developer did not have an internal roadmap to guide
development.

Structured systems design provides this

internal structure.

Moreover,

a structure is needed to

concentrate the client's attention at any given point in
development.

Most commonly,

this structure is based on the

menues of a menu-driven system.

Educators must emphasize

that it is not coincidental that the menu structure conforms
almost perfectly to the internal structure of the system's
design.
6.3 Limitations
We submit that this dissertation makes important con¬
tributions to the body of knowledge regarding systems devel¬
opment in general and prototyping in particular.

Nonethe¬

less, various decisions made in the execution of the
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research reported here place significant limitations on the
generalizability of the findings.

The purpose of this sec¬

tion is to identify and to discuss briefly these
limitations.
Two major limitations are present as a result of the
domain specified for this research.

First,

this research

deals only with application software intended to support
business operations and decision-making.

This class of

decision-oriented software is generally termed "MIS" soft¬
ware.

While prototyping has been extensively utilized in

other fields,

it is relatively new in software development.

It is unknown to what degree the findings reported here are
applicable to software development outside of the MIS appli¬
cation software domain.
Second,

the research population for this dissertation

is defined to be independent software developers who pri¬
marily focus on
the

(2)

(1)

MIS application software development in

mini- and micro-computer environments,

primarily utilize

(3)

and who

database management systems and their

ancillary products as prototyping tools.

It is unknown to

what degree one can apply the findings reported here to
other development environments.
Other,

less significant,

limitations to generalizing

the findings reported in this dissertation may apply.

The

research sample was drawn exclusively from the northeastern
United States,
greater Boston.

and primarily from the prosperous suburbs of
This region is marked by a "high tech"
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economy.

It is unknown to what degree the technological

advancement of the region's economy has filtered down to
the practical MIS software generated by the research popu¬
lation.

There remains a possibility, however,

that the

research sample was somewhat more sophisticated than the
general run of independent software developers nationally.
Further, prototyping is an intensely interpersonal
experience.

It is well-known that models of interpersonal

interaction depend to a large degree on the culture in
which the interaction takes place.

Thus,

it is unknown to

what degree the findings reported in this dissertation can
be applied to other cultures, both in other regions of the
United States or internationally.
Despite these limitations,

the present author contends

that no great obstacles to generalizability are present in
the research reported here,
the research effort.

given the specified domain of

Therefore,

one can envision that the

findings can serve as useful information in addressing the
prototyping phenomenon,

and can serve to generate future

research hypotheses.
6.4 Future research
The present dissertation is intended to enlighten our
understanding of the prototyping process by addressing an
aspect of prototyping,

that of the developers'

that has been minimally addressed in the past.
intended to be definitive,

perceptions,
It is not

and will properly serve its role

if it generates ideas for future research hypotheses.

We

will address these future research directions in two ways:
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first, we will highlight ways in which the questions addres¬
sed by this research should be expanded and/or replicated;
and second, we will discuss other,

related research that was

not addressed in the present dissertation.
6.4.1 Research generated bv this dissertation
In this dissertation we addressed for the first time
the issue of delivery time of the system.

We found that

developers perceive that prototyped systems are not deliv¬
ered in significantly less time than systems developed by
other means.

This definition of time, unlike a definition

focusing on programmer-hours of development effort, has not
been addressed previously,

to the author's knowledge.

lowing scientific principle,
cate this finding.

Fol¬

others should attempt to repli¬

As an immature discipline, MIS has seen

very little replication effort of reported research findings
(Mahmood's work is thus especially important
1987]).

As the discipline matures,

[Mahmood,

one hopes such replica¬

tion efforts will become more common.
Our findings regarding the cost dimension,

in which we

found that prototyped systems are not delivered at signifi¬
cantly less cost than conventionally developed systems,
contradict reasonable implications derived from previous
research [see especially Boehm,
sibilities are possible:

(1)

previous research is wrong;

et al.,

1984].

Three pos¬

this research is correct and
(2)

vice versa; or

(3)

the var¬

ious research efforts are not measuring costs in the same
way.

It is the feeling of the present author tha^
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possibility is the correct one,

specifically because

previous research infers cost to be determined, largely by
programmer-hours of development,
research,
cost,

whereas the present

by concentrating on developers'

perceptions of

deals with a larger definition of cost,

one that

specifically includes long-term maintenance cost issues.
The issue is

further clouded by the developers'

perception of maintenance cost,
accounting.

intuitive

rather than any detailed

Future research should address the cost issue

in much more detail,

possibly in conjunction with Managerial

Accounting research.
Finally,

the major finding of this dissertation,

that

a quality dimension motivates developers to choose proto¬
typing,
Further,

should be subjected to replication efforts.
our discussion arising from this finding raised

numerous possibilities

for future research.

Specifically,

the interaction of system quality and the financial opera¬
tions of the consultant's business,
ness,

whether by repeat busi¬

word-of-mouth referrals for future business or by

gaining long-term cost- and time-advantages,

presents a

rich lode of future research hypotheses.
6.4.2

Other research issues

Beyond the specific research interests addressed by
this dissertation lie numerous other interesting research
questions related to prototyping.

This section will pre¬

sent two of particular interest to the present researcher.
Does the prototyping process,

and specifically the

interaction of developer and client,
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follow a known inter-

personal model?

It would appear that several would be

applicable, most particularly the Kolb-Frohman consulting
model
to:

[Kolb and Frohman,

(1)

1970].

Research would be needed

operationalize the latent variables by establishing

reliable manifest variables for each;

(2)

design an experi¬

ment to measure these manifest variables;

(3)

use a statis¬

tical tool capable of assessing latent structures to deter¬
mine the validity of the model; and,
acceptable,

(4)

should the model prove

interpret the results.

If it could be

established that the prototyping process follows a known
model of interaction,

then predicting and managing the pro¬

cess would be surer, without taking away from prototyping
the spontaneity that is its essence.
Further,

does the frequency of changes engendered by

the prototyping process follow a known probability distri¬
bution?

Swanson's work [Swanson,

from Brooks

[Brooks,

1975]

1988],

drawing heavily

implies that the frequency of

"bugs" in a new piece of software can be plotted.

Accepting

Lientz and Swanson's claim that a large portion of "bugs"
are actually adaptations to users'
Swanson,

1980A;

needs

[Lientz and

see also the discussion in Swanson,

which they term "perfective maintenance",

1988],

then it follows

that the continuous process of adaptation that is proto¬
typing may also follow a distribution.
could be established,

If this distribution

great progress would be made.

If both of these research objectives could be achieved,
that is,

it is determined that prototyping follows a known
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model of interpersonal interaction and that the changes it
engenders are predictable by the properties of a known prob¬
ability distribution,

then developers who prototype would

have the necessary tools to bid on fixed-price contracts.
Recall that the

(at present)

of prototyping inhibits,

perceived unstructured nature

if not prohibits,

developers who

prototype from bidding on fixed price contracts,

and thus

greatly restricts their business.
Prototyping, we submit,

offers great promise as a reli¬

able means of facilitating user-involvement in systems
design and construction.

Among the well-known benefits of

user-involvement is the greater appreciation and use of the
system by the people for whom the system was intended.

It

is hoped that the findings of this research effort will
generate increased utilization of prototyping as an effec¬
tive and efficient means of systems development.
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EXHIBIT A
Interview Instrument
General outline
The interview consists of five parts:
1.

Introduction
a. Introduce self as interviewer
b. Purpose of research
c. Purpose of interview
d. Define prototyping

2.

Background data

3.

Questions about prototyping generally

4.

Questions about a specific prototyping project

5.

Questions arising from the content of the
dissertation

Transcript of introduction:
Good morning [afternoon],
I am Dave Russell, and I am
a candidate for the Ph.D. degree at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, in the School of Management.
I am
conducting research on the prototyping method of systems
development.
This research is part of my doctoral disserta¬
tion.
As you may be aware, there are a variety of meanings
to the term "prototyping”, and one of the reasons I am
interviewing you today is to ask your help in more clearly
defining the term.
I will give you my temporary, working
definition of the term in a moment.
First, I want to thank you for inviting me to your
office [home] today so that I can include your views and
experiences in my research study.
To gather these, I will
interview you in a structured way, that is, I will ask you a
specific set of questions in a specific order.
I am inter¬
viewing you in this way in order to have a common base of
comparison between your views and the thirty or so other
people I will interview for this study.
This study is seeking the answers to two major ques¬
tions.
A major question to be answered is this: does the
prototyping method of systems development deliver systems in
less time or at less cost than does traditional development?
Of equal importance is this question: do developers like
yourself perceive that prototyped systems are of higher
quality, about equal quality, or lower quality [reverse
every other interview! than systems developed traditionally?
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This interview has been structured in a way
attempt to obtain clear answers from you and the
interview subjects.
Your views and the views of
interview subjects will be the basis for much of
ings of this research.

that will
other
the other
the find¬

We will proceed in this manner.
First, I will give you
our working definition of prototyping.
You have been
selected for an interview because you have been identified
as an active prototyper.
But, your definition may well
differ from mine, and I want to seek your definition in a
subsequent question.
Next, I
professional
necessary to
responses we

will ask you several questions regarding your
background and experience.
These questions are
help us analyze differences among the various
will receive to this interview.

Next, I will ask you several questions regarding your
general views about prototyping, beginning with your defini¬
tion of prototyping.
Finally, I will ask you a series of questions regarding
a specific prototyping experience you have had.
To conclude, I will ask you one or two questions
regarding how you would like your participation in this
research credited to you.
This interview will take approximately 45 minutes more.
Is there any way we can minimize interruptions?
May we begin now?

INTERVIEW BEGINS
A moment ago, I promised you that I would share with
you our working definition of prototyping.
As one of the
purposes of this research is to more clearly and explicitly
define prototyping, you won't be surprised to hear that our
definition is very general.
We define prototyping as follows: prototyping is a
conscious attempt to deliver a running version or parts
thereof to a client very early in the development process.
In doing so, it is recognized that the "rough draft" could
be wrong: what is sought is the client's reaction to the
draft.
The client's reaction to the rough draft then guides
the next version of the system.
The process repeats itself
until the client is satisfied.
We intentionally want to contrast prototyping with the
traditional development method.
In the traditional method,
much effort is expended in analyzing the needs of the user
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and subsequently designing the system before the system
itself is created.
Thus, the client does not see the system
itself until much later in the development process.
I realize that you may use a different term for this
development technique.
Could we agree to use the term "pro¬
totyping" for purposes of this interview?
I would like to use a dictating tape recorder to cap¬
ture our conversation.
This will allow me to concentrate
more fully on your comments.
Will that be all right?

BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
1. First, let me show you your name, company name, address
and the like as I have it on file fshow copy of acknowledg¬
ment letter!.
Is this information correct?
Have I spelled
everything correctly?
[Exchange business cards]
2. Let me ask you a few questions about your professional
background.
2a.

What is your educational background, please?
High school?
College?
Graduated?
Major?
Graduate school?
Graduated?
Major?

2b. Judging by the information you just gave me, I
would say you are in your (early 20's, late 20's, early
30's...).
Is that correct?
2c. When did you begin your professional career in MIS?
2d. Could you give me a brief summary of your MIS
experience to date?
2e. From the information you just gave me, it seems
that you have had approximately _ years of profes¬
sional experience.
Is that correct?
2f. Could we break down your professional experience a
little more exactly?
2f1. How many years in primarly mainframe computer
environments?
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2f2. How many years in primarily minicomputer
environments?
2f3. How many years in primarily microcomputer
environments?
2f4. How many years of non-administrative
experience?
2f5.

How many years of administrative experience?

3.
Would you now share with me your own operating definition
of prototyping?
4. When did you become aware of prototyping as a conscious
method of systems development?
5. When did you begin prototyping consciously?
6. I will now ask you some questions regarding the goals you
have for your MIS career.
Then, I will relate these ques¬
tions back to prototyping.
What are your short-term goals
in your MIS career?
7. What role does prototyping play in your short-term MIS
career?
8. What are your long-term goals in your MIS career?
9. What role does prototyping play in your long-term MIS
career?
10. How many systems have you prototyped to date?
10a. What percentage of the systems with which you are
actively involved are prototyped?
Please answer in
increments of 10, that is, 10%, 20% ... 100%.
10b. What percentage of all the systems with which you
are indirectly involved are prototyped?
Please answer
in increments of 10, that is, 10%, 20% ... 100%.

GENERAL ATTITUDES RE:

PROTOTYPING

1. I will now make several statements.
Please tell me if
you Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, or
are undecided about each. fNote: reverse agree/disaoree
order every other interview!
la. User-involvement in systems design results in
increased system usage.
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lb. User-involvement in systems design results in
increased user understanding of the system.
lc. User-involvement in systems design results in
increased appreciation of the MIS function in general.
2. Assessing all your systems development experience,
industry-wide, to what degree would you say users had sub¬
stantial involvement (answer in percentages, in increments
of 10%) .
3. Are you more likely to prototype now than:
3a.

rif relevant]

2 years ago?

3b.

fif relevant]

5 years ago?

3c.

fif relevant]

10 years ago?

3d. Why?
4. Please think of systems that were successfully proto¬
typed.
Can you determine any common characteristics or
common denominators of systems that are successfully proto¬
typed?
5. Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed.
Can you determine any common characteristics or
common denominators of systems that were not successfully
prototyped?
6. Let's discuss the time it takes to develop system.
Here,
I refer to the calender time from conception to delivery of
a system, not manhours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
6a. Why?
6b. On what do you base your opinion?
Personal expe¬
rience, internal studies, consultant's advice?
6c. Any factual evidence?
7. In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
7a. Why?
7b. On what do you base your opinion?
Personal expe¬
rience, internal studies, consultant's advice?
7c. Any factual evidence?
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8. In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are
of lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality [reverse
every other interview! that those develped using more tradi¬
tional approaches?
8a. Why?
8b. On what do you base your opinion?
Personal expe¬
rience, internal studies, consultant's advice?
8c. Any factual evidence?
9. Some people feel prototyping is an effective method of
understanding user needs.
Others feel that more traditional
analysis and design methods are more effective way of under¬
standing user needs? fReverse order every other interview!.
What do you think?
10. Some people feel that prototype should consist of simu¬
lation of a proposed system, with no actual underlying comp¬
utations coded.
Others feel that actual computations should
be included in the prototype?
rReverse order every other
interview!.
What do you think?
11. Limiting our attention to prototypes that involve actual
computation, some people feel that a prototype should be
discarded after it serves its purpose.
Others feel the
prototype itself can evolve into the production system.
fReverse every other interview!.
What do you think?
[11a.
If answer indicates evolutionary development: some
critics argue that an evolved system is executionally inef¬
ficient, and that recoding is necessary for performance
reasons.
What do you think?]
12. What tools do you use for prototyping?
fBe sure to cover:!
12a.

Simulation tools?

12b.

DBMS?

12c.

Piecemeal assembly of components?

12d.

Prototyping tools,

e.g.,

Clarion?

13. Where should prototyping tools be placed?
13a.

In the operating system?

13b.

As separate application development environment?
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14.

How focused are you on a single prototyping tool?
14a. Any concerns re:
tool?

enhancements,

support of that

14b. Will your prototyping tool become obsolete?
14c. How do you judge the stability and longevity of
the firm from which you purchased your prototyping
tool?
14d. How much do you have invested in your prototyping
tool (by this I primarily am concerned with effort to
learn the tool well)?
14e. [If 14d indicated substantial investment].
What
would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool?
15.
There is some indication that OS/2 will include a DBMS,
a screen painter, and other prototyping tools.
Should these
be acceptable tools, what is your reaction to this case?
16. What features do you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
17. What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
18. The next question deals with the relationship of proto¬
typing and your operations as a business.
I want to assure
you that I am not requesting privileged information.
What
relationship do you see between prototyping the the opera¬
tion of your business, particularly the financial
operations?
19. Say that a developer has very substantial experience
with a system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can
that experience effectively substitute for prototyping?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS RE:

PROTOTYPING

1. Are you currently involved in a prototyping project?
2. For this project, or the last project prototyped if you
are not currently involved in a prototyping project, what is
its:
2a. Would you consider this to be a typical project?
[If response is "no", request that respondent address a
typical project]
2b.

nature?
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[In the next three questions, I will ask you to scale
your answer from 0 to 7, as I will indicate on each
question.]
2c. size,
large?

as measured by:

0 = very small to 7 = very

2cl. To scale your answer, what size would repre¬
sent a "3"?
2d. complexity,
very complex?

as measured by:

2e. cost, as measured by:
very expensive?

0 = very simple to 7 =

0 = very inexpensive to 7 =

2el: To scale your answer, what cost would repre¬
sent a "3"?
3. Why did you choose to prototype this project?
4: Imagine this project had been performed as a traditional
development.
4a. How much less/more time rreverse every other inter¬
view! did the prototype take?
4b. How much less/more cost rreverse every other inter¬
view! did the prototype require?
5. On this project, what aspect of your prototyping system
did you work on?
Screens, Report generation, Database, or
what?
6. Based on this particular experience, what was the single
greatest strength of your prototyping tool?
7. Based on this particular experience, what was the single
greatest weakness of your prototyping tool?

ADAPTABILITY TO PROTOTYPING
1. When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
2. All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious [reverse every other interview] than traditional
development?
3. When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often
[reverse every other interview1 compared to traditional
development?
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4. In general, when prototyping, do users want to you take
the lead in presenting options or do they bring up suffi¬
cient options on their own?

GENERAL QUESTIONS
1.
When this research is completed, it will be pre¬
sented in a doctoral dissertation that will be available to
the public.
It is also possible that this research will be
presented in professional journals.
How would you like your
participation in this research credited?
la.

Not at all:

keep my participation confidential

lb.

List my name in an appropriate place

2. Should I quote some of your points,
credited by name?

would you like to be

3. If not, may I use your initials to identify you without
giving your name, for example, Mr. (Ms.) _ _ noted
that...?
4. I would now like to continue running the tape recorder
and gather other thoughts you have.

[Thank respondent and promise to send summary report in
August]

END OF INTERVIEW
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EXHIBIT B
Interview Evaluation Instrument

Respondent:
Date:
Time:

2a

High School?

yes

no

College?

yes

no

Graduated?

yes

no

College:
Major:
Year:
yes

Grad School?
Graduated?

no
yes

no

College:
Major:
Year:
2b

Age:
Early 20's

Early 40' s

Late 20’s

Late 40 ’ s

Early 30's

Early 50' s

Late 30's

Late 50' s

2c

Year began MIS career:

2d

Experience

represented:

Programming:
Analysis:
Project management:
Other management roles:
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Training:_
Other technical
2e

Years

2f

roles:_

of professional MIS

experience:_

Mainframe:_
Minicomputers:_
Microcomputers:_
Non-administrative:_
Administrative:_

3

Definition of prototyping
of prototyping:

[response transcribed]

4

Aware

_

5

Use of prototyping:

6-7

Does prototyping play a significant role re:
term?
_yes
_no

short¬

8-9

Does prototyping play a significant role re:
_yes
_no

long-term?

10

Number of

_

(years)

(years)

systems prototyped to date

(est.)i_

10a

Percentage development experience using
prototyping _%

10b

Percentage non-development
prototyping _%

Other background

(not

experience using

specifically questioned):

_ PT developer/has

FT job elsewhere

_ FT entrepreneur
_ FT staff member/small
_ FT staff member/large

firm
firm

GENERAL ATTITUDES
la

SA

A

D

SD

U

lb

SA

A

D

SD

U

lc

SA

A

D

SD

u

2

Industry-wide perception
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of user- involvement:

%

3a

More likely than 2 years ago?
irrel.

yes

no

3b

More likely than 5 years ago?
irrel.

yes

no

3c

More likely than 10 years ago?
irrel.

3d

Why?

yes

no

better tools
better skills
combo of better tools & skills
other

4

[Transcribe response]

5

[Transcribe response]

6
6a
6b

_less time

_more time

same

[Transcribe response]
_personal experience
_internal study
_consultant's advice
_other

6c

7
7a

yes

_less cost

_no

_more cost

same

[Transcribe response]
_personal experience
_internal study
_consultant's advice
_other

7c

_yes

8

_lesser
quality

_no

more
quality
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equal
quality

8a
8b

[Transcribe response]
_personal experience
_internal

study

_consultant's advice
_other
8c

_yes

_no

9

_Proto,

more effective

_Traditional more effective
_Depends
[Transcribe response]
10

_Simulation
_Coding included
_Depends
[Transcribe response]

11

_Modelling
_Evolutionary
_Depends

11a

Recoding? _yes

_no

_depends

[Transcribe response]
12
12a

List tools:
Simulation tools?

yes

used for other than proto.

depends
12b

yes

DBMS?

Piecemeal assembly?

Proto,

yes

no

used for other than proto.

depends
12d

no

used for other than proto.

depends
12c

no

yes

tools?
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no

_depends
13a

Proto,

tools

_used for other than proto.

in OS?

_yes

_no

_depends
13b

Proto,

14

Focused on .a single proto .

tool?

14a

Concerns re :

support?

tools
yes

in separate applications development?
no
depends

enhancements ,

yes

yes

no

no

14b

Becoming obsolete?

14c

[Transcribe response]

14d

Investment:

14e

[Transcribe response]

15

Reaction to proto, tools
_enthusiastic
_receptive
_cautious
_negative

16

[Transcribe response]

17

[Transcribe response]

18

Impact of proto on financial operations:

yes

no

minimal
substantial

_minimal

moderate

incorporated in OS/2:

moderate

substantial

[Transcribe response]
19

Can experience substitute for proto.
_yes

_possibly,

limited

[Transcribe response]

QUESTIONS RE:

SPECIFIC PROTOTYPING PROJECT

1

Currently involved?

2

For a chosen project:

2a

Typical?

yes

_yes

_no
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_no

_no

2b

MIS application?

2c

Size perception:
3 =

yes

no

(MM)

2d

Complexity perception:

2e

Cost perception:
3 = $_

3

[Transcribe response]

4a

Proto,

vs.

Trad,

re:

_less
4b

Proto,

vs.

Trad,

_less
5

Aspect of proto,

time:
_more

re:

_same

ratio:

_same

ratio:

cost:
_more

tools most used:

_screen generation
_report generation
_DML
_other:_
6

Single greatest strength:_

7

Single greatest weakness:_

ADAPTABILITY:
1

List steps sequentially:
1.

.

2

3.
4.
5.

6•
7.
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.

8

9.

.
11.
10

.

12

[Transcribe response]
2

_less anxious

_ more anxious

_not answered
[Transcribe response]
3

_ leader more

_ leader less

_ not answered

_ about equal

[Transcribe response]
4

must present options
_ not answered

_ user brings up enough
_ about equal

[Transcribe response]
Conclusion:

[Transcribe response]
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EXHIBIT C
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 1
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
Prototyping to me would be showing... 90% of the software in
this business is input and results.
The easiest way or the
best way to do prototyping is the design of the screen,
showing the placement of the fields, where the information
would go in, somehow simulating that through [the] use of
tools that are available to us, where we do replays of
things we do on the screen.
Then showing them the results,
which would be the reports or the orders or things like
that.
And, it's just done with dummy information,
basically.
So, there is just designing the screen, showing
the user interface, showing how it will look for the user
interface.
Now, as far as the actual content, it's done
through means of a flowchart type situation, where you would
sit down with the customer and decide what information has
to go into the system — just showing the route where it
would go, generally it's a main menu... with submenus off
that.
You can just show them those menues and if nothing is
coming off that menu, it's not really a big point.
So you
can generally show the menus and the main input screen.
And
from that point, you show them the results, which would be
the reports.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
No.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
User didn't know what they wanted and what was provided just
tended to confuse them even more because of their non-com¬
puters situation.
People just sit down with a blank screen
and get totally confused, no matter what you do.
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
I don't really think it makes a difference.
Because whether
or not a customer wants or gets something prototyped, it
doesn't usually change the outcome to the point to where...
if the customer wants something prototyped, and you give it
to them prototyped, it takes X amount of programming to
produce that.
If they don't want it prototyped, then it's
up to me to give them something, and generally it takes
about the same amount of time, because programming is pro¬
gramming.
You still have to end up with the same results,
whether I show them in the beginning what it's going to look
like, or whether I just go ahead and do it... I guess mainly
prototyping will help the customer understand what it is
they are going to get.
I don't see any advantage in time,
calendar time... in fact it may take even longer because the
prototype will take a certain amount of time to do.
I have
to distinguish the type of customers.
Customer who require
prototypes tend to take longer to decide things, they do
more research, they discuss things more and from the time I
show them something to the time they even decide to do it
could be three to six months, as a typical thing.
Whereas
[if] a customer says 'I don't care, I trust you.
Go ahead
and do it.'
At that point you can start the project that
day and deliver something in six months rather than talking
about it for six months.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
[No specific reply.]
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
I would say the quality is greater, because... programming
is like being an artist.
If you prototype something, that
means you have set certain guidelines that you have to meet.
The customer expects that and you have to meet those guide¬
lines.
If you do it on the fly, you are basically free to
do whatever you want to do.
You tend to cut corners
sometimes.
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Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I try to simulate as much as I can what they [customers] are
doing manually, right from trying to simulate their own
worksheet on the screen, the flow of the order process to go
on with what they perceive as a good flow.
At the same
time, being a consultant in the order flow, to the point
where if I see a problem in their order flow, we'll try to
use the software to correct that, to make it more stream¬
lined.
But that's the way I get at their needs, is to go
into their company and see exactly what they're doing now
and try not to change things too radically because you run
into a lot of ego problems too.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
[It] makes no sense to include the computations, because
that's the easy part.
The computations actually tend to be
the easy part, that's all in the program underlying.
The
hard part is getting the user to like to screen, to follow
the cursor in a way that they can easily input the data.
I
find that that is 90% of the battle: getting a comfortable
flow to the input screens.
And you can do that with the
simulations, that's what you need.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
Well, if you're prototyping in a way to try to sell some¬
thing to somebody, that to me is putting in a lot of time
with the possibility that it may not even be what is it look¬
ing for.
If you can give them a simulation...
Actually,
the simulation turns out to be more useful in the program
than actually doing the computations.
Again, the hardest
part is designing the screen.
Computations are easy.
The
screens can be used because they are one little packet of
code [implies saving screens and transferring to final
program].
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
It's not as major as you'd think.
The tools are very rea¬
sonably priced because they are selling to a mass market.
And, there's always new ones coming out, better than the
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previous ones.
And the learning curve is generally not
prohibitive.
So, you're not making a major investment of
time and money.
So, you tend to... you see something you
like and you buy it and you add it to your toolbox.
And if
you don't use it you say 'So what, I spent $149 and it's
part of the game'.
You do it that way and you'll eventually
find three or four good ones that you can use.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Well, if I was strongly convinced that that language was
headed for obsolescence because something else was better.
And "better" has a two-folded meaning: better as a physical
product or better means more people use it, which makes it
better.
If both of those things were true, I would consider
moving to that thing that was supposedly better.
I've done
it with word processors...
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
They're still not easy to use.
You've still got to a lot
of...
But I think they pretty well offer everything you'd
need to convince a customer or to show a customer what it is
they [the customers] need.
They really don't need to see
that much... I haven't gotten up to the bit, to the top
level yet, I'm [consulting for] small to medium businesses,
up to $10 million-a-year type business.
So, I really
haven't experienced the ultimate in going in and designing a
system and going through all that, so, I may not be able to
answer that as well as I should.
But, for my purposes, I
have available to me anything I want to buy.
I may not have
it myself, but I know it is available, and I just don't have
it because I don't see that much of a need for it.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
In the methods that are available, I don't really see any
shortcomings.
I think that they [prototyping methods] are
providing what's needed, although I've never really seen
anything that specifically says 'This is a prototyping
tool'...That would be kind of nice.
I've yet to find a
prototyping tool that would take a screen, write it to a
disk file, so that you can include it in manual...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not transcribed.]
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Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
If you have no experience with the product or the system
you are providing, prototyping would help me as a developer
understand what it is they want...
If I had no
experience..., prototyping would help me understand because
it would force me to sit down with the user, figure out what
it is they need.
However, if I've already done it, then I
can sit down tell them what it is they need and they may not
need a prototype based on the fact that I have knowledge of
what it is they need, or I have done it before, or whatever.
So, in that case, prototyping may not be as needed.
rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did vou
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because the customer had to... they had an idea of what they
wanted.
And, this was one of my newer customers, who kind
of hired me out of nowhere and that I had to show them that
I knew what it was that they wanted, or that I understood
what they wanted, before I was willing to make a commitment
of time, of programming, I had to make sure that they
accepted my ideas.
I was in there as a consultant also, so
I had to change things around a little bit.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?.
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
For the most part, I take the lead.
I think that's only
true, though in the initial to 50-70% complete stage.
At
that point, they now have a better feel of what the system
can do and they start presenting options to me of things
they'd like to see.
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
Just that... my opinion of where prototyping is going is
that... it does not seem to be the factor that drives com¬
panies to have software written for them.
The thing that
drives them is the assurance by somebody like me who they
have either heard is good or they've had experience with,
the assurance that the computer will mimic or automate what
they are doing manually.
If you can assure them that they
won't skip a beat and they'll just be able to continue to
operate with no major changes and no headaches, then that's
what they're really looking for... They just want to know
that everything is going to go smooth[ly] and instead of
having to do everything manually now they're going to cut
hours by computerizing.
To me, that's what's really becom¬
ing important in this business...
Once you get the base of
the system in there, they're confident with it... That's why
canned packages are not making out very well these days —
it's the custom dBase stuff... That may be replacing the
prototyping, the fact that I can show any one of the [exist¬
ing] modules... and say that this is the way it is right
now, now this can be changed.
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EXHIBIT D
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 2
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
It's probably similar to your working definition, where
after an initial jab, which is what [the respondent's organ¬
ization] coins a "Joint Application Design Effort" ("JAD"),
between the user and the Data Processing support staff, we
come up with a paper prototype of what functionally a system
should do.
At that time, the developers go back and put
together the bare bones skeleton, operating environment on
the computer, which is pretty much what you said.
It's a
mockup. With some assumptions in mind we put together what
we perceive is a functional prototype system - what we per¬
ceive that to be.
And the only way you can elicit comments
from the user community is if you present something for them
to comment on.
So, I guess the functional definition of a
prototype is that: it's a working product of what was dis¬
cussed in the JAD session.
The sole purpose of eliciting
ideas to refine the system.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would say that the main thing that sticks out among system
with active user involvement: the systems have inherent
ease-of-use feature and a lot of on-screen documentation.
These are the two things that users have a great impact on
when it comes to actually prototyping.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
Probably they don't do what the user wants them to do.
Not
only that, they probably don't function the way the user
wants them to function.
It's usually a situation where,
depending on the people involved, from Data Processing —
you've got to understand that there are a lot of people in
Data Processing who follow the old rules where DP [Data
Processing] comes down and basically blesses the users with
a system.
The DP [Data Processing] people, a lot of times,
tend to get frustrated with user-involvement for one reason
or another because they don't understand the guts of the
system and how it's supposed to work.
In those particular
instances where the DP [Data Processing] people take a lot
for granted and deliver systems without a lot of user-in170

volvement you find users a lot less willing to use the
system — it's just the way things are.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
What you find when you go back and forth with different beta
version of a product for the user to test out is that,
although your end-result is a system that works functionally
like the users want it, you are constantly refining the
system to meet the needs of the user.
Those refinements
take time.
What tends to happen, especially in a reporting
function where you have output that users want to see, you
go 'round and around and around and around many, many, many
times before you come up with what they they like or that
they're going to be able to use.
That takes a lot of time,
as opposed to just having Systems just deliver a product and
drop it off at the user's doorstep.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
My reaction from a near-term cost perspective is that they
[prototyped systems] are more expensive because development
time goes up.
From a long-term maintenance perspective,
they probably will work out to be less expensive because
there will be less changes that the system has to undergo
after initial delivery.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I would have to say that today you're getting a mix of those
traditional development efforts along with heavy userinvolvement.
I still think in a lot of instances, espec¬
ially in large systems development, traditional flowchart¬
ing, systems design and things like that are done, but
there's also a heavy amount of user-involvement.
I don't
think it's one or the other.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
[Did not answer.]
Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
[Did not answer.]
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolTs^?
[Did not answer.]
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Did not answer.]
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Some of the things that are now becoming available,
especially with [80]286 and [80]386 [computer chip] technol¬
ogy is the increased use of a graphical interface to com¬
puting: the point-and-click techniques that are used with
the Macintosh and traditionally developed by the people at
Xerox at the Palo Alto Research Center were adopted by Apple
initially in the development of the Lisa and the Macintosh
and picked up on by Microsoft and brought over to the IBM
world now under Microsoft Windows.
IBM and Microsoft joint¬
ly write operating systems — Microsoft generally writes the
operating system and IBM helps co-market those things and
develop the machines.
What you're seeing now is the very
beginning towards the development of a graphical operating
system: Presentation Manager under OS/2.
And, a lot of
graphical based development and user-based tools that will
work in that environment.
Prototyping tools, just like
development tools, and user-tools are going to fall along
those lines, where maybe instead of writing code from
scratch, we will see (and I've got samples of some of this
stuff) the use of the mouse and the graphical interface to
build programs and actually develop custom menues, pull-down
menues, dialog boxes for developers to use in their proto¬
typing efforts.
That's the direction.
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What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I would say it could be in how different people use proto¬
typing to get to the final product.
What often happens is:
people will develop the prototype, get feedback from the
user, and go ahead and develop the final system.
But what
really needs to happen is a continual exchange of ideas,
devise prototype systems for the users.
Some people just
say: I've developed the prototype and the users liked it, so
now I can develop my final system.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure vou that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do vou see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Question inappropriate.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I don't think there is any substitute for prototyping, to be
honest with you.
The experience of the programmer in a
specific development environment, and also with other users
who have helped him assist in prototyping in that same envi¬
ronment, might help to move the development process along a
bit.
He's been through it with that prototyping environ¬
ment.
But, each user and each system is different, and
although the methods may remain the same and the products
may remain the same, the prototyping effort should pretty
much depend how how the users react to the system and how
complex the system is.
[Addressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did vou

There is no way that you can deliver a system, in my opin¬
ion, to a user, without having them actively evaluating a
prototype system.
They have to use the product, to get the
feel for the product, before they sign off.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
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When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In generalf when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Not transcribed.]
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
I would just caution you that it's hard to judge the success
of prototyping by looking at development time or development
cost or by looking at developer's perspectives.
...Don't
look at short-term cost-benefits.
Try and look at it from a
longer-term perspective because it's my opinion that the
whole prototyping process is the involvement of the users is
a pain in the neck for the developer, and it's probably a
pain in the neck for the user.
It results in a little bit
longer lead-time and a little bit more expense.
But typi¬
cally what you get out of it is a better system, one that
requires less ongoing maintenance.
So, the ongoing costs,
the ongoing involvement is less.
The initial up-front costs
are a little bit higher.
...A lot of people think, tradi¬
tionally, that Systems develops a product and delivers it to
the user, and let the users use it for a while, and then at
the next revision, what they consider using a production
system as an ongoing prototype.
I think the value of proto¬
typing is that you try the best you can to work the bugs out
in the prototype version so that when you finally do have a
deliverable system you've got one that has inherent flex¬
ibility, one that needs less ongoing maintenance.
And, it's
less of an ongoing support issue that it would be if it were
done in a traditional way.
That's my basic opinion on it.
what we're seeing happening is really a movement from this
technological revolution from more traditional development
environments to smaller distributed development environ¬
ments.
The technology that's coming out now, we're seeing
it all over the place, has allowed for development to be
done at the user level.
We've got DP [Data Processing]
people going out and actually working in user areas.
They're doing development that is specific to user needs
because they work with them all the time as opposed to being
in a centralized DP [Data Processing] shop.
They're going
to be using [80]286, [80]386 and [80]486 [computer chip]based technologies inherently two or three times the power
of any minicomputer you see out there now.
The graphics
tools, the program development tools and the general
complexity of the systems are going to be, we're going to be
able to get much more sophisticated with them because of the
technological capabilities.
So, I think what you're going
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to start seeing is a much more decentralized approach to
development, as opposed to the centralized.
It's happening
now, because the development environment has been more
conducive.
I think that's a trend, and that's a good trend,
because in a lot of cases developers are users themselves.
You're seeing users who have taken to microcomputing to such
an extent that they are being experts themselves.
They're
doing the development; they've got an inherent working
knowledge of the business function and an inherent working
knowledge of the technological capabilities.
You can start
to see development from non-programmers; non-programmers
development tools are starting to come out.
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EXHIBIT E
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 3
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
I guess as I listen to yours [the interviewer] my definition
is largely the same: to develop a subsetted but working
system early in the process.
The only thing I might add to
your definition is that often we find that we do that as a
proof of feasibility in addition to proceeding with the
assumption that the system can in fact be built.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Probably the most important characteristic among the suc¬
cesses is that the need for the system was valid in that it
was initially fairly well defined.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
The other side of that [refer to response to success ques¬
tion].
If the user doesn't have a clue as to what he wants,
prototype will not help you.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Makes the system-building process concrete.
The analysis
and discussion phase can waste a lot of time arguing
abstractions.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
[Response is that prototyping probably allows systems to be
developed at less cost than non-prototyped systems.]
Well
the qualification there is based on size and scope.
The
things that we do here, because we're real big, are systems
that are real big, and so the amount of resource that you
tie up in analysis phase and the staff time is significant.
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If it were a small PC [personal computer] application built
by one guy to serve one guy, then the prototype actually
might be more costly.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Whv?
Generally greater quality.
One qualifier on that:
it
depends on how you move from the prototype to the final
system, whether you do it by a rewrite or whether you do it
by a head-on development.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do vou

[Not transcribed.]
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do vou think?
It's a tactical issue for an MIS Director.
How I would do
it would depend on how confident I was at getting money in
the time necessary to do essentially the rewrite, as opposed
to being forced into running the prototype as a production
system and adding onto it.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do vou think?
I think you should throw it away...
Because part of what
you're trying to do when you create a prototype is to
explore alternatives, to get something up and running quick¬
ly.
Those strategies cause you to make choices that aren't
necessarily the right ones for... systems whose anticipated
lifespan is long.
Plus, you sacrifice part of the learning:
part of building the prototype you will learn a better way
to build the system.
If you don't then rebuild it, you're
sacrificing what you learned.
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which vou will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
Standard process: look them up,
reports in the trade press.
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talk to other users,

look up

What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[To leave his prototyping environment he would need] some
actual experience that the new one is more effective than
the old one.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
I guess a graphical representation of the code and the data
objects would help a lot... Certainly the AI that they're
trying to build into some of the tools has some promise, but
it's two or three years away.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
A couple of shortcomings, I guess.
One is, when you do the
prototype, you run the risk that you'll wind up putting your
prototype into production, and thereby have a worse system
than you might otherwise have.
The second is, the users
will become too quickly invested in the system, and miss
opportunities for substantially better system that they
might have discovered through a longer process.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
Sometimes it does, sometimes you need to produce a prototype
as a proof of feasibility before you can get the major proj¬
ect funded.
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I guess I don't know.
I look at that issue substantially
differently, and that is to say if the developer has sub¬
stantial experience then I might be more likely to proto¬
type, because it is more likely that I can get something
which is substantially correct done faster.
TAddressina a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Proof of feasibility as much as anything else.
politics.
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Plus

When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
It's

fairly situational,

I think.

All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Needs to take on leadership more often] because of every¬
body's desire to put the prototype into production.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[No specific reply.]
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
One of the things that we need to do, I think, is to put
most of my comments in a context.
In order to do that,
you've got to understand that [respondent's organization] is
very large - it's Fortune 11.
Most of the experience I'm
drawing on are the last four years which are here at [re¬
spondent's organization], including systems which are sig¬
nificantly bigger than most other people have experienced...
Scope definitely comes into play.
You can't effectively
develop a prototype for systems in an environment which
makes it available to [many thousands] of users.
There's a
fundamental conflict right there.
If we do our prototype in
FOCUS, which is highly likely, there's no way we can put it
on for all [many thousands] users.
It just consumes too
many machine resources... So we're in an environment that is
somewhat structured to prevent us from rolling over proto¬
types into a working system.
The other part of the issue
that intervenes is: how structured your development organi¬
zation is.
Our organization, in the tradition [of the re¬
spondent's organization], has very little structure... If
you're trying to do a prototype in an unstructured environ¬
ment, where mobility is high, you tend to push for minimum
development time, as opposed to strong initial design even
though you are building a prototype.
So it's important to
us, given that we've essentially optimized the time-line to
then go back and do a solid design of the internals; that
again orients you toward throwing away your prototype.
In
the PC environment, particularly if you are doing something
with a database package, then it's much less true because
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the package is going to take care of doing all that house¬
keeping for you and structure your internals anyway... In
general, I think if you've real good people on your team,
that they will in fact learn a lot if given the opportunity
to learn a system once, throw it away and start over.
And
the real ace developers that I've had the opportunity to
work with generally don't lose any time by doing that:
generally you will have the system memorized and can change
it in their head and can essentially recreate it from
memory... You constantly walk a fine line between automating
what a user does now and going in and doing a full-fledged
M&P [methods and procedures] study of what's going on and
automating the right thing.
One of the risks you run with
prototyping since [you are] developing a system as early as
you can, is that it orients you in the direction of automat¬
ing what the currently workflow is, when in fact the appro¬
priate solution is to redesign the workflow along with
building the system.
That's a constant thing you have to
balance off and it is one of the drawbacks of prototyping...
particularly if the person doing the initial analysis and
design is inexperienced in the area where the user is work¬
ing, then [there is] a strong tendency to just automate the
status quo... I think there are clear trends in the way
things are going... I think things are trending toward pro¬
totyping, things are also trending toward user developed
systems.
The trend toward prototyping among MIS profes¬
sionals is likely to help systems development.
The trend
toward user developed systems and prototyping in that area
is likely to hurt long before it helps.
The users obviously
don't have the professional experience that developers do,
so they're going to spend a lot of time fumbling around,
until you get in some really strong tools with a lot of AI
[Artificial Intelligence] for user developed systems...
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EXHIBIT F
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 4
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
Pretty close to what you describe, except that I think that
our development method is probably more of a mixture of the
old up-front, heavy planning and the prototyping [in that]
we'll have a series of meetings with clients and just keep
pushing until we feel we have a solid understanding of what
they want.
We will deliver simultaneously then a specifica¬
tions document and a working prototype that will have menu
structures and couple of sample entry screens so that they
can get a flavor of what the entry screen look like.
This
specification document is usually very, very ...as precise
as we can get it.
Certain standard ways screens interact,
sample layouts, actual layouts of reports, all that kind of
stuff is included in the document.
What we're trying to do
is to minimize the kinds of changes in the modification
process.
I would say that we are not intentionally deliver¬
ing imperfect stuff, no, that's not what we do.
We deliver a
document that contains our fullest understanding of what we
want, in great detail.
Along with that a working prototype
that's working in only a few places.
When you pick a menu
item, it will say "And what you'll see eventually..." and
just describes it.
But there will be a couple of working
entry screens so they can get a flavor of what it is like.
I'd say that, in that sense, we're sort of a balance between
the "give it to 'em quick 'n dirty" and "plan it thoroughly"
approach.
We are planning it thoroughly.
The actual first
serious delivery we make is intended to be working: if there
are bugs in it, they are not known.
They're not bugs that
we know are there, or if we know they're there we'll tell
them [clients].
It's not a deliberate attempt to throw out
something with mistakes in it.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
There were lots of commonalities.
Clients had an overview
of what the process was going to be in the first place, so
they knew what to expect in terms of time, in terms of what
you were going to expect from them and what they were going
to expect from us.
The care with which we try to understand
what they wanted led to... holding of meetings.
In those
meeting, we're playing a dual role of listening very care¬
fully, but being very hardnosed about questions, pushing
people to be specific when they were being vague.
We made
it very clear that we couldn't develop until we know what
reports they wanted.
It didn't make sense for us to do
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anything until they could specify their reports.
That often
meant waiting several months until they came up with their
reports.
The next common factor was the development of a
specifications document, which is an art we're still trying
to polish, but the factors in there are a text description
of what we understand they are all about, why are they doing
this anyway, what they want the system for, an outline of a
menu system and what they can expect will be an action for
each menu item, some sample forms on paper.
Most important,
in great detail, report samples indicating what options
they'll get in printing it, what the layout will be, sort
order, as well as technical notes for people doing the
actual development as to how this will be set up.
We also
attach to that a design, a database design, on paper and on
disk, and we also will do an estimate of how much space the
database when completed to take up so that we can do hard¬
ware recommendations along with it.
The next step is to
deliver that prototype that I mentioned.
The next step is a
meeting to go over the document, answer questions, go over
the onscreen specs and get initial reactions to them, which
are often very helpful.
Usually we are pretty much on
target at that point, but if there has been any slight mis¬
understanding we can correct it there.
And then we work out
a schedule of delivery.
We also give them control over the
project task by task; it's not a simple matter of sign a
contract here and now send us off to work.
We estimate how
long each task will take and they have to sign off on each
task before we'll do it.
Once they've signed off we'll go
ahead and deliver in stages.
If at any point while we're
working on the next stage they want some fixes on the first
stage, we'll go ahead and do those, but my experience is
that the fixes tend to be either one of two categories.
Either very minor corrections based on a slight misunder¬
standing or they've changed their minds or major ones
because they really didn't have enough experience with com¬
puter themselves to understand what they could do.
Once we
give them something and they work with it they begin to
think of other things they'd like to have that they didn't
ask for originally.
And that sometimes requires major
changes, but there is nothing you can do about that.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
We didn't give them enough of a prototype early enough.
I
did a paper prototype; I didn't do a disk prototype.
And
there was one case were we did a lot of work on a project
and we never really delivered a working version until they
got one, and within two days they were clear that that
wasn't what they wanted at all.
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
It's really based on the horror stories people tell you — a
year-and-a-half waiting list for MIS to get to you.
You get
a quicker sense of what they want and a quicker sense of
when you're on the wrong track, so you don't waste a lot of
time going down blind alleys.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
I'm not sure.
I have not actively sought to compare our
prices with other people; I don't know if we're charging
more or less.
I known people are satisfied with what we're
doing, and I know my goal is to be able to do it for less,
but I can't tell you factual figures.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
You get an earlier confirmation of whether you and the
client are on the same wavelength.
You know computers, one
of the things that makes computers so attractive and so
useful is the immediacy of feedback.
That's why they're
such a great learning tool...
Prototyping is just a natural
extension, taking advantage of the computer's ability to do
that.
You understand that it's very different to hear about
something, and to talk about something until you see it and
use it.
So no planning process is complete until people
have a chance to see it and touch it and view it.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I see it as a confirmation of understanding user needs —
the prototype itself doesn't...
It has two functions.
It
has the function of confirming we've been on the right track
but it also has the function of, early on, because people
will tend to perceive things differently after they have
used it, as opposed to just talking about it, then it can
have the function of helping them recognize things they
wanted that they didn't even know that they wanted and that
they needed.
But it doesn't in any way substitute for care¬
ful discussion and listening and questioning.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
In that first stage prototype, as I mentioned, we won't do
much [computing].
There might be... It depends on the pro¬
ject: I'm really after more of giving them a quick flavor,
of what it means to sit down and use a database through a
menu system.
The next step is delivery of a working piece
of the product.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
We're beginning to lean toward that [recoding for efficiency
considerations]... As the community of users with R:base
[respondent's prototyping tool] has become more sophis¬
ticated [in] the demands they are making of us have been
more sophisticated.
It began to go beyond what it was able
to do efficiently.
This fall I was actively researching
other products to replace R:base as a development tool,
until R:base announced that it was developing a new product
that was going to cut past some of the limitations and a
third party called Al-Ware formally announced a product
called R:Turbo, which is a Clipper [compiler] for R:base.
So those limitation are now gone, appear to be gone, and I'm
certainly willing to, and the clients are willing to, wait
out and see if these things will work as well as they say
they are going to work.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping tool(s)?
I judged it on profitability reports.
I judged it on per¬
sonal interactions with people from the company.
I judged
it on whether how they were in fact responding to both the
marketplace and to input from users about pieces of the
product that were not working well.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Basically business.
If business dropped off, if there was
no longer an interest in the product, both in the training
and in the development aspect, and if we... weren't confi¬
dent anymore that we were developing products we could be
proud of with clients... we would seriously consider moving
on any kind of challenging application to something else,
but we'll stay with it for now.
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What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Well, some of them we are doing ourselves.
One of the devel¬
opers, guys working with me, had a wonderful idea.
In any
working version of a database that we deliver we include a
menu item and a simple form for entering on-the-spot reac¬
tions to the system, sort of a user log...
So that we could
come in and quickly print out a list of all the problems
they have had, as opposed to relying on scribbled notes and
things like that.
That's something we can do ourselves.
As
a tool, maybe I wish there was some way of generating quick¬
ly fake data, that would be useful enough to allow you to
start printing some prototype reports.
Right now, in our
prototypes, we are limited to delivering menues and a few
entry screens but not the reporting process.
There are some
tricks that we use, but they are not really satisfactory:
it's obviously phony data.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
In the way we're using it, the only shortcoming that I see
is that I still think we're taking too long to develop the
product.
I'd like to see our development time cut.
But
when it's followed the way I described it, I think it works
very well.
Basically we get in trouble if we try and short¬
cut.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
From what you're saying [to interviewer] it sounds like
those people work on a fixed price basis...
That's not the
way we work and we will reject contracts that say that.
I
just won't do that kind of work, it's a loaded gun at the
developer's head.
I'd rather be as honest as I can about
what I think it's going to cost, but document clearly every¬
thing we are doing versus everything that was originally
asked for, so that if there are cost overruns they [clients]
see very clearly that it's tied to things they requested,
or, in a few cases, that we were just wrong in estimating
how long it was going to take.
But we do actual time bill¬
ing, in fact we bill in phases; we deliver in phases and we
bill when we deliver.
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I think it certainly speeds up the process because you've
just done one just like and all you want to look for are the
differences, you understand the hard parts: you worked those
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through on the last project, and you make sure it works the
same.
So it's speeds up your questioning, it speeds up your
specifications.
But I don't [know of] any connection with
substituting: you will have to do a prototype.
[Addressing a specific prototyping experience:! Whv did you

consciously choose to prototype this project?
[We chose to prototype this project] because of its complex¬
ity, because there were so many pieces that the sooner we
were able to verify that we were on the right track the
better.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping,

do users want you to take the

lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Not transcribed.]
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
It's a funny business because many of people who are in it
come from such varied backgrounds.
I don't have a formal
MIS background of any kind; I'm completely self-trained.
And there are many of us like that, and there are many of us
who have a formal background.
And I think the lines are
going to continue to get increasingly fuzzy, because this
stuff is just more available to the general public and any¬
body who has a decent math sense can grab onto it and use
it.
So...
Sometimes I have a sense that there are tech¬
niques there that I don't know about, that if I knew about
them, it might make my life a lot easier.
Sometimes a get a
glimpse of that when I talk to people who had a more formal
background.
I'm talking about process, the planning proc¬
ess, the programming process, that will speed up development
of programs and so on...
It feels sometimes inefficient? it
feels like we ought to be able to do it faster.
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EXHIBIT G
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 5
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
Basically, I would say, it is an evolutionary approach to
providing solutions to business needs.
And, in my defini¬
tion, it also has to involve the user to be effective,
one that occurs in a relatively short time frame, dependent
upon having the kinds of tools that will make that effective
prototyping.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Involvement of the user is obviously one [reason].
Effec¬
tive tools, such as screen painters, report generators,
database systems, dictionary systems, knowledgeable IS
[Information Systems] personnel that can also speak busi¬
ness... Knowledgeable in the sense that they understand
their craft, of how to use those tools and make them...
sing...
yet they can also turn that around and talk to
business people...
My gut tells me that smaller systems
have a higher success experience...
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
Same kinds of things in reverse [refer to response to suc¬
cess question]: inadequate tools, not having user involve¬
ment, IS [Information Systems] thinking they know the answer
[and] trying to go off and do it.
To say they're not going
to be a success based on size, I'm going to abstain from
that.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Several things.
I think that, one, we have the tools that
can do more than if you follow a classic system life cycle,
and if you used the tools you can iterate through it.
Two,
you don't spend as much time going around and around.
If
you study some of things in the industry you find out that
inconsistencies or errors in the requirements or specifica187

tion phase of a project usually total somewhere around 95%
of the problems in systems and somewhere around 86%... of
the costs are correction by the time you get to a working
system.
If in fact you have user involvement using the
prototyping approach, you catch those problems earlier
thereby eliminating a lot of the cost, a lot of the time
involved in generating that cost, thereby you can deliver
the things quicker.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
The same kind of reason [refer to response to time ques¬
tion] .
If you end up having fewer major problems that take
less time and less dollars, time is money, 'cause you've got
people-involvement, then it's going to cost less.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

User-involvement in the design process.
You see, I believe
the real problem is primarily one of communication.
Commu¬
nication, as I'm sure you are well aware, is an incredible
art.
It is no science whatsoever.
And, if you have busi¬
ness person who understands his business and has a sense of
what he wants to do, what kind of information he needs and
how he needs it presented,
and then he goes to talk to an
IS [Information Systems] person, who really doesn't under¬
stand the business, those two are talking on different
planes.
And if all they have is an initial design meeting,
then three months later the IS [Information Systems] guy
brings a spec [specification] back, a document about an
inch-and-a-half or two inches thick, and says 'Here, read
this over and tell us if that's what you think'.
First of
all, it's written in computerese... Second of all, it's two
inches [thick], he doesn't have time for that, if he's good
in his business.
Therefore the communication falls through
the floor, it doesn't happen.
If you in fact involve the
user in the design process, one, the user does have to learn
some IS [Information Systems] kinds of concepts, two, the IS
[Information Systems] person has to learn some business
concepts, and they have to force themselves into communica¬
tion, they have to learn how to communicate with one another
and communicate their ideas.
It's a natural progression.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think it can go either way.
That portends to an under¬
lying thinking about prototyping.
The two variants on that
are: one, prototyping should only be used to model or mockup a system.
Once you are sure of what the design is, then
you go off and code it for real, in COBOL or some other more
conventional approach.
The second is you take an evolu¬
tionary approach, which is my thinking more, that the proto¬
type over time evolves to become the production model.
You
can use mockup effectively to get the communication vehicle
going... and it's very helpful for design user interfaces,
and the flow of a system.
But, it doesn't really give you
all of the answers until they [users] see real live informa¬
tion, in my opinion.
So if you recognize it for what you
can get out of it and no expect too much, I think it can be
useful.
[So] I mostly favor the evolutionary side as
opposed to the modeling side.
If you don't carry it all the
way through, I personally think that you lose some of the
benefit of knowledge that you gained when you now have to
take those, convert them into written specs, which you are
going to give to a COBOL or FORTRAN or whatever coding team
to go off and do.
Now I have worked on some large pro¬
jects... but I don't have a real good feel on the vary
large, large programs.
I think that there are some under¬
lying pieces that need to be addressed differently, and I
think that the recognition is just beginning to happen in
the industry.
The focus needs to be not application
oriented, not point-solution oriented, but data-oriented.
That means that prototyping, then, doesn't take on the sig¬
nificance that it once did as of a few years ago.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
[Not asked directly.]
First of all I think development of
an application should not concern itself overly greatly with
efficiency.
Let's get the solution out, get it working, and
then you can go back and you can do, in necessary, if it
appears necessary and I venture to say that at least 80% of
the time it isn't necessary, then you can target certain
areas, and you can put measures on to find out where the
inefficiencies lie.
There are ways of determining paths
through the code to see where the real load is.
And, at
that point, you target an area and you go in and if neces¬
sary you write it in Assembler or write it in C or whatever
you have to do, to go around a piece of it.
But for the
most part, I say, it is blown out of proportion; never do it
first shot.
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How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs^?
I guess I try to look at, one, the quality of the product.
I guess the quality of the product is the first issue with
me.
If the product is good, then I think it will be around,
it will be around for a while.
Whether or not it becomes
the superstar of the industry is another issue: not all the
superstars are the best products.
Number two: try to under¬
stand what they are trying to do with their marketing, where
they are trying to go with it, the product.
Number three:
just some background on the company itself.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Enormous amounts.
None of these things [tools] are God's
answer to the world.
It always takes several times longer
than you think it will.
I've been around for many years and
I still have difficulty getting my estimates on learning new
tools and things.
How many in the way of hours?
I have no
way of determining that: thousands of hours.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Let me take R:base [respondent's prototyping tool], for
instance.
That's the one I've worked with most recently.
Better tools for managing multiple versions of applications.
If in fact you're going to use it as a prototype, that by
definition is evolutionary, and you're going to have mul¬
tiple versions of applications, multiple versions of reports
and forms, etc.
There are no good tools whatsoever within
R:base to be able to be able to manage that effectively.
For me to do development here [his office] and easily port
it to a client site is a pain in the neck.
A central ency¬
clopedia, by that I mean more than a data dictionary...
R:base has a sort of data dictionary, but it's is not always
easily accessible and you can's always do the things you
want.
Oracle's is a little better in that respect but even
it doesn't give you straightforwardly "where used" informa¬
tion.
It doesn't capture, for instance, what reports use
certain data elements.
The encyclopedia need to be extended
to the point where you can do information planning, stra¬
tegic information planning, right down through the develop¬
ment of normalized data models.
Right now, the data dic¬
tionaries that are in all these products at best are nothing
more than application-oriented or database-oriented dic¬
tionaries containing data elements, relations and some of
the associations in some cases.
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What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
One [shortcoming] that occurs to me is the psychology.
It's
real easy to say that this is the end-all, that it will
solve all of our problems, and it's not.
It's like anything
else, you have to do it diligently, carefully.
I do believe
it requires, and I ask people who are willing (and willing
is underscored there) to learn and understand some of the
business issues - to get out of their computer world and get
into the business side.
And I think that is a trend we are
going to see.
And it requires a user who is willing to go
the other way as well.
The issues to me are more people
issues than they are technology.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping
and vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you
that I am not requesting privileged information.
What rela¬
tionship do you see between prototyping and the operations
of vour business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
No... If a developer, a programmer, an analyst has expe¬
rience then what you are saying is, because he did this
before, he now understands all the business needs.
Not
true... It might be a similar application, but the user has
specific needs for that specific area of business.
And that
may be different from what that developer did before, and he
won't know it.
And if he doesn't talk to the user, he still
won't know it.
[Addressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

Primarily because we needed to really be sure we understood
what the user's needs were.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
Involvement of the user is the key there.
And you are much
more in a training role than you would be in a standard
analysis, systems life cycle kind of approach, in that
you've got to get the user involved, explain to him why he
has got to spend his time there, help him understand the
processes involved and actually selling him on the benefits
of him being involved.
So it is much more of a P.R. [public
relations] kind of role than the normal.
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All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
I never thought of it either way, as a matter of fact, come
to think of it.
I'm just not terribly anxious one way or
the other? I've got a job to do, I do it... [I do find my¬
self more eager].
If I've got to do something a standard
old way I'm not nearly as warm on it, [because] I know it is
much more tedious.
Like anybody else, I like to see benefit
from my activities.
Delayed gratification is fine when you
have to do it, but it isn't always necessary, and proto¬
typing is one of those areas.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
Prototyping should result in a smaller development team,
therefore the IS [Information Systems] person should be
providing the leadership role, the drive behind the execu¬
tion.
[Asked if this conflicts with desire for more user
involvement:]
I think it's part of the evolutionary pro¬
cess.
The users have not been involved.
So, you can't just
one day flip a magic switch and say, 'OK, not it's your turn
to take over responsibility for all these things.
You tell
us what you want and we'll go do it for you.'
The IS [In¬
formation Systems] has to take on the leadership role to
sort of sponsor getting the user involved until they start
taking it out of our hands.
We want to get them to clasp it
to their breast and say 'Wow, this is neat, I can control
this, and I really got what I want this time', instead of
being something this.... You have to introduce them [users]
to it.
In general, when prototyping,

do users want you to take the

lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
It depends on the person.
It's totally dependent on them.
Most often, they want us to take on the lead, but I think
that more speaks to the personalities of people.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
The one thing I did want to be sure and bring out is an
emphasis that prototyping is a useful methodology, a useful
approach to developing system, but I think we need to keep
in mind that one of the key problems that we have in the IS
[Information Systems] [Information Systems] world today is
that we are buried by backlog, both the visible and the
invisible, the ones that they never tells us about because
no one will ever get to it anyway.
Most of the changes in
methodologies that we have employed, for instance structured
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coding and structured design methodologies, have been useful
and have seen some productivity increases, but according to
the numbers I have read that have not been large, say 10% or
so give or take.
We are probably not going to make great
leaps in terms of our own productivity, in terms of our
overcoming these kinds of backlogs just by making evolution¬
ary changes in the methodologies and approaches we use:
better tools, better languages, prototyping versus the
standard systems life cycle, I think that will have a posi¬
tive impact.
But it is still very point-solution oriented.
I think that we need to look beyond that, I think that we
need to think more broadly, I think we need to let our minds
go, start thinking creatively about some of the things that
we can do to make major leaps in terms of providing informa¬
tion, and there are several things that occur to me.
Number
one: changing the whole nature of the use of computers in
business, changing the nature of the way IS [Information
Systems] does its job, what that job really is, classically
IS [Information Systems] has been the full providers of
information... and they [Information Systems] accepted full
responsibility for the validity and the quality of the data.
I think that's probably an error.
I think that we need to
put some of that responsibility back where it probably
belongs [with users] and that's not an easy thing to do.
People won't take on responsibility voluntarily, there has
to be some benefit there.
Users need [to take on] respon¬
sibility for what the data is, the definition.
We need to
end up with corporate-wide... standard definitions... I
think that we need to recognize that there might be other
ways of doing things in terms of how we gather and maintain
information, using such things as subject databases on a
corporate-wide basis, taking a data-centered approach
instead of an applications-centered approach.
One of the
reasons that things haven't worked real well is when you
develop a series of point solutions that talk to each other
a little bit, they would pass data back and forth, then you
end up with data redundantly in several applications, often
inconsistent over time...
If we instead take a central
database kind of approach, even though it might be distri¬
buted, and then you have applications feeding off of a
central point, you may eliminate a lot of the problems.
And, instead of just seeing minor improvement of 10% we
ought to be able to see improvements of 5 or 10 times.
With
prototyping itself you can get large improvements... just in
the application development phase.
But I think you can make
an awful lot more when you totally eliminate the big part of
prototyping, which today is the definition of data and
developing of the data structures and populating those and
developing all the interface tools to maintain all those.
You eliminate that with a central database capability and
the tools surrounding it.
I don't want that to get lost
while we're focusing on prototyping.
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EXHIBIT H
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 6
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
My definition of a prototype is a vehicle of illustrating to
the user the end result of a developed system.
Basically
you are giving them a superficial view of what the system
will be.
I contrast a little bit with your definition, or
maybe I just didn't understand your definition, I don't
really see it as being a rough draft, but more as 'This is
what it may look like'.
A lights and mirror show, OK?
From
an online perspective, you might show them a few screens,
some database access, some editing capabilities.
From a
batch [perspective] you may throw a few reports in front of
them and so forth.
I don't think the guts of the system are
necessarily going to be present.
When I say 'the guts' I
mean the actual extensive calculations and so forth.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would say that they are relatively user-friendly.
From a
visual and understanding perspective, they are user-friend¬
ly.
They are larger systems.
The calculations and the
internal process is relatively extensive.
That's with my
experience.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed. where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
A lot of follow-up maintenance,
dissatisfaction.

delay in deliverables, user

Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Because... the key thing in successful system development is
a complete understanding, from the user's perspective, as to
what the system is going to be doing.
They're the experts
on the application, the programmers are not.
And, if their
feedback and input is not involved extensively then you are
not going to get a system that is replicating their know¬
ledge.
The vehicles for doing that: one of the vehicles is
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proper analysis and design methods; another is prototyping,
giving them a light and mirror show as to what they are
going to be getting and giving them a chance to say 'No,
you're way off base' or 'You're close' or 'You're right on'.
Although a lot of time is spent doing that, and the fear
sometimes is that we're going to spend all this time and end
up with nothing, whereas what you can't impress on people
[enough] is that if you don't spend all that time, you may
still end up with nothing.
And you may spend a lot more
time trying to pick up the pieces.
And I think the key
there is not having to pick up the pieces at the end.
You
really have to take a look at what you're talking about as
fsr as a deliverable, and if a deliverable is a successful
product, then the time is definitely shorter.
If you're
talking about throwing something into production and then
cleaning it up for a year because you did a horrible job,
then...
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
I really see prototyping as a tool during the analysis and
design phase, as opposed to not using it at all.
And, as a
comment as to prototyping too, depending on how you define
prototyping, even if it is not a lights and mirror show,
during your analysis and design phase you may be doing a lot
of verbal prototyping... but still there's a lot of con¬
ceptual and verbal prototyping that goes on.
I think once
you do put it on a tube or do put it in a report format it's
going to help even more...
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Again, prototyping a system is showing the users potentially
what they are going to get as a final result.
It gives them
the chance to actually see the system in a pseudo-production
mode.
If they don't like it, hopefully they will tell you
right then and there that they don't like it, as opposed to
maybe just doing a straight paper analysis and design, and
then giving them what they're seeing... Through the develop¬
ment effort of a system, user participation continues not
just from analysis and design but from a testing standpoint.
A lot of time has to be spent on user tests to verify
results and so forth.
I'm not sure but... to a certain
extent I wonder how much prototyping may be done even at the
system test point.
I don't know if that's the best place to
do it, but I think a lot of times that's where it's done...
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Some people feel
understanding- or
more—traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you
--1—

I think that initially in systems design, the paper methods
are a better way of getting at user's needs.
You have to
talk.
I think if you show them too much from a prototyping
standpoint you may sway them away from what their actual
needs are.
Whether that might be the correct way to go in
the future is one thing but really the analysis and design
stuff is to find out what their needs are, what their
requirements are and the way they do their business now.
One of the results of a proper analysis and design phase is
not only giving them what they're doing now but also sug¬
gesting a better way to do their business without being to
snotty about it.
So I think prototyping has has be intro¬
duced at a certain stage, or in a certain way, so as not to
sway the users away from what their actual needs are.
I
could see it as being a potential danger, too.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I guess it depends on the application.
If it is strictly a
data-collect information system, then I see no need for
developing a lot of computations or internal processing...
You want to show them what they're going to be entering and
what some of the reporting functions are going to be, and
that's enough.
Even as you grow in complexity as far as
calculations go, depending on the application, I think to a
certain extent your prototyping method at that point is
going to be on paper.
You're going to sit down with either
a dataflow diagram or analyzing relationships between enti¬
ties and you're going to determine what the processing is
and then you're going to take some test cases through.
I
think really what you have to do is to take a spectrum of
applications from a very complex financial or engineering
application down to a simple data-collect system and analyze
the amount of internal processing that should go into the
prototype.
As the application grows in complexity from a
calculations standpoint I think the internals of the proto¬
type should grow as well, so there's a relationship from
that standpoint.
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Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I think if you spend too much time putting the internal
processing into the prototype, and to do proper coding from
that point, it would be my hope that the code that was used
to prototype would be structured code.
If it's not struc¬
tured code it’s not good code, and I wouldn't want to use it
for final system development, simply for maintenance
reasons... Part of systems analysis and design, one of the
very first steps, is to define the scope... you've got to
define your scope and take it a piece at a time.
You've got
to limit your scope to something that's doable in a good
time frame for the user.
From that standpoint, once you've
defined that scope, you've limited your users to a certain
discussion point, as to what you analyze and design.
From
that standpoint, it's up to proper design methodology to come
up with an efficient system.
Efficiency doesn't come from
how you code it, it comes from how you design it.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping toolfs)?
I would say by their [the tool's developer's] client base;
by the appearance to the tool that we purchased.
We don't
purchase a tool unless we've seen it used, had it demoed and
so forth.
So it would definitely be as a result of... you
can tell whether it's sloppy or not.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
I guess that just from a practical standpoint, it that's all
a client had, we'd have no practical choice, in a mainframe
environment.
I would say just... ease in use, quickness in
delivery.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
I would say stronger editing capabilities, perhaps a quicker
way to give them more internal processing... Perhaps one of
the reasons I like to limit my prototypes to a lights-andmirror show is because I don't want to spend a lot of time
putting in a lot of processing that a lot of users on face
value may not care about.
But if you could do that, and
even from a marketing standpoint if you could do that, you
probably would impress a lot a people, if you could prove to
them that the systems is really going to do what they want,
it's not just going to show them what they want, but it's
going to do what they want behind the scenes.
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What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I guess the limits, based on what I was just talking about
[see response to features question, above].
From an online
perspective, prototypes are nice because you can enter some
data, and the person who's doing the prototype or using the
prototype enters some data, and so forth.
I haven't seen a
lot of tools where you can program some decent edits in
there, to prevent... even cross-field edits or even cross¬
file edits, that type of thing.
Let the user sit down and
play around with it, so if they enter something that isn't
in sync with another field, it will tell them; that will
impress them more.
Even from a reporting standpoint, too: a
way not just showing them a report, but actually producing a
report right then and there.
And those may be available,
and I'm just not aware of them yet.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
Actually, I guess I've never really given it [relationship of
prototyping and financial operations] a lot of thought.
I
don't know if we use it [prototyping] in any kind of formal
manner.
Prototyping in its general definition is probably
used in a conceptual way.
We visualize what is going to
happen if we take various actions and so forth.
In some
cases, we visualize it on paper, but I don't think we
actually ever use prototyping as far as making decisions out
of this office.
Maybe we should.
[In response to a probing
question with respect to clients and the role of prototyping
in business operations:] I think if the client has agreed to
use our services, and we use prototyping, I think the impact
is a more professional appearance for our organization, that
we really know what we're doing as far as design and anal¬
ysis.
It promotes us as an organization that's not trying
to blow something by a client but instead is giving him [the
client] the chance to say 'yea' or 'nay' to it.
Prototyping
is a marketing tool.
I think the plusses there are pretty
obvious: if you can show a client as much of what you're
trying to market to them as possible, they are going to get
a better appreciation, will understand better what you're
delivery and will understand better, perhaps, the estimates
that went into that delivery date.
[In response to a ques¬
tion regarding cash flow:] It depends on the actual defini¬
tion of prototyping.
The way we do a lot of our systems
development is in phased implementation, or at least in
phased deliverables.
You're going to deliver a certain
phase of a system and the user is going to be responsible
for testing that phase, and they you deliver another
phase... So I suppose in a way the definition of prototyping
is taking the actual system and saying 'All right, this por¬
tion is done, test it'.
And the user is going to tell at
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that point whether or not they like what they see.
So, from
that standpoint, the user can see progress behind a system
and they can appreciate it more and they can probably at the
very end be very familiar with the system and be ready to
go.
So, I guess I never realized how general prototyping
could be or whether it's just specifically taking a tool and
prototyping a system.
I suppose you can really generalize
it as far as its use.
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
It definitely could substitute for prototyping only because
the developer and the user are going to be on the same level
at a quicker period of time.
I guess in a way it might even
be good if it does substitute for prototyping because the
developer puts together a prototype, the users are still the
experts.
One of the problems in today's programming market
is that there are a lot of programmers out there who get to
know their application, get to know their business pretty
well, and start to think that they can tell the user the way
they should be running their business.
And some of their
suggestions might be good, but to a certain extent they have
to temper that.
If they push those suggestions too much via
a prototyping tool, I guess my fear would be they would push
the user down an incorrect path.
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

Number one, it [prototyping] was available.
Number two, the
users were extremely computer illiterate and were too famil¬
iar with a very antiquated system.
They were being intro¬
duced into an online environment for the first time in many,
many years.
And the prototyping tool was sought as a way to
bridge that inexperience over to comfort of the system.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often
compared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
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In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Not transcribed.]
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Comments made toward beginning of interview.]
I'm a strong
advocate of an extensive analysis and design period during
system development... Supposed at least 60% should be anal¬
ysis and design.
I strongly agree with that.
I've seen
situations where that has been the case, and how successful
the system turned out, and I've seen situations where that
hasn't been the case, and the resulting mess we ended up
with... I think the impression a lot of times is that's a
methodology [traditional full analysis and design] should be
used in the mainframe environment, in the mini environment,
but in the micro environment, if you can get something quick
and dirty, you can do it quick because it's a small machine
and you have more control.
Some of the largest mistakes
made in the micro area right now is that that same method¬
ology isn't carried forth to the micro world.
And, because
there is more control and more volatility in the micro envi¬
ronment, you have to apply that methodology even more so in
the micro environment.
And I think that's one of the
largest mistakes made in micro development work now is that
not enough... time is spent on really finding out what the
user needs, especially with users who are relatively com¬
puter-illiterate. . . I see prototyping as being one of the
steps in doing that.
[In response to request for additional
commentary:]
I think successful prototyping depends not
only on the people doing the prototyping, and the user's
acceptance, the user's involvement with the overall design,
but also depends on the tools that you are using.
And if
you have a proper tool, the prototype could be a real plus
in the design.
If you have a poor tool, it could hurt you
very badly.
Again, I'm a proponent of analysis and design
methodology...
Prototyping has to be introduced at the
proper time and shouldn't be used to push the user towards,
I mean you have to push the user a little bit, but you don't
want to push them too far down an incorrect path without
giving them a chance to fully explain their disagreements or
agreements with various components of what you are showing
them.
Again, I'm a very strong proponent of user participa¬
tion in the whole development phase, and perhaps even in the
actual creation of a prototype, the user should participate
in the final result, as far as a prototype goes. ...From the
a business standpoint, they [users] know their business, and
nobody knows it better than the users, although there are a
lot of programmers who feel they do, but they [programmers]
don't.
One of my fears, I guess, is that if you show too
much flash to the user, you don't want them to be sensation¬
alized by the flash as opposed to what the system should be
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doing.
You have to tender what you do.
I think successful
prototyping depends not only on the people doing the proto¬
typing, and the user's acceptance, the user's involvement
with the overall design, but also depends on the tools that
you are using.
And if you have a proper tool, the prototype
could be a real plus in the design.
If you have a poor
tool, it could hurt you very badly.
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EXHIBIT I
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 7
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
I have never used the term [prototyping] because I’ve never
really been with a lot of programmers, I just take a sort of
common sense, no nonsense approach to the problem a client
may have.
I'm self-taught on computers, which may be good
or bad, so there are a lot of terms I may not be familiar
with.
...You're [to interviewer] looking for a definition
of how one attacks a problem?
And I do it basically by
putting up dummy screens and dummy reports, and it sound
very close... If I had to come up with a word, maybe it
might be prototyping, from your definition, it's not that
far off.
I find that most of my people, now usually I'm
dealing with either managers in MIS or department heads or
the vice-president of a corporation or something, they can
usually tell, it's like pencil selling, just looking at the
picture of the screen on a piece of paper or an output
report, they could really care less as long as it doesn't
consume a lot of their time and it's a rather easy-to-learn
and easy-to-use application.
They can tell from looking at
the input screen and output report whether I'm getting what
they want.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
That stage from getting the commitment to go ahead with the
project into at least the debugging phase, that is putting
it online and trying to start the engine, is shorter.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
[The system becomes] a workhorse because [the developer]
hadn't fully understood, and the client wasn't capable of,
or failed to tell [the developer] a lot of things.
He [the
client] was organized in his own business, and had [the
developer] gone further with prototyping [the developer]
would have uncovered that.
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
It shortens that time, it's a good vehicle to handshake with
your client on, saying 'Yes, this is what we want'.
Once
you know your design, coding is the very next step, and it
really saves on that because you don't have to then come
back and do a lot of patchwork, boilerplating on the code.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
It would follow [see response to time question,
would have to assume so if it...

above].

I

In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think the prototyping does [elicit user needs more effec¬
tively] .
Flowcharts can be a situation where you can't see
the forest for the trees.
I think the prototyping, at least
the way I handle it, just showing the input screen, the
menues and the output reports.
It's my job to make it an
efficient process in between those two.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I don't think they [prototypes] should [contain underlying
computations] unless there is something very involved, very
unusual about it.
Most people understand that the math is
going to work, or the logic, or whatever is the guts of that
system.
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Say we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I don't agree with that [need to recode prototype for executional efficiency].
If your design is correct, and I mean
by 'design' that you have understood the application well
enough to know exactly how index everything, which is
usually where slowness will hit you in the face, then it
follow that if you index properly, your application... The
whole reason for indexing properly is so that your applica¬
tion will run in a reasonable real time.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
I borrowed the confidence [in Progress' {respondent's proto¬
typing tool} longevity] from another person who talked me
into it.
He hasn't been wrong yet.
That's not the most
logical way at arriving at that [conclusion].
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Nothing [would block me leaving my prototyping tool] if I
could be convinced it [new prototyping tool] is a more effi¬
cient way, I can write an application quicker, from beginn¬
ing to end...
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
I guess some rather sophisticated code generators.
Maybe
that's getting beyond the prototyping, but I could see that
in a package.
If I had all the knowledge in the world, and
all the understanding, and wanted to write some tools to
help programmers, I would try to come up with something
rather sophisticated that would use standard blocks of code
to accomplish certain tasks.
Maybe that's a fifth genera¬
tion language.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I don't see that it [prototyping] does fall down.
Obviously, I think it's the best way to go or I wouldn't be
doing it.
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This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure vou that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I don't know that substitutes but it makes the prototyping a
lot quicker.
The fact that he [the developer] has an under¬
standing of the basic application going in [to system devel¬
opment] , it's never going to be an identical vehicle that he
produces, but it's going to cut down that time involved in
prototyping itself.
rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did vou

We came in to rescue a project on a short-term basis and
then made a decision, seeing what else is available in the
industry [hotel property management] and what it cost, to go
ahead and develop our own.
So, to develop our own, we are
prototyping to, and for, a select audience, and trusting
that that audience we selected will be representative of the
market we want to address.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
All I'm trying to do when I meet with a client is understand
what he needs, and, then apply my experience on how to best
get it from input to output.
It seems like such a simple
thing and we spend all this time doing it.
I don't want to
give him a dissertation on the way computers work and all
that.
I find if I can just lay a few pieces of paper on his
desk and he has a chance to really look at them... and if I
warrant to him, based on my experience, that if he accepts
that I can produce that and I can come up with a dollar
figure for him.
That gives me confidence going in, it's
like leading somebody through the sale.
It's tangible...
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When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
It’s funny: as well as they usually know their businesses,
they aren't necessarily logicians.
I find I tend to be the
one who brings up alternatives and in many cases changing
the way they perform some task even manually.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
[Not transcribed.]
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EXHIBIT J
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 8
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
Here [a large consulting firm] we... have three different
ways of looking at prototyping.
One is DBMS [database man¬
agement system] application development... I define it as
being specifically 4GLs [fourth generation languages], very
advanced application development tools.
Prototyping for me
solely means an iterative process where the users get to
make dumb comments and you respond to them and spend more of
their money and you make the product better...
The other
two types of prototyping... are... I have called it real¬
time graphics simulation... generally [meaning] maps...
The
prototyping part of that is to show somebody what it looks
like before they actually develop the system.
It's is very
related to application prototyping in that the users are
involved and users do get to make their changes.
The big
difference is that, when you are doing application proto¬
typing, you are doing half the work by prototyping anyway.
When you are doing a military [map] simulation package,
there is really not that much work involved...
They want to
be able to see up-front 'Is it worth doing this?', and it's
not really that iterative, 'Let's improve it'.
It's just
get something before you spend [a large amount of money].
And the third type of prototyping we have is mock-ups, hard¬
ware mock-ups, physical mock-ups of terminals, keyboards,
even going to screen displays and things like that.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
An extremely solid design to begin with...
You've got to
come in there with a system that really seems to do the job
the first time around, so that they [users] can understand
it and start improving it.
Two, for it to come across as a
successful contract when it is prototyped, there needs to be
a billing structure in place or an overall final completed
price that is lower than what the client secretly was pre¬
pared to pay or it doesn't matter how good the system is,
you had an unsuccessful contract because you spent too much
money improving the product...
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Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
One, coming in with what looked like a complete design and a
working mock-up for the users to improve, that didn't come
close, that missed a significant part of the system.
You
can never prototype it or modify it to work, you just never
get their involvement, you never end up making it, you patch
the thing together and you are never able to start over
again and really make the system.
Two, ...the client paid
you minimally to show them what the system would look like,
rather than paying you to develop it.
And we spent an ab¬
solute fortune... tinkering with the design until the design
was finally perfect, and we didn't get paid for any of that
time.
And we then had a perfect design that is truly 90% of
a working system, and they [the clients] go somewhere else
and have somebody else write the system.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do vou
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
It shouldn't.
It should take longer... using prototyping.
Because the harsh scenario is that if you don't involve the
user and you don't do prototyping, you go away in a closet
and produce the system as rapidly as you can and you say
that it's done and you deliver it.
And they [the users]
live with and they come back and pay you to make some
changes but they weren't involved.
You took what you
thought you understood [was] the system and that should be
much faster than where you juggle it with user involvement
and maybe you work on another project at the same time, and
you let them keep for a couple of weeks after each iterative
step, where they take over a piece of it, and that one [the
prototyping approach] should take a lot longer.
The reason
I say 'should' as opposed to an absolute there, is because
in some cases when you have the user involved and you're
prototyping you just naturally stay in closer contact with
the user and they know what progress you have made every
week.
In that other box, when they're not involved, you
should be... able to say 'I'll sit down and do it in three
weeks and we'll just do what we do and they'll just live
with it'.
But, in reality, since they're not around, you
can spend three months doing hardly anything on it, before
you finally reach a point where it's an embarrassment and
then you jump [and do it very quickly]...
It ends up taking
longer that way just because you ignored the user.
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
You do a better job, you give them more of what they want...
[And that costs more] if you do it right.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Whv?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

You need to have a combination [of prototyping and conven¬
tional analysis and design tools].
...You need a good tra¬
ditional design underneath it before you can start getting
meaningful feedback from the user.
But in terms of ranking
the relative importance, I think prototyping is a way of
truly eliciting user needs counts for 80%.
The people who
come out and say 'We can do the job.
Let a traditional
designer come in' are the people who have been giving only
half of what they [users] want for decades and have every
intention of continuing to do so.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
It's a question of tools for me.
I understand and know that
there are two different definitions of a prototype, depending
on whether it is evolutionary or functional or whether it is
just a mock-up.
To me, it is entirely a quality of the
tool.
I have yet to see the non-functional type of tool,
the demo program type [simulation tool], that is good enough
for what I try and do.
By the same token, the tools I use,
the 4GLs [fourth generation languages], they are so good
that in the same amount of time that it takes for me to
generate just a working menu structure and some screens,
I've also done 60% of the underlying work on the system.
Since I have good enough tools to do a functional prototype,
it is certainly worthwhile to do so.
...And that's made
even more important by the fact that I don't have good
enough tools to do a non-functional prototype that works.
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Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
It's entirely [a question of] the tool.
You ought to start
out with a tool that's going to be able to do the job,
that's going to be able to complete the final system.
I
have this bias, but I think again that the people who say
from the other world that (it's all part of the same argu¬
ment) 'It costs too much money, it takes too long to involve
the users, it takes too long, it doesn't do a better job,
our designers can do it better, if you bring them [the
users] in prototyping gets drawn out, and even at that I
create a working prototype and then I throw it out and I sit
down and write it in COBOL'.
I think that is entirely an
obsolete attitude that is based on protecting one's posi¬
tion.
And the priesthood in control of the magic of com¬
puters rather taking advantage of some tools that are out
there, the ability to rapidly produce and modify a good
system that really does do what the users want and not what
the programmers thinks is the fanciest, neatest, most tech¬
nologically sophisticated way to do it.
...[Recoding for
executional efficiency] is the wrong attitude.
It the atti¬
tude of a computer priest who is talking about numbers that
are not relevant to the user as means of making it clear
that they're the only people who can work the system.
That
depends entirely on the tool.
You can certainly use tools,
dBase, Revelation that allow prototyping but are so slow
that unless it's a pretty dinky little application when
you're done, you're going to want to throw it out and redo
it in lower level languages.
But there are plenty of alter¬
nate tools that are much better... [Regarding those opposed
to 4GLs:] I can understand that attitude four years ago
[circa 1983]... but the same thing is true all the way down
to the assembly level: the thing will be much more efficient
if you write it in Assembler.
Processor speed has increased
in my world, the micro[computer] world, so dramatically that
if you buy the right tool... tools that support prototyping,
good 4GLs as opposed to popular one aimed at end users...
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping tool(s)?
One, the least [important consideration] is the quality of
the tool.
[One] tends to believe that the quality will keep
them around for a while, but I've seen too many disappear
despite their high quality.
The second is the ...operating
system environment.
If I think they're in the right envi¬
ronment, I tend to give them a good chance of hanging around
longer.
And third is the extent to which they are actively
supporting the development of vertical market applications
or development of applications in general and support of
dealers who are writing those applications.
...[If the tool
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developer] is just selling the language, rather than being
supportive of developers, they're all going to die because
none of them are going to be dBase or Oracle or Unify [sic],
which is a shame.
On the other hand, if they are actively
support their [vertical market application] dealers, I think
they've got as many years guaranteed as I care about.
And
that really, definitely means actively supporting dealers who
are writing applications, it doesn't mean retailers of the
language, or just consultants who will show someone how to
use the language.
If there aren't people out there seeding
the market with applications written in this product, then
there's a real question as to whether they're going end out
with a large enough installed based and large enough visi¬
bility to justify working in it.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
I'd leave any one of the tools without hesitation if I had a
client who was willing to pay to have the system developed
in a different 4GL [fourth generation language] that I knew
could develop it, the final functional product.
I wouldn't
care how good the prototyping features are of it, I'm really
not attached to how it prototypes... All I care about is
that ...it's a database that I can develop my application in
and I've got a client who will pay for it.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Every feature I care about is available in one or another
product, but no product has the combination of the ones that
are most important to me.
...Each thing that I can think
about in Progress that I really need, or in Helix that I
really need, is something that either the other has or
Revelation... one or the other of them has it, just none of
them have it together.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
...[Prototyping] is the right way of bringing experts in...
to get the correct product, the product that will actually
do what we need it to do.
And by and large, people aren't
willing to pay for better products.
Prototyping to me is
not aimed at being a more cost-effective or a more tightly
disciplined approach, it's aimed at producing a better pro¬
duct.
And there is not a demand from the market...
there
is a demand from the market for a better product, there
always has been, but it's not followed up with money.
They're never willing to pay to get that better product.
From the other side, from the general developer side, there
is virtually no desire on the part of most developers to
come up with a better product.
Both sides seem willing to
complain about delivering mediocre solutions at a moderate
cost.
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This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
It [previous development experience with a similar system]
can completely substitute for the system design, so that you
can come up with that good basic system that the users can
monkey with.
But it's not at all a substitute for the pro¬
totyping.
By 'prototyping' here I don't mean the creating
of the first prototype, I mean for the actual process, the
iterative process that involves the users.
The whole reason
that you're involving the users is to find out if your
assumptions are correct, and to find out not just whether or
not your product will work in their environment, but if they
have got particular quirks that will make them happier with
one type of menu as opposed to another, or one type of
screen placement as opposed to another.
Whether, to make
them happy, you got to get off of the way that you had done
it before and let them [the users] try it and tell you what
works for them and doesn't work for them.
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
One, the customer got burnt before, when they previously did
this [unintelligible] on a PC, the system did not serve
their needs.
Two, Helix just happens to be, since I wanted
to use Helix anyway because of the multiuser features, and
because I think it's a good tool for developing applica¬
tions.
As long as you're using Helix, you've got to prototype, you've got to give it to the user in pieces and let
them make changes so they they can feel comfortable with the
tool you [the developer] chose... And three, because of that
one history report [previous described in interview but not
transcribed], it's such a flakey system.
It's the same
reasons why, when I rank those [meaning this system] on that
numeric scale, it's an inexpensive system, it's not big and
it really shouldn't even be considered all that compli¬
cated... [but] it [history report] is one of the most com¬
plicated, one of the most convoluted ways of tying informa¬
tion together that I've ever dealt with, despite how small
and cheap the whole system is.
And I have to have them
prototyping it or I'm going to get killed at not quite put¬
ting the pieces together correctly, something that could not
be achieved solely through system design... The design
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structure underneath is fine, but the actual surface that
they see, I just couldn't get it right by myself.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project._When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
The truth is more anxious... It should be less because I
know the end product will be better.
The reason it's more
is because I know the costs will be higher.
When I'm in¬
volved in prototyping, I'm constantly scared that they're
[users] not going to understand why the cost is going up,
despite the improvements I'm making, and therefore I'm work¬
ing harder to hide costs, to cover it at lower costs, to put
in extra time that they're not billed for, to do everything
I can to try to keep the costs as low as possible, and that
puts inordinate pressure on me [as developer].
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
You [the developer] have to do it
and you have to live with it.

[present system options]

I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
Most of my thoughts on prototyping come down to that dual¬
ity.
There are the critics, and I tend to not agree with
their entire rationale, and there's any number of little
details that you can fight over, 4GL [fourth generation
languages] versus 3GLs, prototyping taking too long, should
the users be involved at all, how important are design
groups, and all of that to me are little details that mask
the true problem of one world that believes that they are
the only people capable of producing a good application and
don't seem to care about the fact that that user may not be
able to use the application, that might be a great way of
tying together a couple of different kinds of paper informa¬
tion, but it might not be useful, it might not be tailored
to the skill level of the users. Programmers are die-hard
opponents of usability testing, we [respondent's organiza¬
tion] are big proponents of usability testing.
The same
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people who fight prototyping are the ones who will think 'I
can come up with a good product and when it's done it's
done, and it works'.
It's very hard to get any of those
people to understand that even though it might work, and it
might be fast, and it might produce all of the output you
want, the fact that it's got twice as many reports as it
should have, or that it doesn't use the language that the
user is familiar with, or that it doesn't match... that
particular user has certain eye problems, or certain physi¬
cal problems or certain ways that the user is used to work,
it doesn't match that user at all, it matches the generic
user, those same critics are opposed to it [prototyping].
I
tend that prototyping is just one more way of producing a
better product.
The flip side of that is that the program¬
mers don't want to do it, and the customer's don't want to
pay for it... If you've already made the commitment to using
a 4GL [fourth generation language], a DBMS [database manage¬
ment system] type language, then, I think they're [prototyp¬
ing and conventional development methods] more or less the
same [with respect to time and cost factors].
There's a
difference in cost doing the prototyping, and I would guess
that it's probably a 20% difference [prototyping being 20%
more] to produce a better product... using the world of 4GLs
anyway, we've already made that commitment.
Now, we can
either do it ourselves in our ivory tower, bring all of our
vaunted analysis skills to bear, that can be shorter and
cheaper by a factor of 20%.
That's radically different than
the other world, going back to the third generation lang¬
uage.
...[Within the 4GL world] it's slightly longer to
prototype, and for some reason, you're on the spot in terms
of cost.
When you do a whole system yourself, it's kind of
magic and come back and there's a certain cost, and they
[the client] grumble and they accept it.
You always have
some figure in your head, you know if they are willing to
pay fifty [$50,000] or if they are willing to pay fifteen
[$15,000] or whatever it is, and you may end out a little
over that, but in reality your time might have been substan¬
tially over that.
You scale everything back to get it done
as close to that figure as you can.
As soon as you start
involving them [clients], there might only be a 20% involve¬
ment but it drives you crazy.
Every time you talk to them on
the phone or see them in person, they make a dumb little
change, and you've [the developer] done what you could to
get them to make the dumb little changes up front, you've
made it clear to them that it will cost more to make this
change later, you get way into the process, and they want to
make a petty little change that will cost you real time.
You can get paid for that but you know they [clients] don't
remember any more that it costs them more.
They might make
ten stupid changes which add up to ten extra days worth of
work.
And they remember all of that as being one extra day
of worth of work.
So now instead playing with a ceiling of
fifty [$50,000] to try to get under, you feel like you
should be able to play with a ceiling of sixty [$60,000], a
20% increase.
But the users only up their ceiling to fifty214

on [$51,000], so the stress level is enormously increased,
and it's all related to cost.
...It's not that much more to
do the prototyping, but the stress level in the game we play
with the client, and just the overall cost...
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EXHIBIT K
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 9
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
It’s a method of designing systems utilizing the end user in a
much stronger consultative type of role so that the end user is,
in fact, doing a lot of the systems analysis themselves.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
The more input and the more time the end user is willing to
spend, the more successful the system is.
It almost becomes
proportional.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
That's when the end users had little input and decisions
were made on a hierarchal level, from administrators that
really had no use of [sic] the system but knew what they
wanted to get out of it.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Prototyping is definitely longer.
...there's a constant
interaction with the end user and there's a constant revi¬
sion of the system to meet their [users'] specific needs.
And sometimes their needs change as the system develops.
It's an easier task to build.
On the traditional [methods],
you can give a quote upfront and say, 'This is what it's
going to cost', because you can kind of benchmark it.
I
think a prototyping system, it almost lends itself to a
hourly type rate.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Probably, I'd have to say from the time factor, a little bit
more cost, but there could be other criteria that enter into
that, too.
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In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, ecrual quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Whv?
I'd have to say they're [prototyping versus conventional
development methods] of equal quality; I'm leaning toward
greater quality [for prototyping].
Again, I'm talking from
an end user's point of view.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

In some respects, I think I'd have to agree that the tradi¬
tional methods are more effective in getting at what the
user's needs are.
Prototyping, I think, addresses what the
perceived needs are a little bit better.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I feel that the actual computations... I feel it should be a
full-blown system because, again... it's an involvement of
the user all the way, so that as the system is being devel¬
oped, the user is putting input in.
Then, eventually, the
total system is arrived at.
[It] involves everything, com¬
putations . . .
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I guess I'd have to agree [that recoding for executional
efficiency is necessary].
The systems that I've done,
thinking back on some of them, and we've had to go back
after everything was said and done and figure out a way to
speed up the system.
We try to address it [efficiency con¬
cerns] in the building, and I suppose as each prototype
comes along we can put more design techniques into it, but
there are some times when you are faced with an after-thefact.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping tool(s)?
I got involved with R:base [respondent's prototyping tool]
because a friend of my was involved with Microrim very
heavily, one of the regional managers, and I became familiar
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with it [R:base System V]... I took it [judgment of stabil¬
ity and longevity] from him.
Right now, ...I just try to
read the trade journals and see what's happening with the
company personnel-wise.
I don't think the stock is a fairly
good indicator of stability.
I like to see what's happening
personnel-wise and also product-development-wise.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Significant improvement in relational database character¬
istics or a better method of producing end user usability.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
One of the things that I would like to see for the end user
is a natural language interface, on the idea of [Ribase's]
Clout [a natural-language interface], but more developed, so
that the end user can produce their own reports, query
reports.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
First and foremost, I have to say time.
I think the proto¬
typing requires a great deal of communication skills, lis¬
tening ability.
And I sometimes wouldn't get into it with¬
out the investment of time that that takes.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
I think the heaviest thing that I've done is that I've
quoted and have done job proposals based upon time I've
estimated and I have grossly underestimated the time.
That
probably might be a little bit of inexperience on my part as
well as using the prototyping method, but prototyping does
tend to exaggerate the time frame.
On the other hand, I
don't think you can adequately charge for all the time you
have to put in, too, because otherwise the system becomes
too expensive, so there is a point at which you have to
weigh the actual cost versus a realistic cost... And so in
some respects, yes, I think it [prototyping] has cost us
financially.
However, on the other hand, prototyping has
benefited us in client loyalty.
I have no doubt about
that.
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Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
There can be some substitutions for prototyping in that
realm.
Perhaps that person would be better than someone
[with no experience].
The only problem that I would see
there though however, is that sometimes they [developers]
can enter into the development stage with too many precon¬
ceived notions from past system.
And I think ...the commun¬
ications skills have to be there, because I think it's too
easy to close off your mind from what the end user really
wants.
[Addressing- a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Whv did vou

[We chose to prototype this project] because we want to sell
this system to police departments in general and police
generally tend to be very closed, and if they find that other
police helped in the development of a system, they are more
receptive to it.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
[I feel less anxious] because I get a better feel for the
client.
I think I can communicate strengths and weaknesses
with the client.
I can get a better understanding of their
needs.
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I would tend to see it less often, the leadership role.
think it becomes more of an equal partnership [between
client and developer], I would think.

I

In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
They [users] are looking to us [developers] for direction
and guidance.
Once the dialogue starts, then there's a give
and take.
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Comments made toward beginning of interview:] ...When we
use this type of method of building [prototyping], I find
that the clients that we've dealt with have been... There
has been a much stronger bond between client and consultant
than, I think, if I came in and I dictated to them, well,
'This is how you want it and this is how I see it and this
is how you're going to get'.
I have run into the problem,
though, in doing it that way. My time estimates have been
way out of whack.
That's probably my biggest complaint, not
with prototyping, but with the way we've been approaching
it... it's that our time estimates get thrown right out of
whack.
[Recorded at end of interview:] As far as proto¬
typing is concerned... what I have found is that the more
input an end user has to the system the more likely they are
to use it.
And the more they use it, the better the system
is.
It's to the point that now I'm getting into the situa¬
tion where I'm trying to get as many of the people who will
implement the system, even at the lowest level, involved so
they get a feel that this is their system and as a result I
have found that, number one, they're not as cautious of the
computer, as somebody who come in with other canned program¬
ming, and also they're more apt to take some experimentation
with the system and try and get it to do more of what they
want it to do, which only in turn means to us building more
into the system.
So that's the biggest thing I see about
prototyping.
Yes, it involves a lot of time, but if the end
user says, well if the product produced is very good, that's
my concern.
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EXHIBIT L
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 10
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
I haven't the vaguest idea.
Where it comes up is in terms
of what am I going to do for a client.
And to me, what I
use instead of the term 'prototyping' is 'a general example
of what the final output is going to be'.
And I try to do
as little as possible of that, because my experience is, and
this is a real circular problem, that the client doesn't
know what they want until the project is done, which is
understandable, but what took me longer to realize is that I
don't know what the problem is until I solved what I thought
was the problem, and then discover that I have to do it over
again.
So prototyping is sort of making a very rough guess
as to what the final thing is going to look like... But, I
don't as a conscious policy have a standard concept of pro¬
totyping... I do it, depending on the circumstances.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Where prototyping helped... it was because they [the
systems] were conceptually complex, not necessarily complex
from the point of view of the application, but complex from
the point of view of what was supposed to happen to it, from
the end user's point of view.
And that's where it's been
the most help.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
There the problems were more technical and did not have to
do with conceptual relationships of the information.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
The issue is,...when are you done?
And to some extent,
prototyping can help you get done faster, but it doesn't
help you get to the first implementation any faster. ...Do
you know why it's so hard?
When is it done?
The only way I
can end a project, I find, is to train the end user to take
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it over, because it's always going on to something new,
something evolved.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Yes, probably, I think it does save some blind alleys and
some redoing things.
In general. do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Whv?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

No matter what you do, the end user doesn't know what the
system is supposed to do until it's working, then you find
out, it's not doing what you want it to do.
And, this is
not a problem of lack of sophistication on the end user's
part, this is a fact of life.
In fact, what is most excit¬
ing about all this is that you really don't have any con¬
ception of all of the power of your tool until you start
using it.
And then, you decide what the thing's supposed to
do.
And prototyping can help you a little bit on that but
until you are really using it, you don't know what it's
supposed to do.
And I thought that as I got more expe¬
rience, I'd be better at figuring that out, and it's not
true.
Because only the end user can figure that out.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
If it's easy to do, the more can you can do, the more real¬
istic it is.
But, you don't necessarily have to have the
computations for it to be meaningful.
I find in many cases,
the thing you have the hardest time with is, say for
example, the layout of printed reports, and what goes in
there.
And even if all the numbers are zeroes and all the
names are 'John Doe', just seeing that and saying, 'Oh, we
want to have something else in there' can help you.
So, you
don't really need the numbers.
People are willing to
believe that the numbers will get right eventually.
But,
I find that often it's a lot more work in the prototyping if
you're just creating the format.
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Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
If you prototype in a language, any language even if it's
not the ultimate language, it's probably all right...[If one
uses simulation tools] you're may be getting into trouble.
If you do things that look [like] the report... [After con¬
firming that modeling is answer:] I address it [executional
inefficiency] by resigning myself to doing every application
three times.
That is what I expect to happen ...maybe three
times in the same [development] environment.
I find on
average it takes three times to get it right.
And, recoding
is not necessarily inefficient [refers to previous comments
that recoding took 10% of original effort].
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping toolfs)?
[Simply market share].
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Client who wants development in a different environment.]
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
[Did not answer the question:

could not think of an answer.]

What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
The basic shortcoming is... that you don't know what you
want until you're done, and then you discover it's wrong.
And you can do a prototype to eliminate some of that, but
until you have a working system, you really don't know how
people are going to use it.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
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It [previous experience developing a similar system] doesn't
help, because it's not the developer's experience that
matters, it's the user's experience that matters.
rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

[I chose to prototype this project] because the client was
very unsophisticated and there was one level of conceptual
complexity that was very difficult to explain but very easy
to demonstrate.
When you are
the project?

involved in prototyping, how do you approach
What is your plan of attack?

My plan of attack is to give the end user enough of a system
so that I can feel that there is a common agreement on what
the system is supposed to do.
So, it really is a function
of the sophistication of the end user.
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
Well, a little less anxiety, because you can say, 'Well,
don't know... to do this now, but I'll figure that out
later'.

I

When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I always assume that I'm going to have to take the lead in
presenting systems options.
That's why my business card
still says 'Management Consultant'.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
Well, there's one important principle that didn't quite come
up in this [interview]... who is the leader kind of thing.
The real person to do the prototyping, from my point of
view, is the client.
And that to some extent, you can help
the client do that, but that's the person who should be
doing it.
And it's most effective when you can help them
prototype, in other words, help them decide what it should
look like.
Now, you can say, 'Well, that's why they hired
you to do, so how can they do it?'.
Because my concept is
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prototyping is, you want to know what's at the beginning and
what's at the end, my job is to do the middle...
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EXHIBIT M
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 11
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
What you gave as a definition [refers to interviewer's
introductory definition] is very close to what I would say
is the case.
Prototypes for us... we don't often have the
luxury to develop a prototype for a system on a speculative
basis.... In many cases, to prototype, as you said the key¬
word being 'conscious', comes into being from what we feel
to be the best attempt, and what we feel to be a complete
approach to things, and they [clients?] would consider not
be something that meets their needs.
We would end up
being..., what we would probably do is a prototype.
Proto¬
types for us often come from a situation where a client A
will contract with us to develop a particular product.
We
will see that client A's way of doing things with this pro¬
duce may have a market outside that of client A, yet much of
what client A does is specific to them and would not apply
to client B, C or D.
Prototypes for us are that stage after
it has [been] developed for client A, when we try to cut
away those things which are personality-specific to him
[client A] and to add those things which we feel would be
useful to others and then present it to clients B, C, and D.
And of course maybe bounce some of these ideas back off the
original client, who in many cases, not that they intended
to do it, but in many cases finance the original devel¬
opment...
What we consider to be a prototype is when we've
taken it from the very specific, we've shaved off those
things that are very unique, clearly unique, present it to
others to see what things these like and what things they
consider superfluous.
[Interviewer questions about develop¬
ment of the original system: what is developed using proto¬
typing?:]
In many cases not... Actually, there was one
[case] recently [that] we did very much in a prototype case,
that was almost verbatim your [the interviewer's introduc¬
tory] description earlier, but usually it's not.
Our whole
raison d'etre is to develop software that is highly unique,
and I would say that we put a strong emphasis on the initial
design phase which often pre-empts it as a prototype.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine anv common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
For us, there is torturing, almost, over user interface.
That's my own personal area of handwringing... It has to
look good, it has to feel good, it has to be something
that... I feel that the background algorithms, the effi¬
ciency with which you do things, anyone with half a clue in
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computer design can do that, its secondary, you don't even
think about how it works, we'll figure out how to do that...
What we'll worry about is what it feels like for somebody to
use it.
Can somebody go to that and feel like they've
accomplished something, they've done something, this has
made their job easier, it's made them work smarter, made
them do more than they had before.
I feel that the program
should be designed in such a way that it's self-evident how
to follow it, this is something that does something.
It's
clear, it's never patronizing, which is something that
creeps into so many systems, and people know intuitively how
to follow any part of it...
Consistency, a clean, easy-tofollow user interface, attractive screens and reinforcing
somebody's skills without being patronizing to them.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed. where prototyping did not work well.
Can vou deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
...If there was anything that holds true, it's accepting
blindly that... client A's way of doing things is the way
that client A's industry would do things, lack of explora¬
tion of accepted methods in an industry.
I think the other
side of that reinforces back into what is successful, and
that is... when we deal with a client and we approach a
project, I think we go much deeper... and much further
afield from the original project than most consulting firms
would...
A thing that makes it successful for us... is first
of all how to talk to people, look them in the eye and talk
to them and secondly we know how to solve things, be it
ourselves or a product or a concept.
And probably a subset
of that, we know how to deal with people without [angering
them] and there's a lot of [consultants] who don't know how
to deal with people without [angering them].
And if the
short-term gains are lost from that, I know [unintel¬
ligible] .
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here#
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?

Why?

With us it really isn't a factor, because the prototyping
stage comes for us after it becomes a product.
It probably
causes it to take a little bit longer, because we are wil¬
ling to put more into an original project, feeling that the
cost of that will be absorbed at the other end, when it is
prototyped and exposed to others.
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Again, for us, probably more [cost] because our goal is to
soak it up at the other end [when prototyping the system for
other clients].
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
By catching it at that stage when you have something that
you feel sort of does the project, you've not gone down any
paths very far.
You can show them [clients] the feature
that you think is a nice feature, but if that particular
feature may not be something that the product does not hinge
on... when in the long run you discover that that's an [un¬
important] feature..., there's going to be a lot of 'pride
of authorship' in that that, there's going to be reluctance
to change it, and there's going to be a lot of personalityspecific [unintelligible] to whoever developed that... If
it's prototyped, then you [invest small amounts of time] and
the [client] says 'I don't think I'll ever use this', fine,
they're never going to use this, let's devote our attention
to something a little more creative.
But, otherwise you're
not going to turn your back [on work created].
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Both [conventional development and prototyping] are neces¬
sary.
For us, when it reaches the prototype stage, those
initial studies have been done, so the [user's] needs are
there.
I think it allows us to catch previously unseen
needs which fell through the cracks in the initial thought
process [design].
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
Our usual way of what we consider a prototype here, under
our terms, which we might call a demo and can distribute to
people... will have whenever possible all of the functions
of a give system workable.
However, there are key parts of
it that are limited.
I think the functions should be in
there but limited in scope.
I like to give people something
they can use and really work with, but at the same time I
don't want to give people something that they're going to
use and not buy a final version from me.
So, a prototype to
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me may have a few features flagged out.
menu item off, and have it be invisible,
'Sorry, that function is not available',
done that...

I'd rather take a
than have it say
although I have

Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I don't agree with that.
I think that to just arbitrarily
say that because something has evolved up through a partic¬
ular means it is inferior to something that you take from
the ground up...
There are times when you have to take a
look at it [executional inefficiency] and say 'This whole...
My whole approach to this in this section can be redone'.
But, I see that as evolutionary.
To take it and discard it
because it has been enhanced really doesn't,
...I don't
think it serves any purpose.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
We don't worry an awful lot [about the longevity of vendors
of prototyping tools used].
You get a feel for companies
when you deal with...
I think we have to develop a certain
amount of survivalist instinct here and not depend on out¬
side vendors for our success...
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
It's not cast in stone here, what tools we use.
Each of us
[refers to employees of consulting firm] have our favorites.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
I'd say we have everything that we need.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
If anything, it's [shortcomings] small.
But if anything, it
would make it very easy for you to put up a promise of some¬
thing that would be much more difficult to deliver than you
would originally think... It would make it easy to promise
the moon.
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This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
No, it's akin to apples and bicycles [i.e., prototyping and
financial considerations are different].
I don't see a
connection.
Oh, everything... all are subsets of what
should be feeding into eventual profitability but I don't
see it direct link here.
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
To a great degree, its a significant feature [previous
experience].
[Interviewer probes by querying the ways in
which experience cannot substitute for prototyping:]
Just
from a psychological or sales point of view, where you're
trying to present something to someone, I think you would
find yourself bogged down in minutiae... without getting the
big picture and showing somebody something.
That person
[with previous experience] would have a tendency to dive
directly into detail...
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

[Recorded prior to specific question on why this project was
prototyped:] This is something that, first of all, we would
have a very difficult time on our own trying to get a pic¬
ture of... It has evolved both in developmental environment
and in scope... and it has now reached a point where it is
able to be shown.
[After being asked specifically why
developer chose to prototype this project:] To be able to
present it in a format that would get it to more people in
as short a period of time as possible with a minimum outlay
of capital.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
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When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
No, they [clients] want us to [bring up system options].
until they get to know us.
If they were at that level
[users bringing up system options], they'd be doing it
[development] themselves.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Interviewer states that original development is somewhat
based on prototyping:] It could well be, it could be the way
we look at it.
We consider 'uncustomizing' when we [pre¬
sent] it [original development] to [clients] B, C and D...
[Interviewer probes on the financial aspects of proto¬
typing:] ...I don't come from traditional academia where I
would go through a structured design process, we don't deal
with people on that level.
So, it's not like I've done it
that way [conventional development] for five years and now
try and do it [develop system] kind of off the cuff, and
find that people pay their bills any faster; it's [proto¬
typing] the way we do it and people don't pay their bills
anyway; that doesn't make a whole lot of difference.
I
think it's just a matter of not having seen it from the
other end [conventional development practices].
I enjoy
doing it, it's less a job than it is a labor of love.
Otherwise, I'd have gone out and got a legitimate job years
ago.
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EXHIBIT N
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 12
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
I would say largely it's the same as your definition [refers
to interviewer's introductory definition], except that I
would perhaps see it as being a little more rigidly defined.
What we would like to do with the product, before we come
out with a prototype, and then seeing the program evolve
from there as a series of bug fixes and enhancements.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would say those products that were prototyped too quickly
respond to a user's need for a particular communications
function, which is essentially what we do, we do communica¬
tions software.
Usually this will result in, very often, in
rewrites of other software packages to bring about these new
software packages.
In fact, that's how about three of our
packages came to exist: they developed from other functions.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
At this time,

no,

I can't

[answer the question].

Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Because in delivering a prototype to our user, the user
should inherently have less expectation of the final perfor¬
mance of the product at that point, since he or she is more
involved in correcting its function or enhancing it, and
pushing its development in certain direction, that their
expectations for the long-term end-of-product is diminished
and that allows us to create a product more quickly and get
it out in the marketplace and then concentrate on pushing
the product.
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
In the short term, I would say that's definitely true [pro¬
totyped system can be developed at less cost].
I'm not
aware of any long term effects that that [prototyping] might
have.
[Interviewer probes for reasons for short-term bene¬
fits of prototyping:]
Because we can produce a product very
quickly, and start deriving income from it.
On the long
term, depending on how the product sells, it may or may not
be of more benefit to us, in that it may wind up taking a
significant portion of our development time and diverting us
from other projects.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Whv?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I would think that prototyping is a better way [to elicit
user's needs] because it allows the user to literally get in
on the ground floor of the system with its developers.
I
see traditional design and analysis being a more removed
process.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think it [the prototype] should include the computations
because in order to get accurate feedback from your users I
think it is better to have something more accurate for them
to give you feedback on.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
Usually through use of optimization packages to take the
code that was originally inefficient and compact it down in
terms of size and executional speed.
Obviously, there are
some things that [you] can't optimize with regard to the
actual process that the program executes and in those areas,
that will require some code rewrites, but by and large, I
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would say, those elements of the prototype that are going to
appear in the production system are coded well enough that
they should not have to be written to such an extent that
they have to be discarded.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
That's difficult to say because we've been using, effec¬
tively, one set of compilers and languages for at least as
long as I've been here... [tools used are treated as a given
by respondent].
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Not asked.]
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
I'd like to see from time to time, we do have some tools that
allow you to analyze the structure of programs.
I would like to
see some more accuracy out of [these programs]; they often
indicate too much and it's usually off on a tangent somewhere.
So it really gives misleading results.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
It [prototyping] allows... programs to develop haphazardly,
at least from my experience.
Very often you get caught in a
trap of developing a routine to do something specific on one
package, and then when you decide that you'd like to port it
over to another package, it has already been written with
its hooks into the other package so rigidly that you vir¬
tually have to rewrite it to extend that function to some¬
thing else, instead of making something more [unintel¬
ligible] available, it's more of a private function, and
that disturbs us.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I'd say no, because the prototype is really essential in
getting from your initial concept to some piece of work in
code that you can get out into the field.
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rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Whv did vou
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because it started out as being an effort to bring a certain
degree of teller automation to banks.
We also wanted to
give it enough expandability both to keep in touch with our
competition and to provide tellers with the tools they need
to get things done appropriately.
And an expandable proto¬
type really allows [one] to address those needs as they
occur, whereas a fixed design and analysis, I feel, tends to
limit our options.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
I feel less anxious about it because there is less short¬
term expectation of what the product is supposed to perform.
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I would probably say less often as I find myself much more
responsive to what a client is telling me with regard to
what a package should or should not do rather than going
into a particular and saying 'Well, this looks like this is
what you should do'.
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I feel that they [users]
their own.

do bring up sufficient options on

I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
[No additional comments provided.]
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EXHIBIT 0
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 13
Would you now share with ine vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
There are two types of prototyping.
There's prototyping
that's for the purposes of evolving a system.
Then there's
prototyping for the purposes of emulating an existing system
on better equipment.
Both fall into the prototyping cate¬
gory for a variety of reasons, but the evolutionary one fits
your [interviewer's] definition perfectly.
The emulative
one is more common for companies of my type, in that we'll
go into a situation and emulate, whether it's a manual
system that exists right now or some offshoot of a mainframe
or a micro-based system, also for the purposes of evolving.
And I think the evolutionary process, when designed in
general is effective if the intent is true evolution; that's
what I would define as the basis of prototyping.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Other than end-user involvement... Having a strong tool set
that allows for rapid prototyping.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
Generally, they are... existing systems that people
attempted to generalize for use in a wider variety of areas,
but never really met the characteristics needed for the wide
variety of businesses that use them, which has got to be 90%
of the applications out there...
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
The key is, if the prototype provides something that is
immediately useful, then you can evolve from that point.
If
the prototype provides absolutely nothing that is useful...
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
If you take a look at the heavy initial investment we did in
tools for prototyping, we probably have spent somewhere
between $250,000 and $500,000 on those tools that we devel¬
oped.
And therefore, the first [application] system we
produced probably came in over budget at about 150%.
So,
putting it that way, I'd say [prototyped systems are devel¬
oped] at not necessarily at less cost, but, on the other
hand, future systems that we do are coming in way under
[cost].
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Programmers for the most part find it very, very hard to use
flowcharting.
I don't think I'm different than anybody
else, flowcharting is [cumbersome, not liked].
Flowcharting
is usually done after the fact, not before the fact.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
Absolutely, include as much as you can [computations] in the
prototype.
You have to make a system marginally useful, or
you're wasting your time... A prototype is not complete
until it's a marginal[ly useful system]...
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
For most people, that's true [executional efficiency prob¬
lems].
That's what makes us what we consider unusual or
very good.
[Interviewer probes reasoning behind this state¬
ment:]
We can walk over other people in certain proposals
in certain vertical markets just because of the skills we
have developed [in dealing with executional efficiency].
We
believe that makes us unique, and that's the kind of atti¬
tude that we have to have to be a small company and stay in
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business over the long run, is to believe that we're
actually better anybody else.
[Interviewer probes for an
explanation of these skills:] There's no such thing as true
executional efficiency.
You always give that up, there's
always a trade-off between building something and having...
Simon once wrote... that there are two issues with respect
to systems design.
One is efficiency and the other is
effectiveness.
You make trade-offs between the two, between
efficiency and effectiveness, and we have obviously made
those trade-offs.
We think it is more important for a
system to be effective than 100% efficient.
And the way
that's measured is: if in fact the issue of efficiency is
computing power, the speed of most machines today are such
that screens are returned almost instantaneously regardless
of how silly a job one does in the efficiency area.
If in
fact a database appears to be updating instantaneously and
the screens appear to be returned near instantaneously, then
in effect you have an effective system.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
Everybody takes risks - it's a risk... I guess there were
two or three [reasons to choose a prototyping tool].
One is
the skill of the players.
Two is the amount of entre¬
preneurial money or venture capital that was put into it,
and it was a good mix of both in a lot of it.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
I suppose them [Progress,
going defunct.

respondent's prototyping tool]

What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Other than some inherent problems or inefficiencies in the
[Progress, respondent's prototyping tool] language, that
they can clean up, the major issue for us in terms of deal¬
ing with them [Progress Software Corp.] is to have... they
have coined a new term called 'federated databases'.
We
need to see that.
We need to see better inline subroutine
calls.
We need to inline subroutine calls period to reduce
the amount of code...
What shortcomings do vou see in the prototyping method?
In cases where we don't think we can prototype, we turn down
the work, so we lose work.
I mean, it actually costs us
money because we require that our clients work with us in
the way we want to work.
In fact, I have turned down
incredible amounts of work...
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This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business f particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
The developer becomes the end user and then is treated as
the end user.
[Interviewer probes to see if experience can
substitute:]
The answer is yes, for a good portion of the
development work, he [the experienced developer] can in
fact, if his relationship with the client is such that they
trust that he knows what he's doing... [Further probing:] He
could probably get 75%, maybe 80% of the work...
TAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Whv did vou
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Size of vertical market and the willingness of the funding
source to act as as beta test and to work with us during the
prototype phase.
We turned out marginally useful code
initially real quick [sic], and then they just helped us
refine it.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
We feel very good.
We don't feel the..., some of my people
feel the anxiety, but I don't feel the anxiety at all, of
going into new projects.
I love going into new projects.
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Not transcribed.]
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Transcribed toward beginning of interview:] Well, don’t
forget there was no reason for prototyping up until the mid70's, perhaps, because there was...
First of all, computer
time was expensive.
Second of all, everything was batch
[processing], in fact, everything was batch up until the
early 80's if you really look at it.
How can you prototype
in situations like that?
And thirdly, there were no intel¬
ligent users of computer systems.
Everybody was a non-intelligent user, which is very rote, clerical.
So, how can
you prototype?
[In response to request for additional com¬
mentary:]
There is hidden rigidity [in prototyping] that
you’re probably not aware of.
There's more rigidity than
meets the eye.
Prototyping design requires a database
design, and it's database design that drives the process,
not the prototyping...
[Detailed example given]...
There
is a certain amount of prototyping rigidity that consultants
don't understand because they don't do the real work.
And,
that is the true basis for our prototyping... It's not dia¬
gramming as we used to know it, it's prototyping as we now
know it... There is a methodology that no one is aware of...
but there is an inherent methodology in it.
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EXHIBIT P
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 14
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
I find a lot in what you described [refers to interviewer's
introductory definition].
Customers are traditionally
people that are not MIS professionals.
So, none of the
traditional buzzwords or terminology of the computer
industry helps us.
Most cannot also diagram easily what
things will be like.
So, I deliver as soon as possible a
prototype that allows the end user, the customer, to, number
one, feel that I have an idea of what they really want.
Number two, it's real work, I consider... I don't throw away
prototypes because of the tool that I use... I deliver... I
show it to them, I don't actually deliver, it doesn't
actually go in hand.
I expect there to be plenty of... it's
used as a communications tool, as the process starts, so
that's why I like it.
I'm not coming up with a good defini¬
tion, I suppose, but in that we can find one.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Interactive versus batch.
The user interface was important
because the operator may not be the one who helped design
it.
And the application itself is considered very unusual.
So, we're not mimicking a manual system.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
The only one I think of that really didn't go well was...
the president of the organization wanted it done, but the
people who would actually run it did not want it.
So userinvolvement was a detriment to being successful
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general,_do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Only slightly less... You must coordinate additional visits.
It also means that a lot of the creativity that goes into
computer systems happens along the way.^ The positive of it
is that it lets me run two or three projects at one time,
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but the calendar difference means it takes longer, in fact
for me it takes longer to deliver something, because it
might take me... But, that's because I have several projects
going at once.
But it's not because of the prototyping,
it's a matter of doing business.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Yes, because as a business I apply a surcharge to systems
that need to be spec'd [have specifications written] before
they're started, because I'm taking a lot of risk at that
time.
And, I expect the customer to change their mind,
because, just from experience... They [customers] will
change their mind and to minimize friction along the way I
put in a fudge factor.
So, in effect, it costs them more to
not pay attention to the fact that when I tell them ahead of
time that they're better off paying as they go with close
scrutiny of what I'm doing.
Prototyping lets them see what
I'm doing along the way, so that they don't have to be
afraid of it running away from them.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I could see some fear, but you must have more focus than an
analyst.
You must have better people skills during proto¬
typing, because there's a tendency for an end user to see
some work done and be afraid to tell you they don't like.
It's easier to dislike something that's intangible, at the
moment it's a diagram, it's something on paper, than 'Here's
what I brought, is it what you wanted?' type of attitude.
So I think you can be more of a consultant and be able to
say, set it up such that they [clients] know that if they
don't like it, then that's fine, that part of the exercise
is to find out the 'nots' as well as the 'likes'.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
When I was in the sales business, we used to construct dum¬
mies that looked like the system because the end user, not
being MIS, needed something to feel like we understood.
So
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those early systems would usually not have real calculations
in them.
And, in fact, I would often bring the printouts of
a terminal session with me, because sometimes the system
would not actually be running or actually, in the 70's, the
end user would be fascinated with the terminal and not what
it was printing.
So would actually just bring paper and
show them, and in effect it was a prototype.
And it also
kept them from, of course, entering their input and expect¬
ing to get their correct output.
Now, with the new tool
that I have, I can put a lot of the computations in the
system as I design it, and in fact computations are an
English-like language so that the end user can often verify
the computations as I go along.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production system],
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
We now have a tool in which we build a prototype and don't
have to throw it away and we know it's not as efficient as a
recoded one, especially in a computer language.
However, at
any time the user is likely to ask for changes, and if it
was in a more efficient system all of a sudden the very
efficiency would hurt any changes, ability to make
changes...
[If necessary for executional efficiency] there
are layers of techniques we can apply to make it a little
more efficient, but at the present time with microcomputers
we use a hardware solution - fast processors.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
We've met with the new owners [of prototyping tool,
Revelation] a number of times.
They're in Boston [close to
respondent's location] and New York.
We're small enough of
a team to switch to a new product if we need to, but it
would be painful.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
I think it's... you get very spoiled by a development tool.
Its quirks, you get comfortable with the quirks, so you
don't mind... It would be hard for me to find another envi¬
ronment in which the data is stored in variable length and
each field can actually store a number of occurrences...
We
would probably move to Pick [Operating System], a true mul¬
ti-user operating system available, of course, on micros and
minis rather than try another micro product.
[Interviewer
probes as to what features would cause respondent to leave
his prototyping tool:] A question like that means you have
to talk about business, the ability to write good program¬
ming is only a portion of what we do, we run a business.
We
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like the ability that we are knowledge engineers, so to
speak, of this.
We are teachers, we have an audience for
insights in the package.
So, one of the things [that would
cause respondent to leave his prototyping tool] is, it would
be something new, something that allowed us to build appli¬
cations quickly, hopefully variable length.
And, the com¬
pany coming in would have to have a very strong commitment
to supporting small development companies like us.
That's
one of the biggest... I would say that the Cosmos company
that makes Revelation [the respondent's prototyping tool]
has not been able to support its developers very well,
partly because of their size.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
In this particular package [Revelation], I need a better
non-procedural report writer, a much better one...
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
Of course there's always... if you go the wrong direction,
there is the obvious loss to time it took to get to that
direction, and to discard it, weighed with... But at least
it's a visual representation of what a customer would get, I
don't feel that the traditional specs [specifications], they
[the specifications] still allow you to go in the wrong
direction, and you don't find out 'till you're almost done
that something's wrong.
But, the biggest problem is the
perceived loss [of time].
Number two, it takes more expe¬
rience, I think.
You must be very facile in the language to
be able to prototype.
And you can prototype with this tool
[Revelation] in front of the customer.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Well, there's nothing like showing, being able to actually
show another system with a lot of similarity.
So, if some¬
thing is already built that is similar, that can be used
very efficiently, effectively in lieu of prototyping.
I
would do that myself... [Interviewer probes for areas in
which prior experience cannot substitute for prototyping:]
Where the application is unusual versus unique.
Almost
every application is unique, but being unusual means combin¬
ing aspects of modules of an application in ways that don't
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seem to be done in that kind of department, or it's just
that that department does something unlike anything else in
the developer's background or in general business.
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did vou
consciously choose to prototype this project?
[I chose to prototype this project] because that's the way I
do things.
Besides which, it is a project in which there
are not specs [specifications].
There's an existing system
that they are very unhappy with.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
I feel I'm getting good at this.
You're right, there is
anxiety all the time.
If it's fixed price, the anxiety is
higher, because I'm taking on all the risk of not under¬
standing what they really want.
So, if I had a traditional
approach, they would be paying for my specs [specifica¬
tions] , they would sign off on the specs and then my anxiety
about going the wrong direction would be a profession feel¬
ing that 'Gee, we didn't get to it? now we have to re-negotiate' and restart from some point, but not as much as I
have to bear the entire risk.
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
It's all over the map... [When clients desire changes] I
don't get the feeling of anxiety or finger-pointing or any¬
thing.
I was able to convince them that their money was
well spent even though it wasn't right, because it is some¬
thing that is so intangible that they've learned something
in it all.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
[Interviewer queries a 90-day warranty on a sample proposal
that respondent has provided:] I think so [that prototyping
permits this long a warranty to be provided].
Warranties go
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into how you run a business and the psychology of every¬
thing.
It's partly just... I do expect them [clients] to
have some changes.
I don't warranty performance, I warranty
bugs, so to speak, implementation [errors].
This is a fixed
price [contract] so I don't want to deliver something, and a
week later they find something's wrong, and I don't want to
turn around and tell them 'Oh, that's a bug, but it will
cost you to get it fixed'.
I don't like wielding that
weapon on a customer, especially a place where I will have
repeat business.
So I traditionally offer at least a 30-day
warranty.
For comfort purposes, this one became a 90[-day
warranty].
But I don't expect it to be exercised much at
all.
I do expect some, because anything that is complicated
is going to have errors in it, little errors.
And I guess I
wouldn't put it heavily on the fact that I am prototyping.
We won't be off track by the end.
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EXHIBIT Q
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 15
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
You describe it very well [refers to interviewer’s intro¬
ductory definition].
I know about prototyping from
Electrical Engineering, which the only one that I know of to
build something that works.
I felt your definition was very
good in that respect.
[Goes on to give a detailed example.]
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I think the main common factor is systems that require an
extensive amount of user input.
Prototyping probably would
not be too terribly successful for device drivers or highly
internal sections of code.
But, it's that user interface
that's so important and that where 90% of the input comes
from, [it] deals with user interface.
It may go further
[unintelligible]...
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
I don't think I could answer that [in that respondent has
had no unsuccessful prototyping experiences].
I could
guess, but it wouldn't be very [unintelligible]...
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
I think the key element... that I as the developer don't
have to learn the user's job.
I developed some other things
[systems] without prototyping, and I've spent almost as much
time learning what the user was doing as I did developing
the system.
And, all that learning time is up front, before
anything comes out of development.
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Again, back to the same thing [refer to response to time
question].
If you spend less time learning the user's job,
again, to me that's not productive time, but it's time that
costs you and sometimes it's quite expensive.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Again, it comes down to the user interface.
The main com¬
plaint of the second system that was developed [refers to a
non-prototyped system] is that the user interface is so
complex that the only person who's really going to be able
to use it is the guy who developed it.
Whereas in my system
that I developed [refers to a comparable system that was
prototyped] the user interface was the result of a lot of
feedback from the users.
It's more attuned to what the
users are looking for.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think prototyping really gets them [user needs] out, but
it's not, it doesn't happen on the first iteration of the
program.
Sometimes the needs of the user don't come out
until well into the project.
In that respect, it [develop¬
ment] requires good design techniques in order to be able to
incorporate those into your program...
You have to have
been able to have written a program that's flexible enough
to handle those things [changes in user requests].
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I'm very conservative, I go right down the middle of the
road... If everything is dummied out [i.e., a simulation
approach], you end up with a dummy program, that really
doesn't tell you as much as you need.
But, there are places
where you can't design it until you've gotten a little bit
of feedback from the users, of what they're looking for.
[Interviewer probes: does respondent mean stubbing?:]
Right
[as opposed to pure simulation].
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Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
If I went back and coded this [prototyped product] for total
efficiency, I might be able to gain... 10% [performance
improvement], but not much more.
The program is very modu¬
lar, it's written in C, it's very modular.
The largest
routine I've got is maybe eight or ten pages of source code,
with over 300 separate, distinct modules.
Admittedly, I
could go in and rewrite it, but at any point where I see
[that] something's inefficient, it's usually... a single
module... maybe three to five pages of source [code], and
it's relatively easy to clean it up at any point in the
development.
There are between 5% and 10% of the routines
which I have done that to, after we've nailed down exactly
what we've got and we're happy with it.
I'll go back to it
and just simply sit down and go line by line and say 'Did I
make mistakes?
Did I do this the best way possible?'.
Clean it up and make it faster.
So in my opinion... it's
easier to go back and clean up the weak areas rather than
just starting from scratch.
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
IBM is the only company I know of that I would have to say
is stable.
DEC might be stable.
No one else is...
So, I
tend not to depend on any one company or any company's
tools.
In that respect, if the company offers source code
with their product, and I'm heavily involved with it, I'll
buy the source code, just on the presumption that a yearand-a-half from now I'll find out a horrendous bug has
showed up at the worst possible time that, even if they're
[the tool-supplying company] are gone, there's hope to fix
it.
I try not to depend on any one tool or any one company,
but I'd be very surprised if IBM disappeared.
What would it take to cause vou to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Not transcribed.]
What features would vou desire in a prototyping tool tha.t
are not currently available?
It's currently available, but it's lacking, and that's docu¬
mentation.
Documentation has been a sore spot in the com¬
puter industry since approximately 1940.
The biggest
problem I face is that I know there's an answer but finding
that answer sometimes takes me an awfully long time... Docu¬
mentation, I think, is the single thing that I'd like to see
improved.
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What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
The biggest shortcoming is the elimination of the personal
factor, and that is that you're dealing with a user com¬
munity... You've got to filter out what this guy [user]
personally wants versus what the user community wants as a
whole.
His personal desires are usually not the personal
desires of everyone else...
When a person comes to me and
says they want something, I usually task that person with
selling it to everyone else in the user community...
I'd
say that half the time they do that and the other half the
time they realize that here was just something they wanted
that was nice for them but not for anyone else...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
...The technique of prototyping has allowed us to actually
produce a marketable product far sooner than we would have
before.
And, in marketing that product, we've generated an
income which has paid for the development...
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I think that the degree that that experience would substi¬
tute is that he [the developer] can make himself another
user.
And I don't think that his input should have any more
weight than any other given user of the system...
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

I wasn't happy with what had been done in the past [refers
to previous version of system], specifically in this
[respondent's client] company.
This company has been noted
to produce products where the result of the product was
outstanding, best in the industry...
What we havenjt been
noted for, and have been faulted severely, is user interface
and functionality.
And I wanted to try and correct that
problem of building a user interface that users were happy
with, not something that they tolerated yet detested because
it was just so hard to use.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
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All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
I tend toward the less anxious.
Again, I feel I've gotten
more control over the project because I don't have prede¬
fined, inflexible set of rules to develop by.
Nothing's
worse than you have to do a project and find out that ori¬
ginal definition was wrong, but it's cast in stone and you
can't get it fixed.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
Let's not use [the word] 'leadership', let's use 'coor¬
dinating'.
I do tend to coordinate.
We have two groups of
clients, we have in-house clients and we have external...
[External clients] give us less feedback that our in-house
[clients], which consists of our sales consultants and our
project staff.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
Our users are fairly aggressive and generally are not hesi¬
tant to come up with new ideas.
I come up with ideas myself
and I'll take the user role there and go to one or two of
them and I'll say 'How can such-and-such be of any value to
you?'.
Fortunately for me, most of the time they say 'Yes,
that would be a good idea'; every once in a while, they'll
say 'No, that would be worthless, why do that?'.
[Inter¬
viewer probes for balance between developer and client pre¬
senting systems options;]
It is, at this point it's well
balanced and [unintelligible]...
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
[Interviewer probes on relationship of prototyping and
financial operations of the consulting business;] ...I could
see that, yes, that would be a very valid point.
I'll keep
that in mind when I do another project somewhere else.
Because there certainly is, you're right, there certainly is
a very visible flag waving that says 'This guy's [developer]
done something for you'...
[Interviewer invites other com¬
ments;] As I mentioned before, I liked what happened, I
liked the way it went [refers to prototyping project].
Certainly, I would not hesitate in the slightest to do it
[prototyping] again.
I've found in the past, when devel¬
opers were isolated from the problem, which is the user's
really, they don't produce what the user really wanted.
It's virtually impossible for that user to communicate to a
programming staff or a technical staff what he really wants.
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He can describe it but often times that programming staff
doesn't really understand it, but will politely nod their
head 'yes' and go off and do their own thing.
[This
results] in a program that's usable by the programmer but
not usuable by anyone else... [When I work with users] the
users are really developing this program, all I'm doing it
taking their thoughts and putting them into something that
controls the computer...
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EXHIBIT R
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 16
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
We've got a project going now that I would use as the best
definition I've got? we don't always do it that way.
The
programmer brought in the opening menues to the system.
He
had not done an extremely detailed analysis of the system,
but we had interviewed them on a number of occasions, and
the programmer had been there.
And, he had met with them on
his own a few times and gotten to them on the phone a few
times and had a pretty good idea of what they wanted.
And,
he brought in for them the first three or four screens and
showed a few of the lookup capacity... and we got a lot of
feedback and spent about an hour-and-a-half showing it to
the users and got an enthusiastic response from them and
also some requests for changes and he felt at that point
secure in finishing the project, which is what he's doing
now.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine anv common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Reduction in training time.
Not invariable, but I would say
a reduction in programming time.
And, I think it's the only
way that the user can get the little whistle and bell that
they're looking for... So, I would say a higher degree of
user-friendliness, letting the user define that friendli¬
ness, which is the valid definition of it, there is not
objective [standards of user-friendliness].
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter~
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
We had a major disaster that we had to eat a lot of expenses
on.
It had to do with the client being a real hard nose
guy, the first programmer being a disaster, the second pro¬
grammer moving back to California, the third programmer
being a disaster, the fourth programmer being good but
expensive.
Now, I wouldn't fault prototyping, but the
client brought up major problems long after he had had the
program in use, long after.
And, insisted that we fix it
for free, months after.
So, you could say that he had all
the opportunity, early so say [that he didn't like the
system], and he didn't.
So, it's not a foolproof method by
any means...
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
If you mean successfully delivered, I would say yes.
[Interviewer probes:] Because clients don't know what they
want, and they won't know what they want until they've had a
chance to see it.
Major issues came forward in that hourand-a-half that we sat with the users [refers to specific
prototyping experience previously discussed], major issues
that they hadn't brought up before, and probably could not
have brought up.
They just didn't think of it.
So I would
say yes.
If you have a demanding client, definitely.
If
you have a client who will receive whatever we give them,
that's a luxury we don't often have.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
I think it [prototyping] can reduce overall cost, I'm just
trying to figure out if it will reduce our cost.
It can,
it's not invariable.
I would say that there is that pos¬
sibility... [Interviewer probes:]
The majority of clients
seem to win their arguments with us when they ask us to take
what seems to be finished product back in the shop and
spruce it up...
And I'm thinking of one program now that
was delivered, paid for and which we hope to resell, but
which the client really hasn't been using, they paid well
over $2000 for a database, a particular kind of database,
they haven't used it.
And, the programmer is in California
now.
And he said, yes, he would do some changes for us, but
it's very iffy, and we don't know.
He can send disks back
and if it's no good then... If all that [proper needs anal¬
ysis] had been done at the time, if we had forced the
client... if that had happened, it all would have been taken
care of up-front.
And now, it's getting a little dusty, and
we've got to shake the dust off, and we've got re-educate
ourself on how it works, and the programmer has to remember
how it did the code, and the client has to remember, 'Why
did I ask for this?'... It just gets old.
And that's one
specific instance that comes to mind.
In general. do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
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Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I don't think it's [prototyping] a substitute for flow¬
charting, we flowchart...
What tends to happen is we get a
meeting [with clients], and then we call them [clients] on
the phone twice.
And then we produce specs [specifica¬
tions] ; usually, we haven't been paid for them [the specifi¬
cations],
We're trying to be careful, but we're not going
to stay up till midnight on a job we don't have yet.
We try
to make it [the specifications] look as good as we can.
I
think that that's just the beginning, I don't know how you
would get around that.
We're not sending in a prototype
version that is just the initial menu.
So, it's got to be
more than that, so I don't know how you get away from the
flowchart.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think it should [include computations in prototype].
I
think it largely gets by without the computations, but that's
the sophistication of the user.
See, a lot of our users are
small businesses and they're not sophisticated.
If you're
talking [to sophisticated users]... I would expect you'd
have to include the calculations... We have [done simulation
prototypes].
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
[Respondent claims he is not qualified to answer question.]
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
Word of mouth.
A lot of it is just a feeling in the gut,
you call their 800-number a few times and see if you can get
them to talk to you.
Quality of promotional literature...
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
We got somebody in here persuasive who was working for us.
I would drop R:base [current prototyping tool] like a hot
potato.
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What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
[Indicated need for a simulation tool;
Bricklin's Demo Program.]

will be examining Dan

What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
If you're [the developer] not really going to listen then
you're not going to hear what the client says, and it's not
going to help.
It would be real easy to bully them, and
throw jargon at them, [saying] 'This is how it has to be'.
As opposed to the kind who could say 'This is completely a
plastic environment and it can go anywhere and I can throw
this is in the trash can right now if that's what you
say'... I don't know if it's the [prototyping] approach
itself, but as with any tool, it it's not used right, it can
just confirm what you already want to do...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Response in a different section of interview:] See, we're
on a flat rate [for the particular project being discussed].
All this is [irrelevant] if they're [clients] going to pay
you [developer] for your hours every time you turn on your
machine, but it wasn't, we had to bid it on a flat basis.
We told them hours, but once you say 100 hours for this and
50 hours for that, then they say 'That 150 hours and that's
how much we are paying you'.
Even if takes us [developers]
four years, that's how much... they use it as a bargaining
tool.
So, I think it [prototyping] helped us meet the time
we had budgeted to us... If we're throwing in the satisfied
customer at the end, I would say without the prototype it
might have been different story.
It definitely could have
more [cost] without the prototype, it definitely could have.
Because these people weren't going to accept just anything:
it was going to work the way they wanted it to, or they
weren't going to be happy, and I'm sure they would have sent
us back and said 'Look, we're paying you good money, you
have to fix 9/10ths of what we're asking you to for free'.
In which case, we would have eaten that cost.
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Not at all, zero.
[Interviewer probes:] Each job is really
distinctive.
To say you could substitute it [previous
experience for prototyping], it's just a one way channel,
that's handing down technology to the masses, and it doesn t
work that way.
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rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:1
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did vou

The client, the main user, is on her first job,
school, and she doesn't know... what she wants,
very excited about getting it.

fresh out of
but she is

When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
The anxiety comes after the prototype, because you're never
sure you got it... It's a field prone to anxiety, very
prone.
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I would say less [leadership is required].
I thought that
was the idea, to let the user take more of a leadership
role....
In general, when prototyping, do users want vou to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I think it's healthy, because it's trend toward group parti¬
cipation and a little more democracy in what has been an
ivory tower sort-of activity.
And ivory towers usually
deserve to be pulled down, and certainly this one does.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that vou would like to share with me.
I think it's nice that academia is getting a little bit
closer to the reality of the situation.
So far, academia's
typical role in terms of spinning off products and ideas
that the rest of the world will take and try to make money
on.
That's fine, I think that's the main job of a univer¬
sity in any situation.
But I think it's also useful to take
a look a little bit closer at how the industry, how the
business is pursuing [its objectives]...
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EXHIBIT S
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 17
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
I liked your definition [refers to interviewer's introduc¬
tory definition].
Basically, the work that I have been
doing in Progress [respondent's prototyping tool], which is
the work I've been doing in prototyping, always I sell it as
'OK, we'll start off with something small that will meet
your most immediate need? don't expect it to be the final
version.
We will deliver it to you for X amount of dollars
in so many weeks, and I want you to start using it and tell
me what you think'.
You see, I use it as sort-of a selling
point.
If you're [the client] happy with it, well then we
can go on to step two, we can decide what your next imme¬
diate need is, and while we're refining the first one, we'll
blend the second one in, and keep going until they say
'Enough', until they're fully happy or decide that they've
paid as much money as they can afford, or whatever.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine anv common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would consider them all [his prototyped projects] success¬
ful and that's because the client was totally involved the
whole way, from the beginning to the end.
I basically did
what the client wanted and they were reviewing on a regular
basis, so they never really got too far out of what they
wanted.
As soon as I began to stray from what they wanted,
we talked about it and decided on a course of action.
So, I
would say client involvement is the most important aspect.
[See also comments in response to time question.]
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well._Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
I don't really have that much experience with things that
were unsuccessful.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.—Here,,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.-In general,—do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?

Why?
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Yes, but, the reason that it’s 'yes, but' is that you're
delivering something from day one that everyone understands
is a prototype.
If you're talking about final delivery,
when you stop work, I would say calendar time, it's much
faster doing the traditional design and build... The fact is
that prototyping is an iterative process, and those itera¬
tions have a lot of redundancy built into them, which is, I
think, a positive thing because it increases client [in¬
volvement] ... from my point of view, my measurement of suc¬
cess is whether the client is using, whether the client is
happy.
And, to me, the way you do that is involve them, if
you want a successful project you have to involve them.
You
don't have to, but it sure helps to involve them every step
of the way in order to give them a feeling of ownership,
giving them a feeling [of] investment, and once they feel
that they own it and they've invested in it, and money won't
do it.
You can ask a client for money and he still won't
have a feeling of investment... to me, it's the time and the
sweat and the iterative process that's so necessary for a
successful project.
In general, do vou think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
It did occur to me that there is a difference here, and the
work I have done in prototyping has always been for one
client and the idea was that... we would eventually turn
this into a product that we'll market, an off-the-shelf
package.
But we really haven't done that yet, we've just
been too busy doing one client at a time, and prototyping
for that one client.
And that makes a big difference,
because the kind of thing that you design and build [using
conventional development methods], you probably design it
with the idea of many clients, at least you should..., and
then you sell it many times.
And so when you get to costs,
I would say that the cost is decreased if you're looking at
the one client, because you're giving that client exactly
what they want, at least I do, with very little regard for
the generality and therefore you don't get into a lot of
issues where you're making your job difficult because you're
trying to build in generalities.
My feeling is, the client
is paying for it, you give him exactly what he wants, and
don't spend your time building in generalities.
Do that on
your own time later.
And, I have never gotten to that stage
yet.
In general. do vou think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?—Why?
I've got two answers.
One is on an individual basis, proto¬
typing something for one client, he's going to get better
quality because it's going to be exactly what he wants and
needs.
If you are developing something for off-the-shelf
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packaging... you're going to get a better product by sitting
down at the beginning, doing your homework, figuring out
exactly what everything should do, and design it properly
and do it right.
And I think you're going to end up with a
better quality product overall that way.
It's good for a
mass market type product.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Prototyping, because you are getting a lot more client
interaction, in my opinion... I think that that doesn't have
to be so.
Obviously, if you're going to design and build
[conventional development methods], which to me is the oppo¬
site [of prototyping]..., there is no question that you
interview a lot of clients, get a lot of client interaction,
as much as you do with prototyping, but the difference is
that the client doesn't necessarily talk your language when
you're sitting there up-front waving your hands and describ¬
ing something.
You have a picture of what you're talking
about and they [clients] could have a very different pic¬
ture, but if you have a prototype where you can sit there
with him [the client] and show him what you've done and he
can play with it, now he sees what you're talking about and
you hear what he's talking about much better with the actual
thing there and being played with.
And that's why I con¬
sider the user-involvement of a much higher quality and what
not.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
[Favors including computations in prototype.]
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionally inefficient,_and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I disagree with that [recoding for executional efficiency]
for two reasons.
One is with modern tools, that's not near¬
ly as true as it used to be.
And, number two, even if it is
less efficient than it could be if it were programmed in a
lower level language, in this day and age, that's stupid,
that the cost of people relative to the cost of the MIPS
[millions of instructions per second] is way out of whack...
now, MIPS are cheap and people are expensive, and it's not
worth your while.
If it's sluggish, they buy a bigger com¬
puter, but don't spend millions on rewriting the code into
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some lower level language that's not easily maintained and
what not.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
...The reasons why I judge it is one of the founders [of
the firm producing respondent's prototyping tool] was my
roommate and I know them.
They have two senior vice presi¬
dents, and they were both roommates of my mine as some
point, we went to school together, college buddies and I've
got very high regard for both of them.
I've also done some
consulting for them and gotten to know quite a few people
inside [the firm] and have been impressed with a lot of
people I've met.
So, basically, I've been not only with the
product but also the people, the key people in the company.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Three things.
One is if a client really wants it in another
language [primarily refers to tools, not third generation
languages], we'll put it in whatever language the client
wants.
And, in our case that very well could happen.
The
second thing is money, that [moving to a multi-user version
of prototyping tool, Progress, could be tool expensive for
the consulting firm]... The third reasons is that, in my
business, we deal primarily with Fortune-500 companies and
most of our clients have large [DEC] VAXs, large IBM main¬
frames and several of them have Crays [supercomputers].
And, Progress [respondent's prototyping tool] will run on
the VAXs [but not on other mainframes]...
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
There is not much that Progress [respondent's prototyping
tool] doesn't have that I would desire.
In fact, there are
some features that if I were rational I would desire, but
I'm not rational about it.
For example, they [Progress
Software Corporation] are developing an applications gener¬
ator system, which is actually pretty spiffy.
The one thing
I would like to see them do that they aren't currently plan¬
ning. .. it [the applications generator] is taking all the
challenge out of programming, and that saddened me.
And
I've read... that a lot of programmers had the same reac¬
tion, even though they admit that it will generate better,
cleaner code and bug-free because all the modules are
already there and you just put it together, people like me
still like to program.
...I don't really desire it, even
though I appreciate it, I think it's probably good and I
should use it anyway despite the fact that I really don't
like it.
Now, the other thing that I really need, and this
is not so much having anything to do with prototyping, is
just has to do with the business that I'm in, a lot of our
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clients really want a true distributed database system, and
we're talking about a true one, everyone's advertising them
now but nobody's got one... and that would help us immense¬
ly, but that's got nothing to do with prototyping.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
The major shortcoming I see is, and I don't know whether
this is prototyping or this is Progress [respondent's proto¬
typing tool], but I suspect it's both, I suspect it's proto¬
typing and it's exacerbated by Progress, and that is...
Progress does an awful lot for you, and as a result when you
put in a few lines of code, it does incredible amount of
things for you.
And, if you're totally on top of it, it's
what you want, but because it's doing so much for you that
you forget that by changing... by adding [a few] lines of
code, you've now changed the scope of a transaction, or
you've changed the scope of a record, or something like
that.
And, once you do that, all hell can break loose, so
there's a lot of side effects, is what I'm trying to say...
So, to me the problem is that you develop some system that
works and tried it out and everything seems fine, but
there's a lot of hidden things because you never tried out.
And, there are lot of side effects, particularly in
Progress, but I think in most modern languages have that.
That's where modern 4GLs [fourth generation languages] are
going to: where one simple statement does an awful lot for
you.
And, trying to control all aspects of it.
Very few
people in this world, I think, know how to control all the
aspects of Progress...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
Prototyping is how we do our business.
We have a product in
mind that we expect to make us all very wealthy.
One way of
developing that, because it's going to be two or three years
in development, is to go out and get venture capital and
give away a large part of your company or what have you.
But, instead we chose the route of prototyping for each
individual client to develop this big product, we'll put all
the pieces together to develop this big product.
Without
the prototyping methodology, we couldn't do that.
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
In my own experience, I've known something cold, absolutely
cold, it's much better for me to just sit down and write the
thing and not worry about the prototype because I know all
the issues that are going to come up and I know how I'm
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going to solve them.
And so that is better, I would say,
than prototyping.
I would say that you get a better product
faster, cheaper and everything if you have someone who's
good, who's really experienced in that area...
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience;! Why did vou
consciously choose to prototype this project?
[I choose to prototype this project] because this one... is
putting together all kinds of data that no one put together
before.
We really didn't know how to proceed but we decided
we'd start with the most important data, it was the data we
needed for our simulation model [to be used by modeling
software, not for a simulation approach to prototyping] and
then just go from there and just expand and expand and
expand, all the time keeping extremely user-friendly and
extremely professional, just the appearance of it.
When vou are involved in prototyping, how do vou approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do vou feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do vou find vou must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I think it's the same both ways.
I mean, you have to have
good communication.
I don't really see it... In both cases
[dealing with anxiety and leadership questions] I am ulti¬
mately responsible for the success of the thing [system
developed].
I always feel that I have to be responsible but
that also means I must responsibly listen to what their
[client's] desires are.
I just can't just go off on my own,
so if that's leadership then it's the same.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I've found that it's pretty much 50-50... I find that most
of my suggestions are gladly taken, and I also find that
most of their [client's] suggestions, I'm more than happy to
do for them because it makes good sense to me.
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
I think [financial considerations] is one of the key things
to prototyping... I firmly believe that what makes me per¬
sonally happy is a happy client and that's foremost.
The
second thing, is to have the client using what you have
developed.
I'd be very saddened if I found, even if they
liked it, it never got used.
And, I've heard so many
stories... it hasn't happened to me personally... where they
developed a nice system and the client thought it was a nice
system but they [the client] never used it for one reason or
another.
And I find that that doesn't happen with this
iterative prototyping cycle, that it gets the client very
much much involved, it develops some very strong personal
bonds.
It helps your business even beyond that because now,
what we've found in these big companies, is that our ori¬
ginal client is so happy with our work, because he's worked
with us and got to know us.
Quite frankly, in our company
we don't have the typical salesman type of person that comes
in, very well dressed, looks like he was an all-star foot¬
ball player and glad-hands and everybody swoons..., we don't
have people like that.
We have very smart people that don't
necessarily have the great social graces.
And so, I think
it's difficult for us to get the initial foot in the door
because we don't have that great first image.
But, what is
incredible to me is all the follow-up business we end up
getting, because once the people [clients] start working
with us... See, that's the other thing, these football
players are out there in the forefront, they don't actually
do the work, and even though the people like the guy who
made the sale, the guy actually doing the work they may not
like, but they actually work with us, they like us, we get
to be personal friends, and what we've found is people with¬
in the [client] company will start [to make referrals]...
And I think this personal contact is so important for even
marketing.
The one thing that bothers me in my mind, and
we've talked about this, was this issue of as you prototype,
especially with the fourth generation languages that do an
awful lot for you, it's very difficult to my mind to keep
totally on top of things... I feel I've given a lot of that
[sense of control respondent feels with third generation
language development] up with the prototyping method, and
that disturbs me, because my office might be a mess, but my
mind is always crystal clear and with some of these things
[prototyping tools] I tend to get foggy... And that doesn't
happen to me with the [conventional] design and build.
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EXHIBIT T
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 18
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
Prototyping is a way of getting a client to visualize the
end product without having to develop the whole thing.
It's
a first step towards getting feedback from the end user and
it's also meant to be plastic, so in other words, you do a
prototype, you show it to the client to see... it's harder
to see a system on paper than it is to see on the computer,
so they see something on a computer and they notice things
that they wouldn't notice before, and then you incorporate
it.
It's a feedback mechanism for users.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Knowledgeable users, I think is the key.
You have users who
either understood the idea of feedback, of getting involved
quickly, or they were educable.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
It's where users aren't involved, where they [users] assume
you turn a computer on and magically it does whatever they
want... [This] is especially dangerous in the microcomputer
area because I think some of the major systems, IBM,
Apple... they kind of come up with this idea that computers
are fun, easy and there's no work involved, and really
there's a lot of work involved.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Less [calendar time].
You identify bottlenecks quickly,
which means you can anticipate situations where you have to
get other people involved, other revisions of the specs
[specifications], that obviously makes things quicker.
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In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Less cost, there's no doubt about it.
It's
time is money, and the quicker than you can
pate problems and pinpoint them the quicker
tified and resolved and that means it costs

very simple,
see or antici¬
they'll be iden¬
less.

In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Greater [quality].
Since the user sees what they're get¬
ting, then they're involved in the design, it's their system
ultimately.
I think in any successful systems implementa¬
tion, you have to have the users... it's basically the users
have to buy off on it [new system], and there's a qualita¬
tive difference if they just sign off on some piece of paper
versus they know they participated in it from an early
stage.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

...there's a group of experts out there [conventional ana¬
lysts and designers] that really know, sort of like the guru
approach.
I don't believe [in] that.
I think that's a
mentality that is sort-of old-fashioned.
It's a mentality
that I think most computer people had ten years ago, and
maybe was true ten years ago.
But, more and more users are
getting more involved in systems design anyway, especially
with the advent of microcomputers.
And, I think users know
what they want.
The problem may be that they can't articu¬
late exactly what they want in the language that the devel¬
oper, the systems analysts or the programmers need to imple¬
ment it, but that's changing also.
There are tools that are
coming out that are more user-oriented so they are articu¬
late what they want right on the system.
So, the idea that
there is a priesthood out there that really knows what's
going on... I know that's not true.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think you should some computations, the critical computa¬
tions [in the system], up to a point.
I think you need
enough so that the user just doesn't see screens, they have
to see some logic that's going on, it's got to be believ¬
able.
There's a fine line between doing the whole system
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[coding included] and giving them just the screens [simula¬
tion approach].
I think you've got to go beyond just the
visual part, and show something that works.
I would do a
piece, a small piece, that you could sense is critical to
them, and get that to work, rather than say 'I'll give you
all the screens' and not have anything work.
Also, it's
important for the user to see the style of the data entry
and the reports, and so on, to see if it meets their
requirements
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I never worry about performance when I develop, at least not
at the beginning.
I look at functionality and try to get
the thing, try to get a prototype that mimics how the user
is going to be using it.
If performance issues are identi¬
fied, then you address them locally.
In most of the time,
it's something that's manageable, it's not that you have to
throw out everything just because there's a performance
bottleneck somewhere, you manage it locally.
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping tool(s)?
Cosmos [developers of Revelation, respondent's prototyping
tool] has been around since 1983.
They have a substantial
user base, about thirty or forty thousand users, and the
tool works.
We don't really need that much support.
Basic¬
ally, we sell Revelation so I guess we have to have a source
for it.
As far as support, we're sort of self-supporting,
in most things.
We certainly hope they do well, but they
don't have to do that well, they don't have to become
another dBase [a popular microcomputer database management
system] for us to survive.
What would it take to cause vou to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Superior functionality.
One other thing, the market has
changed so much that maybe everybody went to another type of
machine or another type of environment, which Revelation
[respondent's prototyping tool] didn't support.
It might be
if the company [Cosmos, developer of Revelation] certainly
would account for that.
But mostly, it's whether it solves
the problem, and as long as we are encountering situations
where Revelation will work, I think we'll keep.
If it
doesn't, [unintelligible].
We're kind of customer-driven
more than anything else.
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What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
What would be nice is a little better... you have to write
some utilities to organize all the data items in all the
dictionaries, or all the screens, it's not centrally man¬
aged, they [Revelation, respondent's prototyping tool] don't
have like a central management facility for data items or...
You have to impose a structure on what fields you define,
what files you define
...it's kind of ironic to say, I use
this prototyping tool and it doesn't organize the data, but
not globally, application-wide it doesn't.
It would be a
nice thing for it to do.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
You could go into a seat-of-the-pants mode, if you sort-of
misuse it [prototyping].
And, there is a tendency to sit
down and start getting something out and not thinking about
the whole picture.
You still have to thing about where the
whole picture is, and you can't just say well, I'm not going
to worry about the whole environment of the application.
It's something that you always worry about, who's going to
use it?
You do things a little differently if an expert, a
database expert's going to use it, someone moderately expert
versus a naive user, and so on.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
It [prototyping] helps [business operations].
You get a
clearer picture of what the project's going to be.
And we
find we can bill people for the prototype, because it's a
value added to them.
It actually gets us off the idea... if
we tell them [clients] it's an interactive, they participate
in it type of deal, then they feel that they're getting
value, and therefore it's not like we have to build you
something first and then discuss what the ultimate cost is
going to be, because you can kind of bill them hourly.
So,
it actually helps a lot.
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
That's very good, if you have a developer who understands
the environment, the way the application is going to be
used, they've effectively prototyped it before they started.
[Interviewer probes regarding where previous experience
would not be helpful:] They might get too close to the
thing.
They might think that their way... is the only way,
it has to be done that way.
And, they don't think of all
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the alternative ways of doing it.
fixed, tunnel vision.

You can get kind-of

TAddressincr a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because I knew the end user, the end user is actually doing
most of the prototyping, and I knew that he was knowledge¬
able enough to do it.
And, basically I come in to fill out
the details, so it works very nicely.
The end user gets
involved, and he likes it...
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
I have no anxiety at all.
My feeling is, eventually I'll
find out what they [clients] want.
I don't expect to get
all the answers the first time, in fact... I try to get as
much as I can, but I never get it all the first time.
And
that's what nice about prototyping.
I say 'Look, you've
given me a lot of information... I'll feedback to you
[client] what I heard from you'.
And, invariably I do that
and find that I didn't quite get it all right and I keep
going.
It's an iterative kind of thing.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
Less often.
I don't believe I'm... I don't see myself...
see a partnership role, is really what it is.

I

In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
There are times when they [clients] ask me for various
options, and there are times when I have to defer to them.
It's sort of half-and-half.
As I said, I try not to make it
a leader-follower kind of thing, maybe that goes back to
that priesthood idea [see respondent's comments in needs
question], I don't really believe in it.
I think it's a
partnership.
I believe the customer knows what they want,
that's the first thing, and that's counter to what a lot of
traditional data processors feel, this idea of 'dumb end
users' or whatever.
I don't believe it, and I believe my
job is to interpret what they want, and to assist them, and
to feed it back to them, until we get it right.
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
—other—thoughts that you would like to share with me.
I think prototyping is an excellent tool, I'm definitely an
advocate of it.
I think it's going to... more-and-more
there are going to be tools that allow... get away from the
pure programming.
I haven't done pure programming in a long
time, I write little subroutines now, but they're ways
within the structure of Revelation [respondent's prototyping
tool].
So, it's not like I start a system from scratch, and
I think that's the way things are.
I think there are going
to be tools increasingly available, and that users will
understand, it will be more at the user level.
I think
graphics is an area that people haven't really addressed as
much, as an area where prototyping is going to help.
To see
a graph or a chart of the relationship between the entities
in the database, you need some good hardware to do that,
some really powerful graphics stuff, that's an area which I
think is going to be nice, it's going to help in the proto¬
typing process.
And I think users are more-and-more sophis¬
ticated now.
You can't get away with... you don't get a
whole lot of people now who say 'What's a computer?, What's
a disk drive?', that kind of thing they used to do five
years ago.
People have real, honest-to-goodness needs and
requirements of systems.
They ask very tough questions now
and you got to have answers that will do it.
There's defin¬
itely enough problems, enough things that have... problems
crying out for solutions that prototyping can only help.
That's about all I can say about it.
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EXHIBIT U
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 19
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
To me, prototyping is developing a subset of the system,
trying it out, seeing if the concept is workable, seeing if
it's economically feasible.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
They [developers] have been given time to really work out
what exactly was needed, or wanted, or desired.
To work out
bugs.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
[Respondent could not think of answer.]
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
I don't think that [prototyped systems can be delivered in
less calendar time] is necessarily true.
There's probably
less frustration, because the expectations up front are
different and [unintelligible].
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Probably.
Because I think you spend less time reworking and
changing... [unintelligible].
It's easier to change the
code when there's less of it than when you're at the back
end [of code development].
In general,

do vou think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser Quality, egual Quality or greater guality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Well that I think that somebody who has developed a product
or a system has a certain amount of pride and will work to
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get to as good a point as possible, and he'll do that
whether he's prototyping or not, it's just a matter of how
long it's going to take him, what it's going to cost.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think you need a combination of both [prototyping and
conventional development techniques].
I don't think you can
prototype unless you sit down and do some traditional
systems analysis up front.
And, traditional systems anal¬
ysis requires interviewing the user, which you to do to
prototype also.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think the users are less inclined to use it if it's not a
real, live situation.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
It depends on what you code the prototype [in] to begin
with, I would think, and what you are ultimately going to
code the program in.
Not everybody codes in assembler, in
fact most people don't code in assembler anymore, and every¬
thing is less efficient than assembler.
[Interviewer
probes:] I think if you start coding with that [evolutionary
development] in mind, and you're a good programmer and you
code the prototype efficiently...
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]
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What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

[Addressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?
[Question not relevant:

Why did you

no experience in prototyping.]

When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Question not relevant:

no experience in prototyping.]

I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Interviewer probes earlier remark that prototyping is not
appropriate when the developer is under time pressure:] I
think it depend on what you're using as a prototyping tool,
maybe.
If I spend time with a picture show type thing [a
simulation program], that takes away time from coding.
If I
spend time with an applications generator, and then have to
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go back and recode, that's extra time.
I would also like to
think, which may or may not be true, that I plan fairly well
and so when I'm under the gun [time pressure], it's better
to have a good plan.
I also am trying to be very strict
with myself and not do a lot of embellishment up front,
people get hooked on doing screen designs and that kind of
thing, and I try not to do that until the very end, so that
helps too... [unintelligible]...
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EXHIBIT V
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 20
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
...It is a first draft of a working system, that would show
them [clients] the inputs and the results of the system and
would show us [developers] the critical issues of database
structure and data flow and... we're not going to decide at
this point whether this will be a prototype [implies model¬
ing development] or the first draft of a final system that
would be simply a polishing up of the first draft...
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine anv common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
My experience isn't broad enough to know of a lot of those
[systems that have been successfully prototyped].
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
[Respondent did not respond to question.]
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
I think that they [prototyped systems] would be better
because there is more back-and-forth [interaction between
client and developer].
There is a certain amount of ineffi¬
ciency that comes from trying something, going back, the
back-and-forth, I think, may actually consume some calendar
time.
I don't think that's a bad thing; I think in the end
you probably end up with a much stronger system that will
last longer, be good for a longer time.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
My suspicion is probably the cost is about the same [compar¬
ing prototyped and non-prototyped systems].
I think it|s
the quality and... the extent of user involvement, commit-
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ment and ownership of the system that makes the real
difference.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, ecrual quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

A good systems developer doesn't talk once to the client and
then go back to his office and design something and go ahead
with it.
There's some prototyping even without using a
computer at all, that can take place merely... drafts of
reports....
To set on one side columns of variables and
variable definitions, and on the other side drafts of the
reports that we output by the system, if you have somebody
doing the development process who knows or can think through
the process by which the inputs become the outputs, he can
do a lot of prototyping in his head without sitting down and
programming.
And, if he talks to the user once, prepares an
initial draft of the kind then goes back to the user and
says 'This is how it will work, here is a sketch of the
menues you will use, here are first drafts of the reports.
Is this what you want?'.
And, the user says 'No, this is
what I want.'
And, he [the developer] goes back and he does
it again, that's prototyping of another sort that takes
place without actually programming.
And, if you do that
well, it seems to me it's almost as good as using the
machine and maybe it's more efficient because you don't have
to consume time creating code.
I don't know.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of_a_simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I would trust the working version more, in the sense that I
think what's really critical for system development, data¬
base system development, is the database structure itself,
and the flow of data.
Something that is simply a user menu
that picks out word-processed reports that have nothing to
do with data that's put in, that's just a cosmetic.
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Sav ve employ an evolutionary approach 'i.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system’ .
Some critics arcrue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lover level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I think the technology is changing in a way that allows a
different way of coding.
It's true, that one of the argu¬
ments for doing all of your system design before you ever
start programming is that then you can minimize storage and
memory usage and speed up the process.
And, I think that's
still true but as machines get faster and faster, ineffi¬
ciency matters less and less.
That's true in this case...
In a way, the faster, more efficient machines allow for more
intuitive, wayward, exploratory kinds of development pro¬
cedures . . .
How do you iudae the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which vou will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
I did a reasonably thorough check of Microrim [supplier of
R:base, respondent's prototyping tool], not just the Dun &
Bradstreet report but I also talked directly to the control¬
ler.
And, he was very frank.
He told me how much cash he
had, how much... he gave me a sketch of his balance [sheet].
I talked to people who were smart about [Microrim]...
What would it take to cause vou to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Something better.

Nothing that's available now.

What features would vou desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
It would be nice, for example, to... I found that when I was
presenting things to clients that I often would fake part or
it with a spreadsheet, and spreadsheets are nice as is word
processing for reports.
If R:base [respondent's prototyping
tool] had an integrated spreadsheet as part of it, that is,
where you can create a screen report, then you could insert
columns in, and insert formulas into the columns, without
treating it like a spreadsheet, without a full-edit screen
as [in] a spreadsheet, then that would be very powerful.
What shortcomings do vou see in the prototyping method?
Well, there is always the danger, it's like the habits you
get into when composing on a word processor, it's the danger
that since it's so easy to create a first draft, you get
stuck with the clumsy expression you use in the first draft
and pretty them up by moving them around, and that kind of
writing.
As somebody who has taught writing for years, I
know that sometimes the best thing to do with a first draft
is to shove it in a drawer and start all over again, and not
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try to rearrange paragraphs, rearrange sentences, rewrite
details, but clear your mind and start all over again.
One
of the dangers of prototyping may be that you're not forced
to do that.
There are tradeoffs on both sides.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Well, that is something that I've thought about...
that it does.

I'm sure

rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:l_Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because of my relationship with the other consultant [on
this project] and my own transitional career path.
That is,
I was moving into full-time consulting and learning R:base
[respondent's prototyping tool]...
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
I guess less anxious.
You can keep things working, solve
problems as they come up.
Sketch out something, and you're
glad that it works.
You may change it later.
I think your
client gets a little bit of confidence too, because they
start see results earlier.
When prototyping, do you find you must—take—a—leadership
role with respect to clients more often_or—less—often—com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not answered.]
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
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I don't know.
It's a back-and-forth.
I guess I encourage
them to do that kind of thinking on their own, but I present
options as well, so that it's a dialogue.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
I guess one thing that characterizes me as a programmer and
system developer is that I really regard this as play and as
fun.
I get involved in my programming as I would if I were
doing [a hobby]... What attracts me about this kind of work
is the problem solving, not the kind of grit-your-teeth-getthis-problem-solved way but the way an intellectual puzzle
[is solved]... It seems to me [to be] intellectual play.
That's what I like about it and that's one reason why the
prototype method appeals to me.
It's sort of creating toys
that behave like real systems and then turning the toys into
the real system.
And that seems fun to me... I think it's
easier to do prototyping, and moving from prototype to fin¬
ished product, when you have one person who's centrally
involved in both...
I think there is some question about a
team effort, and whether a team effort in which one person
does the prototype and another person does the final, that
might introduce some inefficiency.
On the other hand, if
you can have one person centrally responsible for both the
prototype and the final version, I think it's a very power¬
ful for that one person to develop his own understanding of
the system...
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EXHIBIT W
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 21
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
I agree with your definition [interviewer's introductory
definition], I like that definition.
That's a well-defined
thing, what you described.
I think there are other things
that you can do that could be called prototyping, and maybe
we should have different words for these different things.
I'm sure this is what you are struggling with.
By your
definition of prototyping, I not sure that I've ever actual¬
ly done prototyping, and the difference is that I don't
think I've ever actually delivered something to the client,
to the end user, and have them really give much feedback on
it.
The kind of prototyping I do, and I never really real¬
ized it till I listened carefully to your definition, is
more of an internal process.
I will go through a prototyp¬
ing cycle for myself, and part of this is reflection of the
fact that in most of the projects I've dealt with, I've had
a lot of leeway in designing the user interface.
I have not
been...
I've been part of very small development projects,
with only a couple of people working on them.
And, there
hasn't been a formal requirements phase and a design phase,
where it gets all written down on paper, exactly what key¬
strokes are going to do what.
So I'm free to suggest what¬
ever I want in that, and in many cases just do it, where the
client says 'We trust you to develop it' or 'I'm [the devel¬
oper] responsible for it'.
And for my own... in some sense,
I'm kind of the end user there, although not really the end
user, and I will do my own internal prototyping... that's my
style of development, to get something up and running as
quickly as possible, to see what it feels like, both in
terms of functionality, the user interface, what it looks
like to the user and in terms of the software development,
the internals.
So I will use a rapid prototype not just for
what it will be like for the user to use the product, but
what will it be like for me the rest of it, to flesh out the
details.
So, I can be prototyping both the software inter¬
face and this internal structure of the program itself.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped^
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?.
I can't answer that because the prototyping that I've been
exposed to has been so informal and not really a major
conscious part of it at all, it's just kind of a nice way of
doing things.
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Please think of systems that were not successfully prototyped, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
I can't think of any examples of that [where prototyping was
attempted but did not succeed].
I haven't been exposed to
that.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
It's hard to say - it depends on what you call 'delivered'.
In a traditional life cycle, I can imagine two points in
time.
I can imagine delivery and sometime later when it's
really working.
And, I would imagine that the delivery time
of a prototype system would fall somewhere in between, that
there might be a little extra calendar time involved in
actually getting the thing initially installed, into pro¬
duction.
But, it would be more likely to be really workable
at that point in time, and not require lots of hassles until
you get it in place... [This opinion] is just a complete gut
feel based on my exposure to various environment.
To be
honest, I may even be partly influenced by claims of people
who I read five years ago [in graduate school] who were
advocating prototyping.
That's kind of what it's supposed
to do, I don't have any first hand experience.
But, its
consonant with my intuition about it...
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi-,
tional manner?
Why?
I think the key is that it keeps people in the software
development process... A couple of things:... I think,
especially in larger software development projects... in my
[smaller] projects, people tend to get bogged down because
people who work with computer systems and software, program¬
mers, analysts, whatever you want to call them, thrive on
quick feedback.
You put somebody on a project that's big,
they're not going to see anything working for a year or a
year-and-a-half, it's hard to be motivated.
I think rapid
prototyping improves motivation.
I've seen, in my indirect
exposure to larger projects... the level of enthusiasm and
involvement in the project comes to a head when you're put¬
ting it together and seeing it on the screen, work.
In a
traditional methodology, that happens at the very end, in a
relatively small period of time... and with rapid prototyping you're getting little dribs and drabs of that throughout
the cycle, and I think maintains the excitement and the
involvement and the goal-directedness of the people on the
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project and I think that's why [overall costs are lower].
[Interviewer probes for relationship to cost issue:] Because
I think the thing that makes software cost a lot of money is
that you're paying is low productivity on the part of pro¬
grammers, low productivity because of low motivation... and
also because of dead-ends.
People will have design meetings
where they'll argue about whether this way is a better way
to do it, or that way is a better way to do it, or how to
document this at the high level, and all this kind of stuff,
whereas if you're working towards a prototype of that piece
[project], somehow my experience is, the closer the imple¬
mentation is, to get your hands on something real, the
easier it is to break through all the arguments and discus¬
sion and stuff that goes on and get down to an agreement and
see how it's going to work.
In general. do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think I'm getting caught between two different interpreta¬
tions or uses of the prototyping technique, and one is
internal and one is external.
And you're [to interviewer]
really focusing on the external, where the purpose of the
prototyping is to get user feedback, make sure that the
design meets the needs of the user.
I think of it more in
terms of ways of making the software development process
more efficient, better motivated, more on target.
I would
use prototyping to prototype an internal data structure, to
see how efficient it is for accessing the data, it would
have nothing to do with the user.
It terms of eliciting
user needs, I'm not sure that that kind of use of prototyp¬
ing, I don't have as much instinct about that use of proto¬
typing.
And, my gut feeling is, I'd be reluctant to replace
traditional methods of eliciting user needs because I found
that users often don't bring sufficient understanding of how
computers work to their own understanding of their needs.
They know what they need, but they don't know how a.computer
can best meet those needs.
And, I think the traditional
methods attempt to bridge that gap, of combining the user's
understanding of what they do and the analyst's understand¬
ing of what a computer can do to automate that, and working
that out.
And, if you just... I think prototyping can be a
useful tool to help that, but I don't think it should be an
either-or type of thing.
It's just my gut feel.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I would like to see computations put in whenever it is feas¬
ible to put them in, partly because that makes it more use¬
ful for what I like to use prototypes for.
And I think also
it will help the user.
I could imagine a life cycle phasing
of prototypes during the early stages with no computations,
just playing with screen layouts and things like that, and
then... it would seem to me to be a waste to then say, 'OK,
now we've got a user interface design, now we're going back
and do the rest of it using a traditional methodology, and
we're never going to back to our prototype again'.
I'd like
to see the prototype evolve with the life cycle along with
everything else.
In fact, I like to see a seamless evolu¬
tion from prototype to finished product, rather than throw¬
away.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
[Not asked.]
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
I want source code... The second thing is, I strongly prefer
the ability to use it [prototyping environment] royaltyfree.
I have not philosophical objection to it, I just
don't want to have to deal with the administrative problems
of paying royalties... [Regarding C-Tree, respondent's pro¬
totyping environment] I'd heard word-of-mouth good things
about the product.
I'm less concerned about longevity if
they give me source code... The other thing that I look is
the the range of environments in which their tools are sup¬
ported.
That's a key thing.
If they publish a list saying
our tools have been used on [lists numerous computing envi¬
ronments], then I have a good feeling.
Two reasons.
One is
I think they'll be able to withstand shifts in the market¬
place... Also, if I ever have a client who wants me to do
something in that environment, what I've developed around
their [prototyping tool vendor's] core is usable.
What would it take to cause vou to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Not asked.]
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What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
In the screen area, I would like more machine independence.
My current environment is closely tied to the IBM PC —
machine and operating system independence.
I would like it
to run under OS/2, with dumb terminals, attached
terminals... and so on.
The other thing that I'm missing
that I would like, whether this is prototyping or not, and
again I believe in prototyping all aspects of the system,
and prototyping and reusable software and so on are all
closely intertwined.
And, one of the things that I am mis¬
sing is a general-purpose report generation and data query
mechanism.
If there could be standard way of doing that,
and I could get a tool that would allow me to quickly proto¬
type things like that...
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I suppose there is a risk that you get too driven, too
blindly driven by user requests.
That's probably the most
severe possible drawback that I can think of.
In the sense
that the user will look at the prototype and say... In my
experience, I've been asked for things from the user where
they think where they think of something that they do occa¬
sionally and that they can't do easily on the screen and
they [request it].
And, when you think about it you dis¬
cover that the effort that it would take to put that into
the computer system is not worth it because this is some¬
thing that they only do once in a while.
But the user has
just asked for it because they don't know what's hard and
what's easy, what's worth doing and what isn't.
And, if you
get too driven by user feedback on a prototype you might not
stop and say....
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I'll tell you what I would like to see happen in that situa¬
tion.
I would like to see a group of users, user represen¬
tatives, sit down with the system that the developer has
familiarity with, and use it as a prototype.
And, react to
it.
And, at least sign off and saying 'Yes, I agree, I like
that and you [the developer] do something just like that for
me and I'll be happy'.
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fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because I felt that the user needed to be convinced of the
feasibility of the project.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
Less anxious... you want fast feedback, that's what people
whose brains work in that way [systems developers] thrive
on, that's why people become hackers and get engrossed in
computers, they want the rapid feedback.
And I find it very
anxiety-provoking to have to stop and walk away from the
rapid feedback environment and sit down and write reports
and papers and design documents and so on and so forth.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
The answer is yes [must take on leadership role more often]
but that's kind of a statistical artifact.
It's because
when I have control of the project, I do more prototyping
kinds of things.
And when I'm working as part of a larger
project or part of a larger environment, when I have less
control, I'm more likely to be dictated to by traditional
methodologies.
So, it's more like the other way around.
Because I have a leadership role with the user, I will do
prototyping because I'm free to do so.
The causal relation¬
ship is the other way around.
In general. when prototyping, do users want you to_take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient potions on their own?
I think in most of my experience they [users] want me to
take the lead [in presenting system options].
But, I also
tend to work with relatively inexperienced users.
I also
think, especially in PC software, especially in the custom
or small vertical market PC software, the state-of-the-art
that's out there in terms of user interfaces is very poor.
So that, it's very easy to suggest things that are better
than the users would have thought of from looking at other
things, and they're usually grateful for that, and they very
quickly become spoiled by it.
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
...I don't know if the prototyping methodology has matured
enough.
Traditional methodologies came into being in order
to try to make order out of the chaos that existed before,
and I think it would be a big mistake to throw it all out
and replace it a new chaos that has a fancy buzzword, proto¬
typing.
In a sense, some people would claim that that's
what we used to do, we used to do rapid prototyping because
we used to have no methodology and the programmer would just
sit down and start coding, and look at where that led.
I
don't know if anyone has done any research to prove that
what we have now is any more productive, because it seems to
me that traditional methodology, although it has all of its
proponents, seems to fail most of the time, more than it
succeeds....
It seems to me that a carefully organized
prototyping methodology, where you don't hold off on imple¬
menting.
The idea that you have to hold off on implementing
anything until you've designed everything, seems to me to be
a major mistake.
And I think I've seen evidence of it...
I'm talking about rapid prototyping as part of the software
development process, internally, as much as external
design...
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EXHIBIT X
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 22
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
I would describe prototyping as a solution to a problem that
may not already exist exactly as the needs dictate.
In a
lot of cases, a canned, so to speak, package won't present
everything that's needed.
And in that same, you may turn to
another device with which to accomplish your solution with¬
out modifying something that's already out there, a canned
program.
And, as you [to interviewer] describe it, it would
be something that you that, before you were satisfied, it
would be displayed [to user] and feedback received.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Detail in the reporting provided... [Interviewer probes:]
would have to say that's the main goal.

I

Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
The fact that they [unsuccessfully prototyped systems] were
being integrated with something else, a more-or-less frontend product.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general,_do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Again, you need the feedback.
for them [users] to have.

You put the example out there

In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Depending on the application.
[Interviewer probes:] An
accounting system would be more costly, to set up a general
ledger, accounts receivable.
A custom invoicer and a spe¬
cialized inventory management and tracking system would be
less.
[Interviewer probes.
What makes accounting systems
more costly when prototyped and other types of systems less
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costly?:] Because of importance of the data... A great deal
of care needs to be taken with something such as an account¬
ing system.
With the other, the numbers aren't as integral.
It's just a small part in the accounting system, so to
speak, when I mention something like an inventory [manage¬
ment system] with a specialized tracking system.
In general. do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Prototyping [is more effective at eliciting user needs.]
[Interviewer probes:]
When you put out a prototype...
[it's] something for feedback.
You're going to get feed¬
back, you're going to get your ideas [evaluated].
Especial¬
ly when you give them [users] time to work with it without
your presence, they're going to tell you things that happen.
In the long run, that kind of feedback is going to allow you
to design a better product.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I would say actual computations [should be included in the
prototype].
[Interviewer probes:]
If the real thing
doesn't work, what good is it?
It's the ultimate test.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I would disagree with that [recoding for executional effi¬
ciency] simply because I deal with it on a PC level, where
it's more-or-less going in and working [on it] and recon¬
figuring and enhancing.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the, firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s) ?_
First, of course, service is important.
And, you can just
always take the annual report and see where the company
stands there, the P and E [price-equity ratio], see what
they're getting into... [especially concerned with research
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and development expenditures].
[Interviewer probes. What is
the impact of using Ribase, with a small market share:] How
do I feel about that?
Again, go back to where the money [of
the vendor] is going into.
Is it going into research and
development or is it going into marketing?
In the micro[computer] world I would have to say that marketing can
strongly influence market share out there in the hand of the
end users...
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
I'd have to say some kind of revolutionary development in
another program.
Or possibly, difficulties that I've
encountered in this current prototyping tool [Rrbase System
V] which is facilitated...
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Artificial intelligence.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I would have to say applications, prototyping allows you to
become specific to the hardware I'm going to use it on.
I'm
only as fast as my slowest link... A payroll system done in
Ribase System V is going to be extremely slow on an [IBM PC]
XT, whereas [on an IBM PC] AT... disk input/output is going
to be important.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Yes. [Interviewer probes:]
Substantial experience always...
to me, experience speaks loud.
You've crossed a lot of
bridges already.
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:1 Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
The tool was here.
The cost of my time to the company would
have been about the same [unintelligible] and it would have
been better for me to develop the prototype.
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When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
In the case of Express technology [R:base System V's program
generators] it's pretty easy to throw the menu together
until you start working.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often compared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general, when prototyping,

do users want you to take the

lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
[Not transcribed.]
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
Some people call it vertical market, specialized applica¬
tions it can provide the 'perfect' solution.
Prototyping is
going to come to a point where it's usable produce but if
you leave your prototype or your project open for develop¬
ment later on, that's going to provide more of the benefit
for the end user.
[Interviewer probes.
When is prototyping
not an appropriate development method?:]
Yes, I don't know
if I can identify the markets, but off the top of my head
I'd have to say there's some things I wouldn't get into
[prototyping].
You're reinventing the wheel.
No reason to
prototype.
There's a lot of room for prototyping but in a
lot of cases, it can be reinventing the wheel.
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EXHIBIT Y
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 23
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
I go through a process, whenever I develop a new system,
which is... I call it experimentation, [which] probably is
similar.
What I will do is look at the requirements, put
together a basic system that meets the minimum requirements,
and then I will bring that to the customer, show them what
it looks like.
They [clients] will always have comments,
things that are missing, things they don't understand, what¬
ever.
I'll go back [to the office] and come back [to the
client] in another couple of weeks, three or four weeks with
all the updates and show them the new changes.
So I would
call that prototyping.
Prototyping is, I just basically
analyze their input and output requirements, basically their
output requirements and from that I look at the current
manual system, look at the inputs, and everything is really
geared toward getting the outputs [clients need].
Then I
draw it up on a big sheet of paper, my own really messy
drawing, to find the files, and then go off and do that
basic working system.
I would to like consider it proto¬
typing because I don't have a real formal spec [specifica¬
tion] or spec review process.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would say user-interface a very key one [common character¬
istic of successfully prototyped systems].
Comfortable or
efficient... a very good fit between interaction.[and user].
[Interviewer probes:]
The [common] characteristic is that
those system do have a strong [user] interface, in other
words, because of the prototyping the operators are more
able to communicate more efficiently with the program.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
There are situations where you do get into larger organiza¬
tions where you need to communicate between different people
working on the same project.
And, you really are forced
into a more formal approach, a less prototyping approach,
and if you tried to prototype those systems exclusively, I
think you would get to a failure situations, part A doesn't
work with part B... And, not so much the size of the client
organization but the size of the project itself...
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
The main reason is there's less overhead involved with pro¬
totyping, much, much less overhead.
More time spent on
actual development, I don't mean just programming, but more
time spent on development, and less time is spent on the
administration [of the project].
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
Again, it's all administrative... An awful lot comes down, I
think, to if a project can be designed by a single person
who has a very personal understanding of the application.
I
think that's where prototyping works extremely well.
There's obviously projects that are just too big for one
person, and I would think that's where prototyping would
have some very major difficulties.
Maybe you could have a
combination obviously of some prototyping, some administra¬
tion tied all together.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
[Not asked.]
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Well, I think you should have some of both.
You definitely
need a very good data or information collection process in
the front end of the project, whether it's formal or proto¬
typing.
But I think the user feedback on a shorter interval
allows you basically to respond better to the feedback.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations_should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
Well I think the computations should be there, and the rea¬
son is that the users can see the results and give feedback
on that.
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Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
dBase III [respondent's prototyping tool], the language
itself, is an interpretive language, which is very good for
prototyping.
You sit down, you get an idea, you try it out.
Once I get something working, and it's reasonably good, then
I compile it [using Clipper, a compiler for dBase III code].
The dBase III itself under [PC DOS, the operating system]
runs too slow to be viable product, but once it's working
then I compile it.
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
What I care about is the standard, just like the IBM PC is a
standard.
If I buy a clone, I don't really care if they
[clone manufacturer] go out of business, because they meet
the standard.
In the same [way], I'm really not too worried
about dBase anymore, because that's a standard now.
If
Ashton-Tate goes out of business, it really wouldn't affect
me greatly because someone else would be there with that
standard.
And I don't care if Clipper [a dBase III
compiler] goes out of business, really, it would have no
affect on me.
What would it take to cause vou to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
[Not asked.]
What features would vou desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
[Previous discussions had revealed multi-user capabilities
under the Unix/Zenix operating system.]
...Things like
editors with syntax checkers.
Multitasking kind of applica¬
tions... where you can run your editor simultaneously with
your debugging environment, and pop back and forth between
the application and the code...
What shortcomings do vou see in the prototyping method?.
Assuming it's my method of programming, one area that's very
serious is when you start to deliver a product and you|re
still prototyping things on it, because, what happens is
you're getting ten different pieces of feedback from ten
different users... so you plug in this and you plug in that
and you end up sort of out of control because you are not
really taking a lot of time to digest those requests and
then line them all up into a whole formal update and release
to all your customer base.
I do maintain a revision con293

trol, so everybody eventually has the same revision, but
it's a problem.
Prototyping after the product is still in
production... when the prototyping keeps working after the
product is released, then you can get into some big prob¬
lems... I can say that.
You've got to keep the product
within a very small sphere of maybe two or three users while
you're doing the prototyping.
What tends to happen is, you
don't just sell one and prototype it forever.
You sell one
and they [users] work it for a while, and someone else hears
about it and they buy it, and now you're prototyping this
guy's [first client] and now you're prototyping that guy's
[second client]...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Say that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Well, yes... a couple of things I do.
When I come into a
new client or a new application, I'll take stuff I've
already written and show it to people, because it's similar.
And, if they like it, I can prototype it some more.
[Inter¬
viewer probes:]
The more the developer knows about the
application, the more he can use himself for feedback.
You
don't really need the... You know what's important so you
can do it about 90% of the way and deliver the product and
get some feedback on it.
So, absolutely...
rAddressing a specific prototyping.experience:1 Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
The client has a very cloudy or hazy... not really defined
picture of exactly of what this thing [system] is going to
do when he gets all done, or how he's going to use it.
He
knows, gut feel, he needs this, really bad, but as far as
exactly what is it going to look like, is really up in the
air right now... Since this project will require some grop¬
ing to decide what data items I need, their [data item's]
source, the trouble to get them and how to set up the
reports, I recommended that we do this [prototyping]...

,

When you are involved in prototyping _how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
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All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
It strikes me that it would probably be less of a leadership
[role], less often.
Maybe where our premises are a little
different, I'm not sure, I'm thinking I try to let the
people [clients] who really know what they're doing take a
leadership role and I try to follow what they're trying to
do.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I think initially they [clients] want me to take the lead.
They sit down and they're looking for all the answers.
But,
after... a while, they really get into it... and tell me
what I need to do.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Not transcribed.]
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EXHIBIT Z
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 24
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
Well, it's [prototyping] an odd term.
I think it would
probably agree with the definition you've given [refers to
interviewer's introductory definition], where it's a...
instead of developing something and having it be an end
package and upgrading it once a year, that you deliver some¬
thing and based on their reactions you change your plan.
You may be going from point A to point B, but halfway there
the client says 'Well, that's not really going to work, now
that we've seen what it looks like'.
And, we just change
the path.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Most of them would be database applications,
worked on.

that I've

Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
The only unsuccessful things I've seen in prototyping are
accounting applications that had some sort of financial
basis to them.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system._Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general,—do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
[A completed prototyped system, as opposed to initial deliv¬
ery] is delivered faster.
[Interviewer probes:]
You have
the interaction with the users that allows faster develop¬
ment, I think.
Whereas if you're trying to satisfy everyone
with a generic package that you're going to market then you
have to try and satisfy everyone and you have to think of
everything possible that they could want.
Whereas if you're
only satisfying one or two people...
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in general, do you think prototyping allows ..systems to fce
developed at
cost than systems developed In the tradi¬

tional manner?

Why?

I would tend to say yes [that prototyped systems are deliv¬
ered at less cost than traditionally developed systems
because] the development time is less.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Probably equal quality.
[Interviewer probes:]
From what
I've seen in the systems I've been involved in, people are
willing to take sort-of off the shelf packages, that hasn't
been developed in the prototyping manner, and they're wil¬
ling to adapt it to their uses.
Whereas the prototype
system, it fits them exactly, it's not something that they
say 'OK, well we'll change this so that it works on the
computer' as opposed to saying 'The computer will change so
it works with us'.
And, I suppose depending on the applica¬
tion that could be a better thing but I think the quality is
pretty much equal.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think if I was going to be developing
a package to be
marketed to the masses, I would do a lot of prototyping
beforehand.
I think the prototyping does allow you get more
in-depth into what the user really needs.
Whereas if you're
designing something to market to the masses, you're not
really going to be that concerned with every... the smaller
needs of the user.
[Interviewer probes: does respondent
mean that prototyping is more or less appropriate for a
mass-market software package?:]
If I were going to be
developing what was going to be mass-marketed, I would do a
lot of prototyping beforehand, so I would be more likely to
prototype.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I think actual data should always be only to test out what
actually happens in the system, to make sure that everything
is working correctly.
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Say we—gffl.ploy—an_evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves—into the production system].
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do vou think?
I think that [need to recode for executional efficiency]
depends on how well you code your prototype, but yes, recod¬
ing is probably going to be necessary for the final product.
But, I don't think.... I think it would be less work than
coding from scratch to use the prototype as a structure.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which vou will purchase vour prototyping tool(s)?
Well, Ashton-Tate [developer of dBase III, respondent's
prototyping tool], when I acquired it [refers to dBase II,
predecessor product to current prototyping tool], it had a
very good reputation.
And the mere fact that they've gone
from a [dBase] II to a [dBase] III to a [dBase] III Plus has
shown me that they're a fairly stable company, and they've
been acquiring other software companies as well.
The sta¬
bility of the company is very important to me, and I believe
that this particular company [Ashton-Tate] has that.
What would it take to cause vou to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
It would take, I believe that somebody would probably have
to show me that another product is equal to what I already
have and that it's a better or faster product.
In fact,
I've got some people trying to convert me over to another
database management program, R:base, because they say it's
faster and easier to work with, and I've been considering
looking at it.
What features would vou desire
are net currently available?

in a prototyping tool

that

I don't think there really is anything that I've been want¬
ing that I haven't got.
There maybe things I don't know
about, but...
What sbortcorinos do you see

in the prototyping jgagtllgd?

Occasionally there can he user dissatisfaction.
If the
process isn't explained fully in the beginning then when
something perhaps doesn't work, or doesn't work the way
people think it's going to work, people become dissatisfied
and it necoji.es a .clock, because once they are at the point
[dissatisfaction* it's very hard to get them satisfied.
I
think that wo.Id -oe one of the ra* or problems that I can see
with it 'prototyping;.
It just takes a lot of explaining up
front.

2^

This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
I think that the correlation is... Our company always
charged by the hour for development.
We charged for devel¬
opment time and in-house showing it and training it and all
of that.
And if we were going to be doing something where
we just going to present and end product and drop it and do
a little bit of training and that would be the end of it, I
think the costs, the cost to the business to lay out cash
for programmers, etc., would be very high and the end cost
of the product would be high in the beginning until you had
your costs paid for.
I don't think because we prototyped
that the cash flow or anything like that was good or bad.
I
don't know if there is a direct relationship there, but I
know there is some [relationship].
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I think that that could substitute a lot, because I could
see what a prototyper could do is develop a prototype a much
faster.
Having been through the application before, they
could probably second-guess what the user needs before the
user thinks of it themselves. [Interviewer probes: In what
way can't experience substitute for prototyping?:]
Well,
not every application is the same, when you're doing this
sort of thing.
At times, it is hard to guess what the user
really needs, they didn't tell you something but when they
see it, they actually say they wanted something else.
rAddressing a specific prototyping.experience:1
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

It was something they needed immediately.
They needed the
bare-bones system immediately.
It was basically to put out
a fire that they had in the department, an extreme backlog.
So, we put the bare-bones system in, and now what we're
doing, is we're constantly refining based on what we find
from the bare-bones [system], and the bare-bones only took
six weeks to develop.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
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All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
Probably more anxious.
I'm always nervous dealing with a
new project because you are dealing with unknowns, as far as
how the people [clients] will react to this prototyping
process and things like that.
And, it's kind of difficult
to gauge until you're actually in there how they will react
to the prototyping as opposed to you just dropped a package
in.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
Probably more often.
[Interviewer probes:]
Well, in the
prototyping, when you go back and say 'OK, what didn't work
this week or what problems, or what enhancements do you
want?' you sort-of have to draw it out of them.
Sometimes
people [clients] are really reluctant to bring up things
because they think they're too minor a thing to discuss.
So, you sort-of have to draw things out of people as to what
they would like and so you have to sort-of prod them and
ease them and things like that.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I would say it's about 50-50.
Some people [clients], you
suggest things and they say 'Gee, I never thought of that'
and some people are just filled with ideas themselves.
It
really just depends on the people's personal backgrounds,
what their exposure to computers is and what their exposure
is to the field that is being worked on.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
This whole process is something that I haven't really
thought about much, but I've always have been doing.
It's
just something that I find very interesting, that you'd [to
interviewer] be studying it... I think I'll probably most
interested in finding out what people's [other consultants]
reactions are, what people are concerned about in the [pro¬
totyping] process, because I know that I've had some resis¬
tance to it, where people have said 'Look, this isn't work¬
ing, we can't continue like this, it's just too much of an
interruption to the business' and things like that.
And,
I'd be interested to see what the general reaction is...
It's something [client resistance] that I've had, but not a
lot.
It just depends on the people, how much they know
about computers, and about the business... [Interviewer
probes: Does prototyping affect cash flow and other finan-
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cial considerations?:]
I think that most of my clients
called me because I was notorious for getting systems in
fast, to solve immediate problems.
Most of my clients had
immediate problems that needed to be solved...
And, that
something that lends itself very well to the prototyping
process, and it is true that if you went in and analyzed a
problem and developed something and then dropped it in a
year later, people would just say 'What's this? We've for¬
gotten all about it.
Our problem is so much worse now that
we need something completely different'.
Things like that.
And I think it probably is a process [prototyping] that does
help some businesses that do both.
[Interviewer probes:
what differences does respondent see between being an inde¬
pendent entrepreneur and a corporate staff person?:]
The
only difference is in my state of mind.
Working for myself,
I worked about sixty hours a week.
As I said, 80% develop¬
ment, 20% administrative.
And the extra ten or fifteen
hours a week that I had to work was mostly just to do the
administrative work.
And, in the corporate environment, you
are less pressured, I think, to get things done.
It's a
much slower pace...
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EXHIBIT AA
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 25
Would you now share with me vour own operating definition of
prototyping?
[Following presentation of interviewer's introductory defin¬
ition:]
Well, the only thing I'd take out is our operating
definition [of prototyping] is that I don't think we would
intentionally give something to the client that we knew the
client wasn't really looking for or had not already been
discussed, in that we start the design process with the
analysis phase, where we try to get down on paper, a paper
prototype of what the system will look like.
And, on paper,
take the user through various screens and walk the user
through how the system is going to behave, how it's going to
perform.
At that point, they have a chance to interact with
that, make changes, etc.
And at that point, once those
changes, back and forth, takes place, then what we do is we
finalize at least the paper design of the product.
And then
move from there to a computer design, a prototype, if you
will, where we make our best effort to match what was on
paper on the computer.
And, that's what we show to the
client...
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
Typically they're [successfully prototyped systems] are
database management systems.
More than one user, not neces¬
sarily a multi-user system, but more than one person respon¬
sible for data entry or reporting, etc.
And a function that
was relatively high on the strategic importance to that
area, to that department or to the company or whatever you
define as the area that the application will be used in.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
They [unsuccessfully prototyped systems] all had to be done
yesterday, when in reality they really didn't have to be
done yesterday.
So that the impression...
They also did
not have the proper resources allocated to the system, in
other words, there wasn't a direction from the top, that
this was an important system, there wasn't the proper fund¬
ing, etc.
And three, we never really pressed our customers
to do it.
And we learned from that.
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Let’s discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
1_refer_to the calendar tiine from conception to delivery of
a-Systemf_not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
It's just that you never have to... Well, the amount of time
you spend backtracking, going back into the system to add
the features that you forgot, that were not included, or
that the customer said 'Gee, wouldn't it be nice, now that I
can see what it does, wouldn't it be nice if we could do
this'.
So, you're always going back, rather than taking
care of it at the front end [i.e., prototyping], you would
have saved yourself a lot of time and a lot of energy.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
I would think it's the same cost, because the amount of time
you're spending at the front end [prototyping] is about
equal to the amount of time you spend at the back end, back¬
tracking and adding [i.e, perfective maintenance].
So it
would be equal with us, in the long run.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
Well, they're [prototyping systems] are well thought out.
There's a definite structure to them, there is a definite
road map, the road map is a logical road map, and the pieces
fit together quite nicely.
And, the various hooks that are
left that you need for future expansion are there, all in
the proper places.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I think the traditional method of writing an application is
fine, as well as I think prototyping is fine.
I think
you've got to combine the two.
I mean, there's a place for
prototyping in the traditional method.
One is not done at
the exclusion of the other.
So, you can have your flow¬
charts, you can have your analysis, you can have your
requirements document, and you can have your prototype at
the same time.
Because you've got that [the prototype] as
an interim step... I think that [the prototype] is an inte¬
gral part of it [systems development process].
There's room
for both.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
If you had that spec [specification] document, that document
would say 'This calculation is as follows'.
And, while the
prototype wouldn't have to go into performing that calcula¬
tion, you would at least have a document that would explain
how that calculation takes place.
I don't think you want to
run off and do prototyping at the exclusion of doing the
analysis, because you're going to wind up spending, wasting
a lot of time.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
It [recoding for executional efficiency] hasn't been our
experience, it really hasn't been our experience...
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
It's really market driven.
We're a market driven company,
so we're not at the vanguard of...
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Massive market demand and support,
market demand...

or even just a showing of

What features would vou desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Better code generating capabilities... I think we're seeing
more of that, I can't say I'd like to better [sic], I can
say I'd like to see the path [of development of code gener¬
ators] continue...
What shortcomings do vou see in the prototyping method?
Perhaps time might be a shortcoming, in that it does take
longer, at the front end, it takes longer to get something
into the client's hand in the front end that's working.
Two, perhaps an inordinate amount of time spent in design,
the feel of the program and the features of the program.
You end up working on an unfinished painting.
There's
always something else to be done.
Our primary approach is
that there is an opportunity to be taken advantage of, where
there's a problem to solve, so let's solve it and now let's
get on to the next one.
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This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
I would say it's a very strong relationship [between proto¬
typing and financial operations of the business].
It's not
a direct connection.
[Interviewer probes:]
Well, if we
pick the wrong tool, we end up wasting a lot of money and
have to eat that time because the client's not going to pay
for it.
So I would say it's a medium-strong relationship.
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I think it helps out on the other end, where you're per¬
forming the applications, where you're writing the specs
[specifications] and writing the applications document.
I
think the system still must be prototyped, but I think the
amount of time you spend in understanding what the applica¬
tion is going to be doing, what is should be doing, what are
the calculations that are going to go on, I think it's [pre¬
vious experience in developing a similar application system]
cutting down on that time.
But I think you're spending the
same amount of prototyping time.
You must have a level of
understanding of what the application should do, then you
can go off and prototype it.
rAddressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

Because of the size of the project and because of the complexity
of the calculations that were going on and the various things
that were happening inside of the application.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when vou employ traditional development?
Because you can see it [the system] taking shape.
Your
understanding of the application changes.
It's better.
You
can put your hands on it, you can actually...
All those
discussions, all those interviews are boiling down into
something that looks relatively simple.
I think it tends to
lessen the anxiety on your side and lessen the anxiety on
the client's side.
The client's paying for something and
they can actually start to see it.
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When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
It's the same.
As long as you are up front to the client,
what are the steps going to be, and the client knows that
this first stage is a prototype, it's not the working appli¬
cation, and we're going to be going back and forth for a
while, that's fine.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
They [clients] do [bring up system options], often times
they do, but they often looking for you [the developer] to
take up the lead, so to say.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
It's just that we don't view it [prototyping]... We're not
an MIS Department so that our actions, our interactions with
the user are really as an independent third party.
And
number two, we don't really view the prototyping as a tool.
It's a very integral step in how we solve a particular prob¬
lem or take advantage of an opportunity.
It's like saying,
you've got the requirements document and then you begin
working on the prototype.
You don't leave out that step,
and that step more and more is becoming less and less of an
optional step... It's becoming more and more a required
step.
That's our approach.
[Interviewer probes: returning
to relationship of business operations and prototyping:]
I
did mention that the client feels happy, but I didn't tie
that into the financial [aspects of the business.]
Our
clients are billed regardless.
You like to hit a client
with a bill when they feel happy about it, and prototyping
is one way of making sure that the client knows you are
working on the assignment.
There are other ways of doing
that: we have regularly scheduled meetings, we have progress
reports, we have all those kinds of things... I can see
where people [developers] would say that [there is a rela¬
tionship between financial operations and prototyping]...
There are other means of communicating the point that prog¬
ress is taking place, to make the client feel good about
spending all this money.
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EXHIBIT AB
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 26
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
My definition of prototyping is very much what yours is
[refers to interviewer’s introductory definition], which is
a pleasant surprise since I've come across so many [defini¬
tions of prototyping].
Essentially, for me, prototyping, we
tend to use the word iterative development instead of proto¬
typing just because there is so much confusion about the
word prototyping, but when we're doing what we consider to
be the most valuable method of prototyping, iterative devel¬
opment, it's a matter of very quickly fabricating essential¬
ly a shell, the visual appearance of the system, which is
able to demonstrate what the functionality of the system
will be ultimately, without necessarily containing the code
to actually deliver that functionality.
The primary motiva¬
tion for that is, as in your definition, to get a reaction
from the end user of the system, to find out if this is what
they had in mind.
Typically, I'm sure everybody in the
systems development world knows, what people [clients] ask
for and what they want aren't always the same thing, and
this [prototyping] is an effort to 'guide' the systems
development effort towards what they want, as opposed to
what they say they want, as well as to manage their expecta¬
tions and their understanding of the process.
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I think, first of all, they are highly interactive systems.
Nobody really wants to watch a batch job [be] prototyped.
I
think, generally speaking, there has to be a good political
relationship between the developers and the end users.
And,
there has to be a willingness for the end user to get invol¬
ved in the problem [solving] process.
And if all that is
true, then I think it [prototyping] can be successful.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed , where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
Probably mostly of the opposite of what I just said [refer
to response to success question].
Namely, that there was
perhaps an adversarial relationship between the MIS area and
the end user.
Or, the user was not able or willing to
extend the effort required to be involved in the [proto¬
typing] process.
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Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here.
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
I think that, in my perception, what you're getting from
prototyping is largely quality and accuracy and satisfaction
with the ultimate product.
I, generally speaking, don't
think it's [prototyping] any more efficient than any other
[development] method, from the point of view of calendar
time or from the point of view of effort expended.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
It may be more expensive to develop a prototype system than
a traditional system.
And some of the reasons... One of the
biggest reasons is that the users tend to get more of the
bells and whistles on the system because they have a lot
more time to lobby for them, and they become a lot more
aware of the value of an enhanced user interface or what
have you.
And those things take a lot of time and cost a
lot of money.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
I think largely that the value of prototyping is that one
allows the user to end up with a system that meets their
needs better than a system developed using traditional
methods.
They [users] have a chance to control the direc¬
tion of the development effort.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

I that prototyping is probably better at getting at their
[users'] needs.
I feel that most users, especially naive
users who have not worked in [systems] development before
have a great deal of difficulty articulating even when being
interrogated by an expert systems analyst, have a difficult
time articulating their [unintelligible].
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do vou think?
i think that people who get involved in that sort of contro¬
versy or exercise are thinking of the prototype in the same
way that people look at the ultimate system in the tradi¬
tional development method, that is, that there's one proto¬
type, that you undergo development effort to deliver a pro¬
totype.
You ask the users how they like it, and then you go
off and build your system and I don't see that method as
being all that much different from the traditional method,
it's just one extra step thrown in there.
I think that
first version that you show the users probably won't have
any underlying computations because you want them to see
something [a prototype] as soon as possible.
On the other
hand, that doesn't mean you don't show them anything again
until the end.
In this case, I'm talking about what we
would call a constructive prototype and not a destructive
prototype, a prototype that is going to evolve into the
system itself.
Say we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e., the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do vou think?
I think the people who are throwing prototypes away are not
employing rigorous development methods on the prototype
system, and therefore feel that when they... I think that if
you want your prototype to turn into your system, and I feel
that, generally speaking, that's the most effective way to
prototype, you have to use very formal and consistent devel¬
opment methods, the same methods you would use when you are
developing a traditional product, so that in fact a proto¬
type doesn't mean a poorly developed version of the system,
it means a well developed version of the most visible parts
of the system, those that would be most effective at elicit¬
ing a response from the user.
If one is just slopping some¬
thing together as a so-called prototype, one certainly
doesn't then want to sort of turn that into the system
because if you start off badly you're going to end up badly.
But, if you're very rigorous from the beginning, I think
it's possible [to evolve a prototype into a production
system.]
[Interviewer probes: what about executional effi¬
ciency concerns?:]
I would say that it's possible that some
recoding may be necessary for performance reasons, but I
also think a lot of people are too hung-up about perform¬
ance.
Depending on the type of system you are developing,
performance may not be an issue at all.
Again, if you're
rigorous in the use of tools from the beginning, that
[recoding for executional efficiency] shouldn't be neces¬
sary... [Interviewer continues probing:]
I also think a
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sound design, which should be an element of the prototype,
that is, I don't think prototyping replaces the process of
the design of the system, and that a sound design will lead
ultimately to a sound system, and if there is performance
tuning needed at the end, then you do it at the end if you
need to, and if you don't [need to tune for performance],
then you don't worry about it.
How do you nudge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase vour prototyping toolfs)?
You try to find the most stable and the most promising
firms.
That is, the stability of the firms is one of the
principle factors in our choosing any software that we're
going to use in the development effort.
[Interviewer
probes: how is stability judged?:]
Word of mouth, reputa¬
tion, length of time in service, past successes, frequently
we'll get references.
If we're involved in choosing a very
critical piece of software, then we'll do reference checks.
We'll get reference from [consulting business] competitors,
we'll talk with as many people as we can, ask as many dif¬
ficult questions as we [can] about it.
What would it take to cause you to leave vour prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Generally speaking, if I'm in an environment where I have a
tool that is adequate for the job, I'll use it.
That is, I
won't incur a learning curve unless I have to because our
client's paying a lot of money to have me learn tools, or
else we're paying a lot of money, one way or the other.
So,
if I don't have to switch tools, I tend not to, but if I
move to a new environment, where the tools I had been using
are a different environment, and when I say 'environment' I
mean hardware and/or software, operating system architec¬
ture, then there will have to be an effort expended to
select and learn new tools, and generally that goes into the
estimating process for the project.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
That's hard to say.
In any given environment, there are
inadequacies with any set of tools.
I'd say in the micro[computer] environment, there's a lack of cohesion between
some of the screen handling and file handling capabilities,
unless you get into fourth generation languages, which on a
PC tend to be quite slow and quite limited in their quality
as development tools.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?.
I think it [prototyping] can be expensive and I think that
it needs to be done with the right user at the right time.
That is, I don't think it's a panacea, I don't think that
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situations dictate prototyping to be used, although I'd say,
in a sense, it would be my default value, that is, I would
choose prototyping unless I felt circumstances dictated
against it.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of vour
business, particularly the financial operations?
I think by being very good at prototyping, we develop better
systems for our clients, and the better job you do the more
money you make.
As I said, it's not a one step relation¬
ship, it's a two step relationship, that prototyping
improves the quality of the work and the quality of the work
produces the financial condition of the company.
[Inter¬
viewer probes: what affect does prototyping have on day-today financial operations:?] I'm not sure there is an effect.
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I don't think that is [substantial previous experience] is a
substitute, in fact I'd say it's almost a good argument for
producing a prototype because you can probably produce a
higher quality, a better prototype more quickly and demon¬
strate your knowledge to the client.
And make sure that
this is really what they want.
That is, I don't think arro¬
gance or presumption on the part of the developer is a sub¬
stitute for prototyping.
fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
We chose to prototype the project because we felt that the
way we were planning to solve this particular user's problem
was substantially different from previous attempts to solve
their problems.
And, we wanted to make sure they have grown
to be comfortable with that solution before we finished it.
They have several abortive attempts... several unsuccessful
attempts to develop a system that would meet those same
needs, none of which adequately performed.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
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All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
There's a lot less fear of being wrong in a prototyping
environment.
If I go back to a client three weeks after we
set up development and showed him something that he doesn't
like, that's going to be a lot better than showing it to him
three months after the project started.
He's going to for¬
give me for not knowing what he wanted so early in the pro¬
ject and say 'I didn't express it right; here's what I
wanted'.
But three months later, you don't have the same
excuse.
At the point, you can talk to the person [client] a
great deal, a lot of time has elapsed, anyhow by then they
expect you to do the right thing.
So, if you ever did the
wrong thing, and it showed up very late in the game, I think
there's a good deal of risk there.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I'd say it's the same.
Generally speaking, we tend to take
a leadership role with our clients, and guide them through
the development process.
The user's more involved but in
either case I think we're trying to [unintelligible]...
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
Generally speaking, they expect us to take the lead,
although there are people [clients] with a great many opin¬
ions, and we're always trying to combine their needs with
our expertise.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Interview requests expansion on "right user at the right
time" point:] I think the right user is a user who wants the
system as opposed to the user who has been told they need to
have the system, and I think what you get from that is a
cooperative user.
You have a user who has a great deal of
stake in the quality of the system.
And, a user who's wil¬
ling to think hard about what it is he wants.
Someone who's
not so busy at trying to keep his head above water that he
can't think about what he really [wants] needs longer time;
users who show up at meeting and play with the prototype and
[are] sincerely interested in the ultimate quality of the
system... They have the luxury of spending the time neces¬
sary to get the system that they want, as opposed to essen¬
tially delivering them one very quick version of what's
supposed to be the final system, that is, they're not trad¬
ing off time at the expense of quality.
I think there can
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be a trade off there: 'Give me 50% of what I need quickly,
and go away and don't talk to you any more'.
There are
people who build systems that way and they end up with 50%
of what they want... The right time is when the user has
decided he has the time and the commitment and the support
to get involved in the project.
[Interviewer asks for fur¬
ther comment on the evolutionary versus modeling question:]
We tend to focus on evolutionary development.
Modeling,
it's hard to justify spending a lot of the money and time on
thoroughly modeling the system, when for a comparable amount
of money and time, one can develop significant portions of
the ultimate system.
But in order to do that last part,
there has to be... you have to be developing in a highly
productive environment, and that productivity comes from a
knowledge base and experience, having very good, strong
people which our particular company does, so we're able
to... we have formal methodologies for the way [unintellig¬
ible] and within the scope of these methodologies we're able
to develop effective evolutionary prototypes very quickly.
If that were not the case, then we'd have no alternative but
to use modeling prototypes.
If it took two months to
deliver the evolution of the system, then I guess we
wouldn't really have a choice, but considering that we can
probably develop an evolutionary beginning of a system in
several weeks, its worth having the client wait another week
or two before they seek to see something that at that point
is fairly realistic.
[Interviewer probes:]
And it does
require high end resources... mostly high end people and
methodologies... you have to have the right people doing the
right things and knowing what they're doing.
I don't think
it [prototyping] would necessarily work in the large MIS
shop that had essentially average level MIS people in it.
I
think a small company like us is very effective at it
because we can invest people, we are very focused at what we
do.
It's a very high-energy, highly motivated environment,
and that's why we're able to turn things around very quick¬
ly.
[Interviewer probes the relationship between financial
operations and prototyping:]
I think that the quality of
the work is very important, as I said before, we’re managing
the risk of having the user involved in the process and know
what they going to get what they want, is important for
client satisfaction.
But we haven’t had a problem with
clients withholding payment to solve something.
We tend to
conduct business at a very professional level, and that just
tends not to be a factor.
If it does, it's probably not the
client we really want to do business with anyway.
So, it
[prototyping] keeps us in business in the sense of it allows
us to fulfill the needs of the client.
As far as the monthto-month cash flow, and getting them to sign the P.O. [pur¬
chase order] or sign the check, if that's what it takes to
get them to sign the check, then we're probably doing busi¬
ness with the wrong people.
[Interviewer probes:]
Cash
flow is crucial, but cash flow doesn't necessarily hinge on
prototyping.
In the sense of, if I were one-shop operation
[a single entrepreneur], or rather if I were hiring a one
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shop operation, I'd be much more reluctant to let go of any
money until I saw some results.
When hiring an organization
such as ourselves, where we have an industry reputation and
we have a certain level of integrity, strong reference,
companies tend to be less ill at ease with the process up
front.
I think we also have a very skillful management
staff and there's a great deal of focus at our end both on
managing the client and the client's expectations as well as
building systems.
That is, we're not just a bunch of pro¬
grammers or hackers, we're really focused on being a fullservice organization and, in that sense, we provide a lot
more feedback than just the programming side.
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EXHIBIT AC
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 27
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
First of all. I'll address prototyping as you have defined
it [refers to interviewer's introductory definition], which I
think is very traditional.
I think that the traditional
approach to prototyping is going down the tubes, except in
the financial area, and even in that area.
Prototyping as
you have defined it was a requirement that we had to have
when we had programming languages like COBOL and BASIC and
even before those... We had to work with the users and try
to define what we had to get a specification, try to freeze
the specification and program it.
And, then go back to the
users and say 'Aha, there's your beautiful system' and the
users would look at it and say 'This isn't what I intended
to do'.
The problems were fraught with a lot of things, a
lot of perils in that period of time.
One of them was the
inability of getting the users to define what they wanted
when so many of them were in their first management posi¬
tion, who didn't know a heck of a lot about management, and
they're telling you how to do something to develop a manage¬
ment system.
So, as a result, there was a hit-and-miss type
proposition, and the problems were the languages didn't lend
themselves to change.
You froze a file, you build a big
flat file, you tried to dump data into it, and all of a
sudden this guy would [want modifications]... And you had to
go and undo those programs, and you were fighting the prob¬
lems of opening files, and closing files, and how many files
could you bring into the computer?... Now, when we get into
the fourth generation world, we started operating more like
a company operates... All I've got to do is write a program
that maps information and [works at a high level]... When
that type of a capability came along, we could go to users
[and easily modify data structures,.especially files]... So,
we could work earlier in the cycle in terms of writing pro¬
grams.
We didn't have all that garbage we had to write that
is attendant with COBOL.
Therefore you can go to a user
earlier and say 'Let's make our mistakes together.
Let's
grow the system'. And that way, maybe nine months down the
road, we can say 'We've had a false start...'.
We've only
wasted nine months as opposed to three years... So, I don't
know if I've really answered your question.
To me, the old
approach to prototyping [respondent uses this term as equiv¬
alent to system construction], I'm brain washed, I'm a mis¬
sionary for fourth generation, DBMS [database management
system] approaches.
I think it's the only solution.
The
[artificial] intelligence languages are going to take us
further step forward, hopefully yes, but right now I think
we've got all we can do.
Finally, we're working with users
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and we're putting something in place
realistic.

[that is]

much more

Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
I would say very strong project management.
Knowledgeable,
able to work with people, and top management backing.
Those
are the two big things.
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine anv common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
I would say two things.
Design from the bottom,
from the bottom [were common flaws].

and support

Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Well first of all, I have to answer that by saying [that] I
think prototyping... We have to draw a line:.today's proto¬
typing, yesterday's prototyping, so I'm biasing the answer
somehow, probably from your viewpoint.
But, yesterday's
prototyping [i.e., conventional development methods], under
the right circumstances probably was halfway decent.
Does
prototyping reach the goal of successful installation sooner
than conventional [development]?
I'm going to make one
assumption in my answer, and that assumption is that it's a
well-managed project.
I'll say yes [prototyped systems are
delivered in less calendar time].
[Interviewer probes:]
Because if it's properly organized, you get the user in¬
volved, and he understands the pitfalls of his contribution,
and he works a little harder, everybody works harder...
In general, do vou think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi^
tional manner?
Why?
It's the way you measure costs that counts.
If you put a
bad system in... First of all, assuming your prototyping
does a better design job and the ultimate outcome is a bet¬
ter system, I would you put the investment at the front end
and when you put it after the fact, to correct the system,
you're pouring good money after bad, and I just don't think
that makes sense.
You always do some of it [corrective
maintenance], but it minimizes it...
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In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?
Why?
I would say greater quality.
[Interviewer probes:] Well,
any time you get the user involved in design, assuming know¬
ledgeable users, you're going to be better off in terms of
what your product is.
Data Processing people are not
normally managers.
Systems analysts are few and hard to
come by that are really good systems analysts.
Programmers
who knows what a manager needs are few and far between,
they're mathematicians or very numbers-oriented people.
So,
if you get the user involved with the proper amount of guid¬
ance, I think you'll increase proper balance [of expertise].
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

It depends on who's doing the project... In consulting, I
found that with consulting people, you could sit on the top,
and look at the way something should be done.
Prototyping,
at times, will cause you to automate what is being done.
Traditional development isn't going to solve the problem
either.
It's a question of the top level design down.
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
I would prefer to have as much of the computations done as
possible.
I don't think that was practical in the old simu¬
lation programs.
I think the new DBMS [database management
system] approaches allow us to put databases together and
make it real life, very fast.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e.f.the prototype
evolves into the production svsteml.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionally inefficient,_and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I don't think in today's languages that's [recoding for
executional efficiency] true.
Possibly in.COBOL days or
something, that might be [true]... [Interviewer probes:]
We've run Progress [respondent's prototyping tool] against
COBOL programs on benchmarks, and we've run just as fast.
So, the technology today is there.
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How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm

from which you will purchase your prototyping toolfs)?
I think they're [Progress Software, vendors of respondent's
prototyping tool] in pretty good shape.
[Interviewer
probes:] First of all, I knew the four guys that started
it, we worked for the same company.
And when they spun off
from this mainframe environment, they had already had seven
years of writing DBMS [database management systems] lan¬
guages on the mainframe.
So, they turned around and decided
to write it in the micro[computer] world.
The fact that
they have been able to port onto [a large number of computer
systems], I think speaks a lot for it.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
The opportunity to sell my product differently than we're
being able to sell it today.
It would have to be a finan¬
cial enhancement.
I love the language.
What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Graphics... We feel that graphics are a major requirement—
We feel that interactively having conversations with other
database management systems is a requirement... They're, I
think, the two major ones [desired features] that I run
into.
They're are others... [an applications generator,
pending from Progress, respondent's prototyping tool]... The
other thing... that I would like to see more off, is better
remote training.
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
I would say right now is one of the biggest is lack of
available Progress [respondent's prototyping tool]-trained
[personnel] resources.
In other words, we took it upon
ourselves to jump into this fourth generation approach, none
of us want to train people because of the risk, and I would
like to be able to go down the street [and hire Progress
programmers]...
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to—assure you that—X
am not requesting privileged information._What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations—of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
I think the minute that you get into prototyping you're
admitting to the world, you're admitting to the customers
that you don't have a product yet, and so they beat you down
in terms of the price, and you have to be prepared to make
an investment in support.
You're finding bugs in design,
you're finding bugs in programs, you're trying to tram on
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the fly.
Along with this, you've got programming language
changes...
So, I think it's a tougher road to go, I think
it's tougher management-wise.
I think it requires an awful
lot of selling, internally, for that customer, and I think
it takes some hard-nosed business relationships because what
you do is, you've got people trying to change things.
And
your goal is to finalize a product and get it into the mar¬
ketplace and accept it.
And, when they [clients] continue
to keep changing things, you're delaying your objective
[introduction to the market].
What we say is 'Look, we've
got the design, we're going to have an enhancement program.
Let's freeze, and take these enhancements put them... aside
as a requirement with a commitment [to upgrade the system]
and let's go'.
And, that has worked fairly well.
[Inter¬
viewer probes: what about relationship of prototyping and
cash flow?:] I think when you've finished prototyping or
start getting to those stages where you have a confidence
level that it's a viable product for the marketplace, all
sorts of things happen, all sorts of things happen.
You
start worrying about the design of your training courses,
how you're going to market, what your sales literature is
going to be, and everything.
Which, again, is another com¬
mitment that you have to make to it [the product].
Depend¬
ing on your cash flow, in a small company like ours [one may
not be in a competitive situation]... [Interviewer probes:
questions specific cash flow problems and relationship to
prototyping:] I'm saying you live with it, it's a way of
life, we have to live with it, but what I'm really saying is
when you do prototyping you're going to make a commitment to
some money [to be expended in the future].
As I said
before, you put your investment up at the front end.
A lot
of people design a system, plunk it out in the world, sell
it, and then run into trouble and they spend their time
bailing it out but they've got the cash flow coming in.
We've been more organized and structured in the way we've
developed [systems], now, all of a sudden, we're starting to
sell but we don't have a lot of capital to throw into mar¬
keting tools, so we're going to initially grow slowly.
But
I think there's a cycle and there's a curve, a break-even
curve type of thing where we'll regenerate flow cash back
into these tools and then all of a sudden we're going to get
the investment.
That's been our approach.
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
Well, I think a lot, very heavily.
I think the reason why
our systems are as good as they are, and been developed in
the time they have is because of my experience.
And I guar¬
antee you that where I've had experienced systems analysts
working for me, my client situation has almost always been
better.
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fAddressing a specific prototyping experience:! Why did you
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because I think it's one of the hottest markets in the
future, [field] repair maintenance.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is vour plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
Well, I think to manage is to worry, but on the other hand,
I feel comfortable because if I have powerfully [sic] picked
the client, I'm getting a value in terms of design that,
once I had the most experienced organization in the world, I
probably couldn't have otherwise.
So, it's a love-hate
relationship.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
Well, you're talking of the use of your [developer's]
resources plus the use of theirs [client's] and you're per¬
forming a consulting role because they give you the user
design, but you're [developer] the person that knows the
language, you're the person who's trying to engineer their
product towards a final end.
And, to us that final end is
to generate revenue across the board, and I do not want any
of these people to back into a corner where I end up spend¬
ing resources for a special requirement on their part unless
they're paying me extra money to do this.
So, you do have
to watch it very closely.
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
I think that depends on who you are working with.
If you're
working with a company where they've got strong people, and
I define strong in two ways, one is knowledgeable-strong and
the other is unknowledgeable-strong, you're going to have a
problem.
If it's knowledgeable strong, you may [unintel¬
ligible] if you properly engineer it and manage it.
It's a
lot like consulting, from that viewpoint.
If they're
[clients] going to have strong people who are
unknowledgeable...
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I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
[Interviewer probes: requests respondent to continue to
address relationship of prototyping and financial opera¬
tions:] Well, what we do, we enter into a contract whether
it's prototyping or otherwise, we normally have a payment
schedule of at least three parts... more of a progress pay¬
ment type of thing.
We essentially get money on the front
end, and then we deliver something and we get money at that
time, we give them fifteen days to accept it, or whatever is
negotiated.
And then, if it's going to extend on, we will
get and have other project points going.
It really depends.
You see, none of our prototype projects have been over a
year, and both of them that have taken a year, the last two
anyway, shouldn't have taken that long.
The thing that most
people don't realize in a project [is] you don't control
people on project as if they're your own people... I bring
that up because we haven't really pursued other than the
three- or four-payment type approach... [Interviewer
probes:]
Well, I think it simply boils down to is the
objectives of the person who is customizing or prototyping
for a job in-house... We're looking constantly in terms of
what we're going to develop, where it's going to generate
future cash flow.
I think there are two things.
One, we
soak up everything we can from the users.
We're like a
sponge, as much as we can.
We have to because, being a
small organization, we don't have the resources all the
resources to discuss things with.
But, the other part of it
is: once we do that, we then have to be more the managers of
ourselves than when we're developing things in-house, and
there is a difference.
[Interviewer probes: queries
respondent's use of "old prototyping" to refer to conven¬
tional development:] Oh yes, I've always been very struc¬
tured.
I worked for [a manager who saw the need for proto¬
typing] but we couldn't get the opportunity, we couldn|t
sell management that they should do it... I think running
development as a manager, one of the things that every
manager wants to do, and it's part of information theory
[decision theory?] and that is, how do you minimize risk?
How do you get as much information as you can, as early in
the cycle to make that information probability of decision¬
making higher?
What we're really talking about is prob¬
abilities.
The more you can do prototyping, maybe it's the
application of 80-20 [rule]... you don't have to do the
whole thing, you look for where the problems [are].
And, if
you can identify that in the right environmental systems
design, configuration type setup, you're minimizing the
risk, and maybe that's all the prototyping you have to do...
And whenever we do the prototype I always looking, every
week, and saying 'Where's my most potential problem, and
let's get that under control'.
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EXHIBIT AD
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 28
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
I guess the strict definition pretty much agrees with yours
[refers to interviewer’s introductory definition].
It is
not... really what we do.
My definition is perhaps easier
to look at from a hardware standpoint or some device, some
widget, that you develop a prototype to try to sell it: try
to sell the prototype, not necessarily what it looks like,
in its final form, but here's the prototype of this partic¬
ular gadget, and it doesn't work and now we need money to
develop it.
From the software side of things, it pretty
much agrees with what you said.
The only time that we would
follow that strict definition would be if we were developing
a product without a known customer, in other words, we had
no one to sell this to.
No one has come to us and said we
need this product.
But, we perceive a need in the market¬
place and have the time and the money to develop some kind
of a product.
In this case, it would be a strict prototype
via your definition.
We would put together the way the
system would look overall, with perhaps most of the screens,
for example, developed.
A few of the output reports in
place.
One of the major functions of the system probably
fairly close to being at least our version of being com¬
plete, with the rest sort of hanging out there, tempting on
the menu.
And, at this point, we go into an initial sales,
marketing environment.
We would try to capture as many
commitments as possible.
Basically, if we were able to
complete this to your specifications, Mr. Customer, will you
commit to buying it if we do that?
At the same time, arriv¬
ing at some kind of a market price for it.
Now, as I said,
we do that very, very seldom.
I don't think we've ever
carried that to its complete fruition.
We are involved in
one now, in the very preliminary stages of putting together
a prototype, but that is not our normal way of doing busi¬
ness.
However, the so-called traditional approach is prob¬
ably not our normal way of doing business either.
We prob¬
ably have a... the majority of the cases involve a somewhere-halfway-in-between kind of approach.
The typical
example would be the customer comes to us with a particular
problem which is not solved by an off-the-shelf piece of
software, and he would come to us and we would negotiate a
contract with him to do this particular piece of software.
We would get from him as much of the specification for that
system as we could, from a general standpoint.
It almost
never gets down to the number the customer thinks... we have
eighteen modules and fourteen screens and eighty-six
reports, but this is the information he has, this is the
information he needs, and how do we get there?
And that's
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his problem, and that's the way he comes to us.
At that
point, we go through a rather sophisticated home-grown for¬
mula to determine how many modules, of what complexity, how
many screens, etc., etc..
And from that, develop a time
frame and therefore a price.
A time frame from the tradi¬
tional manmonths standpoint, or mandays, and then perhaps
also a calendar day from that based on our current workload,
etc., etc..
And we go back to the customer with that and
say, this is what it's going to cost you.
From that point
on, we would start developing the system, but we would typi¬
cally interface at some fairly regular interval with the
customer, at various points in the development of the pro¬
ject, so now we are in fact prototyping to a smaller degree,
or to a little bit different degree.
We would put together
what might be the main entry screen, for example, two or
three of the main input or record types that are involved in
this particular project.
And then we would sit down with
the customer and show him that, and say 'Is this what you
had in mind?
Is it going do the job for you?'.
We have
certain set ways in which we design screens, that normally
everyone likes.
We would do that same kind of thing for the
customer, basically because it saves us time to do that,
because we have known code that produces this type of
screen, we can to a certain extent fill in the blanks on
some big parts of the software.
So at that point, we get a
reaction from the customer.
Now this is not really a mar¬
keting reaction, the job is sold, the money is coming in,
but it is a satisfaction kind of thing.
Are we doing what
he expects?
Is he going to be very unhappy at the end?
And, because of the way most of these contracts are written,
he must be happy at the end or he's not going to pay the
remainder of the contract price.
He's going to find some¬
thing wrong, that he doesn't like, and he's going to say
'It's not complete', and everybody's unhappy, so it does pay
to do that kind of prototyping... Now that [prototyping] can
be dangerous at times from the standpoint of, you can get
involved with a customer who does not think the way you
do... and wants a lot of changes.
One of the things we
attempt to do with any piece of software that evolves, no
matter how customized it is, is we try to approach the writ¬
ing of that software with the idea of selling it to someone
else besides customer number one.
We do not sell software,
we license it like most other people do.
So we license it
to that customer for his use, but it's always non-exclusive.
So, if you get involved with this customer and he is chang¬
ing things such that it is making the product good for him
but bad for everybody else, you can wind up up with a prob¬
lem,

as what do you do with this guy?

Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped^.
Can you determine any common characteristics—or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?.
I guess my instant reaction is no... The user will typically
get a better feeling about a piece of software that has been
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prototyped via my definition.
He also gets an appreciation
for what you're doing for him...
Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
No.
There have been very few, fortunately, that have not
been successful.
So, I don't have a good base to judge from.
Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
When you're looking at total customer satisfaction, to reach
a particular level of satisfaction, I think the prototyping
will wind up taking less time, although as you're going
through it, it appears to be taking you longer, you the
developer, longer, because you can always do it faster than
having this meeting with the customer.
But in the long run,
you're much better off.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
I would tend to think that the cost is probably the same, on
an overall basis, talking about strict monies passing hands.
You're probably going to expend about the same effort in the
long run, because when you don't prototype, you're almost
guaranteed... At the point in time when you feel you're
delivering this product, you will not be, you will be deliv¬
ering something which has to be modified to a much greater
degree than if you developed something with a prototypical
kind of method.
And now if you deliver it and if you still
have to make changes, they are very few, comparatively
speaking.
So that the cost to the customer in terms of
hours spent, which is typically what he's paying for it, is
probably about the same.
The gain for the [consulting]
business, however, is much greater when you prototype
because you have a happier customer in the long run and
that's what pays off for the future.
In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser quality, equal quality or greater quality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?—Why.?
[In response to question regarding successfully prototyped
systems:] The user will typically get a better feeling
about a piece of software that has been prototyped via my
definition.
He also gets an appreciation for what you're
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doing for him.
An example of that would be that if a person
[developer] who takes a bare specification and does a coding
job, as opposed to an analysis job, is not going to be very
successful.
Whereas if the customer say ’I want X1 and you
don't question whether or not they need it or, what about
the effect of Y and Z on X, Mr. Customer?
Usually, because
of this interaction with the customer back and forth, what
you wind up is with a better system to sell to other people.
It's also a better system for that customer because although
sometimes you can look at this from a strict marketing
standpoint and you just do what the customer says, and it's
wrong, you know that he's going to come back to you later,
more than likely, and say, 'We need this modification'.
And
if you think in terms of strict dollar signs, that way
you're better off not opening your mouth.
But, I have found
that really has a negative impact, and you're better off
talking with the customer trying to find out what he really
needs, and that you find out during a prototyping session,
and not so much during during the initial specification,
because that's when the ins and outs, the really inside
details that no one ever puts in a specification come to
light.
Until he actually sees something on the screen to
play with and someone, when looking at it, will say 'But
what about X?', and X here is something that no one's ever
mentioned.
And, that's the thing that will typically kill
an application that's not been prototyped, because the
unknowns that no one ever mentioned, and now you have spent
some number of months developing along an avenue, and find
that you've been going downtown instead of cross-town, kind
of thing.
And, to undo it back to the point where it's
really useful to the customer is perhaps lucrative, because
you can prove that he should have told you that in the first
place, but it's still not what you want to be doing.
It
doesn't make for a successful application, because the cus¬
tomer will remember the wrong thing.
Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

There are a couple of cases where the traditional method
might do just as well, I'm not sure whether it would do
better, but just as well, and that is when you have... where
the person who's doing the analysis is an ex-user, from a
standpoint that this person totally understands the applica¬
tion environment that we're dealing with.
Without that, I
don't think it's possible [without prototyping], for the
traditional way to be better, without that in-depth
knowledge.
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Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
If we were going to develop something without a customer
[i.e., on speculation] and we wanted to go out and sell it
and therefore we going to develop what we might term a com¬
plete prototype, that that prototype would have at least one
of the main functions complete, in as detailed a fashion as
possible [with computations coded], from input screens to
file maintenance through reports, queries, the whole bit.
The rest could be teasers, and might be there for one screen
that doesn't go anywhere, kind of thing [i.e., stubbing
employed].
But, you're not showing them [clients] anything
if you're not showing them some results, what can be done
here.
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach ri.e.. the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
I think if you're using a tool that was designed for proto¬
typing a system then that's [recoding for executional effi¬
ciency] probably true.
However, we would not do that...
Because we are going to be developing a working prototype,
that is, part of that prototype is going to be functional,
through computations, etc., and is also going to be using
this for the basis for the end result, then we use the same
tools for developing the so-called prototype as we would for
the actual end application.
So that the question of a pro¬
totype tool doesn't really come into play here [note
respondent refers to dedicated prototyping tools; he uses
Progress as his prototyping tool], as far as we're con¬
cerned, we just don't use it.
How do vou judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?.
I think in the beginning, when we initially looked for a
product, our objective was to find one that we could use for
any situation that we could foresee, that could be used over
a general field of machine types, so we wouldn't have to
worry about hardware... And, we really looked for a tool to
do the job, first, as opposed to a company.
Once we got
that field down to one or two or three, then we started
looking at the company itself.
And, in many cases in the
micro[computer] world, you really couldn't look too deep,
because the companies were generally new... and usually
privately held and the rest of it.
And, you had to use your
experience in judging people more than the company itself,
the type of people, the attitude.
Much of it revolved
around, what did the product look like?
What does it look
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like today?
And, you can basically get a feel for the
approach they have taken and when they are going.
Some
products, for example, might be excellent as they stand, but
there's really no way that they can easily advance or
enhance that product.
In some cases, it's very obvious.
And then you have to pick out... somewhere along the line,
you have to make a decision, which may be right or wrong,
and in this case we felt it was very right and that's proved
to be so.
The company behind Progress [respondent's proto¬
typing tool]... is very strong.
They have done a fantastic
job as far as enhancements, and their approach, as to which
enhancements come first, is one that I particularly like,
and that is, they listen to their users, which is myself and
companies like myself.
That's very comforting to know that
when you simply call up on the phone I think the product
should be able to this or we're having a problem accomplish¬
ing something because of something which is missing in the
product, to know that that is written down and discussed and
this particular company has meetings with users, again mean¬
ing myself, to talk about enhancements and what is more
important, and actually have an input as to what is going
on.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Probably, I don't know how to put that... [My] initial reac¬
tion is, an awfully lot.
It gives us so many advantages
that someone would have to show me something that was meas¬
urably better, no only in one way but many ways.
There are
many products out there today that compete with Progress,
and the way I would put it is, you could take any one of
them and point to some feature about that product which was
better than the way Progress did it... But on an overall
basis, I haven't found anything that even comes remotely
close to the type of thing we want to see from a product
like this.
Generalized ease of development, speed of devel¬
opment, across machines, some mainframe capabilities such as
online recovery, rollback recovery, that kind of thing.
What features would you desire
are not currently available?

in a prototyping tool that

There are so few that are not in Progress already.
One
could improve some of the screen painting abilities, and
that is coming... to make some of that easier.
The philo¬
sophy behind the way they put Progress together is to give
you the you the building [tools] to do anything you want,
today.
How easy that is, is what the question is.
So,
everything is there now... [the question is] can Progress
develop a tool that will make this particular function
easier to do, as opposed to having the ability to do it a
all.
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What shortcomings do you see

in the prototyping method?

I guess if I'm dealing with my definition of prototyping...
the shortcoming that you tend to notice is that the initial
portion of development takes longer.
As I said, I still
believe in the long run you wind up spending the same amount
of time, but the traditional programmer does not want to
deal with the user, so anytime he has to deal with someone
who is not at his technical level, the typical programmer
has a problem, and will view perhaps the interface with the
user that I do as a pain in the neck, and it will take
longer in the beginning.
Somewhere or other, that program,
to be successful, has to get over that hump, but the initial
drawback that you seem to see is that it will take longer.
A user may have a completely different idea of an approach,
which in your [developer's] mind may be better or worse.
And, sometimes you have to go with what the user says
because you can't convince him otherwise, and he is the man
with the money.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
vour operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
I tend to think that the user experience is invaluable.
[Interviewer probes: what about experience as a developer in
the application area?:]
It can substitute to a great
degree, really.
I've seen many instances of people in my
business who at least start out their going into business
for themselves [by] developing a particular package... He
will take something which he has been involved in typically
for ten or fifteen years, some area of MIS, let's say...
And, he thinks he can put together a better product... so he
will open up his own business and he will write that piece
of application software, and he writes it because he knows
what's necessary, because he has the experience.
Whether
he's a user or not may not make a difference, depending on
how close he has been to the product or to the other pro¬
ducts like it, and to the operating environment, but typi¬
cally he can do a fairly good job of coming up with that
piece of software.
But, it's questionable about what hap¬
pens next for this guy's business, which is not really what
you [the interviewer] want to talk about.
Whether or not he
can make his business a viable one after that is really up
in the air, that depends on the sales of this particular
product...
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[Addressing a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?

Why did you

One, because I believe in the idea [of prototyping] to begin
with.
Two, I felt that in order to do the best job pos¬
sible, I needed additional knowledge of the user environ¬
ment.
I know what questions to ask, I don't know what the
answers are.
When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
I would say less because you're typically developing a
series of questions in your mind, which is where the anxiety
comes from, something about the particular application area
which you don't know or don't understand well enough.
When
you're prototyping, you automatically gather those questions
together and handle them in a prototype session with the
user, so that you can get those questions answered up front
and take the guesswork out.
So, I think the anxiety over
whether or not you're doing it the right way, taking the
right approach, is severely cut down because of the proto¬
typing.
When prototyping, do you find you must take a leadership
role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
I think it's [exercising leadership] more often because
there's more contact.
When you don't prototype, there are
several possible results, I guess.
One might result from
the fact that the customer has no idea what he wants, and
is willing to accept whatever you do as long as it gets the
job done.
The other is the case where the customer has
allowed you to do this without prototyping and is not happy
with the result, yet it almost does it.
Your contact with
the customer is now.
Perhaps the programmer who is willing
to have the customer spend more money to get it fixed, the
way he [the customer] wants it, and perhaps in many ways
you're also a diplomat trying to change the customer's mind
as to what he wants...
In general, when prototyping, do users want you to take the
lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
Well, I don't think they [users] bring up the options on
their own.
They do to a certain extent.
I don't know
whether it's appropriate to say that the user expects you to
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take the lead.
I think from an applications developers
standpoint that you must take the lead in drawing out those
things which are important to the success of the applica¬
tion, which typically revolve around what the typical end
user does from day to day as he tries to get this particular
job done, and you've got to ask the right questions, draw
them, and get all that information in front of you.
I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
anv other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
I have a general feeling here, at least for a small business
such as mine, the traditional definition of prototyping is
not truly a viable one.
It may make a difference on how
much money is behind the corporation to begin with.
There
are certain instances where I could see, you could go after
seed money, for example, to develop a particular applica¬
tion, something which is obvious to the people who are
investing that it's going to be a success, that it's needed
out in the marketplace, etc.... In that case, when you have
that money behind you and you're not worrying about money
coming in from day to day, then you can develop the true
prototyping.
I feel that prototype should have some piece
which is in operating order.
I think the impression you
make with that is so much more valuable, it's well worth the
time spent.
So, in that case, you could develop this proto¬
type and use it as a marketing tool, that is, to go out and
drum up business, hopefully now to get some kind of monies
out of these prospective customers for you to now fund the
remaining development of that project.
The more [customers]
you can get, the less you have to get from each one, etc.
etc..
Other than that, a company such as mine, or of my
size, will tend not to be able to do that, the luxury just
isn't there.
You must spend your time developing, and if a
customer now comes to you with a particular problem, and you
want to solve that problem, I think you want to get the
advantages from this prototyping approach, this generalized
meeting every so often, with the customer, you want to get
the advantages of that, but you can't really afford to just
develop the prototype and say 'Is this what you like?'.
I
don't want to carry it that far, because if you're off the
beam to any extent, then you have just wasted hours, because
you can't really charge him for that.
Typically, here,
you're charging him by the hour, in some fashion or other.
We could charge him by strict hours spent, or, if it's a
fixed price, that fixed price is developed by the hour[ly
rate]... But, typically, without some large amount of monies
behind you, the typical prototyping approach is not viable,
you just can't do it, can't afford it.
You need those
monies coming in, which means you have to get started, and
what you get started with is something that you're going to
end up with or a piece of it... [So,] you should not be
using the prototype tools that end up with the prototype and
that's all, you really need something that's going to be
viable and can be built upon.
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EXHIBIT AE
Transcript of Responses to Selected Interview Questions
Respondent 29
Would you now share with me your own operating definition of
prototyping?
It [respondent's operating definition of prototyping]
matches with yours [interviewer's introductory definition].
Please think of systems that were successfully prototyped.
Can you determine any common characteristics or common
denominators of systems that were successfully prototyped?
No. I mean, they're all kind of look the same.
a system, as far as we are concerned.

A system is

Please think of systems that were not successfully proto¬
typed, where prototyping did not work well.
Can you deter¬
mine any common characteristics or common denominators of
systems that were not successfully prototyped?
No.
Prototyping is successful,
definition.

I think,

almost by

Let's discuss the time it takes to develop a system.
Here,
I refer to the calendar time from conception to delivery of
a system, not man-hours of development.
In general, do you
think prototyping allows systems to be delivered in less
calendar time than systems developed in the traditional
manner?
Why?
Because if you don't prototype, essentially, you have to do
it at least twice, or maybe more.
Even if you prototype you
may have to do it twice, but at least then you're doing
little chunks at a time, and you don't go off on tangents.
In general, do you think prototyping allows systems to be.
developed at less cost than systems developed in the tradi¬
tional manner?
Why?
It shortens the time frame

[meaning]

less cost.

In general, do you think systems that are prototyped are of
lesser gualitv, egual gualitv or greater guality than those
developed using more traditional approaches?Why?
[Not asked.]
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Some people feel
understanding or
more traditional
effective wav of
think?

prototyping is an effective method of
eliciting user needs.
Others feel that
analysis and design methods are a more
understanding user needs.
What do you

Well, generally... it depends on the level of people that
you're having doing the systems design.
If they have low
level people doing it [systems design] they have no choice
but go through the flowcharting and everything else.
But,
if they have systems people working it, rather than program¬
mers, it's a different story...
Some people feel that prototypes should consist of a simula¬
tion of the proposed system, with no actual underlying com¬
putations coded.
Others feel actual computations should be
included in the prototype.
What do you think?
It's just as easy to do it with the actual [computations] so
you might as well use the actual [computations].
I don't
think it makes an difference, but why use simulated data
when you can use the actual data?...
Sav we employ an evolutionary approach fi.e., the prototype
evolves into the production system!.
Some critics argue
that an evolved system is executionallv inefficient, and
that recoding in a lower level language is necessary for
performance reasons.
What do you think?
...It's our feeling that the machines are getting so fast
now that while at one point that [refers to rewriting for
executional efficiency] was a pretty valid criticism, I
think it's quickly disappearing.
How do you judge the stability and the longevity of the firm
from which you will purchase your prototyping tool(s)?
Educated guess.
We put our whole database in 1980 on
Progress and they hadn't sold a copy.
They had zero
revenue, they were just on the drawing boards.
But, we
analyzed it from a technical point of view and to it seemed
like it couldn't fail.
It was exactly what we were looking
for and there was no one else doing it; it was probably the
biggest risk we ever took.
What would it take to cause you to leave your prototyping
tool and move on to another?
Significant improvements.
thing like that.

At least a factor of 100%,
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some¬

What features would you desire in a prototyping tool that
are not currently available?
Well, there's some pretty technical things in Progress
[respondent's prototyping tool] that we'd like to have
changed.
There's not many, but there are some.
[Inter¬
viewer probes: what specific features are desired?:]
Well,
they're pretty technical features: we'd like a better report
writer, a real good report writer.
I'm not sure we can get
one, but that's what we'd like.
We'd like to have a little
more portability of the database itself; in other words,
right now, it's a little cumbersome, even though it's very
portable, it's a little cumbersome to make actual database
changes, not for us but for the end user.
I think of fairly
technical things such as that.
They're [Progress] working
on that...
What shortcomings do you see in the prototyping method?
As opposed to other [systems development] methods, I don't
see any [shortcomings to prototyping].
There are certain
shortcomings, but it's better than any other method, it's
just not the ultimate.
[Interviewer probes:] The fact that
every time you change an element in the database, you have
to actually recompile any program that are associated with
that.
And we carry prototyping to an extreme, we prototype
entire systems and when me make a change to any component of
the system, right now if that involves a database change,
you have to recompile the whole system.
That would be one
major feature that we'd like not to have to do.
This question deals with the relationship of prototyping and
your operations as a business.
I want to assure you that I
am not requesting privileged information.
What relationship
do you see between prototyping and the operations of your
business, particularly the financial operations?
[Not asked.]
Sav that a developer has very substantial experience with a
system similar to that proposed.
To what degree can that
experience effectively substitute for prototyping?
It can substitute a lot.

It can't replace it.

TAddressinq a specific prototyping experience:!
consciously choose to prototype this project?
Because we prototype all of our projects.
way we do business.
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Why did you

That's just the

When you are involved in prototyping, how do you approach
the project?
What is your plan of attack?
[Not transcribed.]
All developers feel some anxiety when approaching a new
project.
When prototyping, do you feel more anxious or less
anxious than when you employ traditional development?
Less anxious because you get feedback much earlier on in the
cycle.
When prototyping,

do you find you must take a leadership

role with respect to clients more often or less often com¬
pared to traditional development?
[Not transcribed.]
In general,

when prototyping,

do users want you to take the

lead in present various system options or do they bring up
sufficient options on their own?
It all depends on the user but,
must present system options].

generally,

no

[the developer

I would like to leave the tape recorder running and gather
any other thoughts that you would like to share with me.
Well, it [prototyping] works.
What you're [to interviewer]
doing is putting more emphasis on prototyping.
I think
there are more people [systems developers] doing it than you
think... When we prototype, that's a crucial thing for us to
do.
The thing that's of more concern to us is the 4GL
[fourth generation language]...
We always come at a project
as if we don't know anything about it, and the people who
know something about it are the people we are trying to
serve, and now we're forced to communicate with them, and
that's the only way I'd be able to do it...
We wouldn't be
a business without it [their fourth generation language,
Progress]...
We only have about twenty-five people, but
they're twenty-five good people, and with the prototyping
language you can, I'd say, ten times the work out of a good
person than you can [get] out of an ordinary person... you
can do a lot of work if you use the tools properly...
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